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53D CONGRESS, }

SENATE.

2d Session.

Mrs.Doc.
{ No.101.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.

MARCH

1, 1894.-Referred to the Committee on Civil Service and Retrenchment and
ordered to be printed.

The VICE-PRESIDENT presented the following
REPLY OF U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION TO SENATE RESOLUTION OF JANUARY 23, 1894, CALLING FOR STATEMENT OF INVESTIGATIONS SINCE MARCH 4, 1889, OF VARIOUS ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF THE CIVIL-SERVICE LAW AND RULES BY THE HEAD
OF ANY ONE OF THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS OR BUREAUS,
OR BY ANY OFFICER OF THE UNITED STATES WHOSE APPOINTMENT IS SUBJECT TO CONFffiMATION BY THE SENATE.

FEBRU.A.RY 28, 1894.
The PRESIDENT OF 'l'HE U. S. SEN.A.TE:
Sm: In accordance with the resolution of the Senate dated January
23, 1894, the Commission has the honor to make the following statement of investigations since March 4, 1889, of various alleged violations of the civil-service law and rules by the head of any one of the
Executive Departments or bureas or by any officer of the United States
whose appointment is subject to the confirmation of the Senate.
The cases embraced include most of those of importance undertaken
by the Commission. A number of cases of investigations were begun
but abandoned because of the evident worthlessness of the evidence
preferred or because of a failure of all evidence. A number of cases of
violation of the civil-service laws have been investigated during this
period which do not come within the scope of the resolution; these
cases being, for the most part, in reference to efforts to collect political
assessments by persons not in the Government service.
There are certain cases which the Commission is in doubt whether it
should or should not submit. Many of the cases of political assessment
are of this kind. In most of these cases only persons not in the Government service were implicated, but in some of them Government
employes were concerned. In cases of this latter kind the Commission
feels that whether the courts act or not, the head of the Department
should himself remove the offending subordinate.

POLITIC.AL ASSESSMENTS.

During the period referred to there has been only one case of political
assessment coming clearly within the scope of the resolution. This
occurred among the employes of the Internal-Revenue Service in the
Second and Fifth districts of Kentucky. The charge was against Collector Scott, of the Fifth; Collector Feland, of the Second district; and
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cer.t ain of their subordinates. It was charged that these individuals
had systematically blackmailed Government employes for political purposes on a most extensive scale, and had also used their offices in contesting the control of the primaries and nominating conventions of their
district, notably with reference to the contest for delegates to the
approaching Presidential convention.
On December 15, 1891J the Com~issio~ called the attention of ~he
President to these charges, recap1tulatmg them and recommendmg
action by the Department of Justice. The cases were turned over .to
Mr. George W. Jolly, U.S. district attorney for Kentucky, who prosecuted them with such zeal, fidelity, and success as to entitle him to the
respect of all believers in decent government. .Ast~ certain of th~ individuals implicated the charges proved to be true m every particular,
and thanks to Mr. J olly's energy and professional ability, convictions
wer~ secured of five of the offenders, although, it is understood, a new
trial has been granted in two of the cases.
Two cases are here presented where subordinates in the Departments
were implicated in an effort to coJlect political assessments, where the
attention of the head of the Department was called to the facts, but
where no action was taken, so far as the Commission is informed. The
first case is that of Mr. Daniel .A. Grosvenor, in the Treasury
Department. It arose in connection with an investigation made by
Commissioners Roosevelt and Thompson, in the fall of 1890, concerning
charges of violation of the civil-service law, in making political
as e sments, especially in the Treasury Department. The two following
reports state the facts disclosed in this investigation:
NOVEMBER 1,

1890.

The PRESIDENT OF THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION:

Srn: In pursuance of the direction of the Commission, and in accordance with the
letter of the ecretary of the 'l'reasury of October 30, I this morning went up to the
'l'rea ury Department and b egan an investigation into the alleged violations of the
civil-s rvice law forbidding politi cal assessments. The only case I took up was that
of Mr. Grosvenor, an employe of the Treasury Department. Mr. Grosvenor appeared
before .A. sistant Secretary Nettleton and myself and stated that there was a political
and social clnb entitled the Ohio Republican Association, composed of between two
and t}1reehundredmembers, all but twenty or thirty of whom were in the departmental
service; that the initiation fees were $1, and the annnal dues $1; that the club had
be n in active existence for a nnmuer of years, with the exception that its activity
b ad be n suspended during the greater portion of President Cleveland's administration, but that in 1883, when the civil-service law went into effect, the club's contituti n was arefnlly revised so as to be, in the opinion of what the club deemed
comp tent 1 gal authority, in accordance with the provisions of the law.
Ir. Grosvenor stated that this as ociation had done what it could to procure the
s n ling of members and other employes home to vote, and qualified the statement
by adding that th club never did this as an association1 but as individuals merely,
~oin, the ~ork in their p~ivate .capacity. ~e stated that he was correctly reported
m the P?blic press as haV1ng said, at a meetmg of the club, that all employes ought
to contribute voluntarily, and that those who did not contribute did not deserve to
be r~tained in ~he public s~rvice; and he added that he thought that this statement,
commg from hrm as_a pubhc offic r, was an unwise one to make, or words to that
eff ct. In my opinion it was more than unwise, for such a threat, made to other
officeholders, wa. a. most effectual m thod of directly soliciting them to contribute.
Mr .. G~osvenor ~·urther said he reme~bered being present at the meeting of the
as oc1a.twn a.twhich Mr. Hahn, the chairman of the Republican executive committee
of Ohio, was pre ent, an~ urged members to raise contributions. He added, in
re ·pon e to a remark of mme, that he thought the circular sent out by this Ohio
ex cutive committee was very unwise or unfortunate in its wording. I then took a
copy of the Daily Critic, of Tue day, October 21, 1890, containing an account of
th meeting of the Ohio R~public~n Association on the evening of October 20 at
rand Army Hall, and questioned him about the statements made therein.
The Commis i_o1;1 will remember that these statements are contained in the report
of one of the Critic reporters 1 Mr. John A. Cole, who has appeared before this Com-
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mission and stated that he is willing to make affidavit to their substantial accuracy.
It will not be necessary to call him, however, for Mr. Grosvenor readily admitted
that the r emarks attributed to him were substantially correctly reported. He
stated that h e had been present at the aforesaid meeting, Acting Superinte;ndent of
the Census Childs being in the chair, and that he h a d ther e made :pub~ic in_quirY: as
to the amount of money that had been raised, and ex pressed h1s d1st'!at1sfact10n
because ther e was not, in his opinion_, enough, and that h e then made a motion that
Mr. Mayse and Judge Lowry be authorized by the club to procure some person to
visit th e cl erks outside of the Departments at their own homes and solicit them for
contributions for campaign purposes. He stated that his motion was adopted by
the club, b ut that he did not know that it had ever b een acted up on, and further
stated that a t the meeting he had said that he would himself furni sh or get some
person for Judg e Lowry and Mr. Mayse to appoint to solicit or procure the contributions. A clipping from the Critic is herewith app ended as an exhibit.
Mr. Grosvenor stated to me that he was a lawy er, 52 y ears old, and he was
confident h e had not violated the civil-service law; and furthermore that he was
confident t hat some sections of that law were unconstitution al. The motion he
made in t h e association as above reported was, of course, avowedly for the purpose of
eva ing t he law in so far as it provides against any Government employe soliciting
or being directly or indirectly concerned in soliciting contributions for political
purposes from any other Government employe. His motion or resolution was adopted
by the club. If it had been acted upon, and if an individual or committee appointed
in pursuan ce of it had solicited contributions, it seems to me that the entire club,
and especially the mover of the motion, would have been clearly g uilty inasmuch as
. they would certainly have been directly or indirectly conce!'ned in the solicitations.
Mr. Grosvenor, it must be remembered, made the motion and spoke in its behalf. He
would b eyond question therefore h a ve been at least indirectly and probably directly
concerned in every solicitation made in accordance with that motion by the committee aut horized by the club. We have no m eans of knowing whether the committee was actually appointed and the solicitations made.
Mr. Grosvenor says that this was not the case. Accepting this statement as true,
it might or might not be possible to establish Mr. Grosvenor's guilt in a court of
law. It will be noticed, however, that the question of bis legal guilt hinges entirely
on the actions of others. He advised and inaugurated a plan which, if consummated
by other s, would have rendered him guilty before the law, and it was only the failure of others to consummate it which saves him, if he has been saved, from the guilt
of lawbreaking. As far as his own actions could go, the infraction &f the law was
complete ; and whether the act was or was not consummated by others does not in the
least alter the question of his misconduct. He did all he could to bring about a
breach of the law and to render himself liable as a lawbreaker. He advised the
commission of an illegal act and took the initiatory steps toward its commission,
and is therefore morally quite as guilty as if the act had actually been committed.
There has been beyond question much individual and some organized effort to
evade the act against political assessments, the parties implicated taking great
pains to endeavor to keep just outside of the letter of the law. In my opinion those
who thus deliberately set to work to evade the law and to break it in spirit are
morally no whit better than those who break it outright. When they are private
citizens we can not reach them except through the courts; but when they are in the
Govern ment service it is in the power of the Government to punish them by dismissal. Mr. Grosvenor, however, is not merely guilty of an attempt to evade the law; he
is gnilty of a deliberate attempt to break it, an attempt which may have been .successful, and which, if it was not successful, failed only because others did not consummate the action which Mr. Grosvenor inaugurated. I accordingly recommend
tha t bis case be brought to the attention of the Secretary of the Treasury, that it may
b e det er mined whether in view of these facts he is a fit person to be retained in the
public service.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,

Commissioner.

NOVEMBER 29, 1890.
Hon. CHAS. LYMAN,
President Civil Service Commission:
Srn: In accordance with the direction of the Commission, we have recently been
eng~ged in investigating the charges concerning th e alleged violations of the civilservi ce l aw in the matter of making political assessments. ViTe have examined
some 30 clerks in different Departments at Washington, but notably in the Treasury. Dep artment. There were on]y 2 Government employes now in the service
agamst whom we could get any specific accusation. One of these is Mr. Gros•
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venor, concerning whom Commissioner Roosevelt has made a special report; the
other was an employe of Congress, named Stratton. Mr. Stratton is quoted in
the press as having, in an interview, stated that all Pennsylvania employes in the
Government service who refused to contribute to . the Republican campaign fund
would be blacklisted and called to account therefor, the inference being, of course,
that they would be dismissed.
If Mr. Stratton had used this language to any employe, he could undoubtedly be
indicted; but it appears that he has very prudently abstained from doing so, having
confined himself to interviews in the press. His threats were mere bravado, foi:, as
far as we have been able to find out, he has no influence whatever in any of the
Departments, and his course was emphatically repudiated by members of the Republican Association from Pennsv lvania. One of the officers of that association testified
to us that as soon as the •threat was made public the association had at once
destroyed the records of its members who went home to vote, in order that there
might be no chance of blacklisting or molesting those who did not go home to vote,
and, as a matter of fact, we have been unable, by any inquiry, to find out that there
has been the least effort made to put the threat into execution, although many of the
Pennsylvania Government employes had neither contributed nor gone home to vote.
We have not been able to find a single instance where a Government employe was
solicited directly, or indirectly, in a Government building by anyone, or was solicited
anywhere by another Government employe, with a single exception, to be noted hereafter.
We have not been able to find an instance where a Government employe in the
departmental service was molested in any way for not contributing, although the
bulk of the employes examined testified of tbeiT own accord that they did not contribute. We. find, however, that there has been of recent years a systematic effort
to secure contributions by various campaign committees of both parties. Both in
1888 and in 1890 the campaign committees of the dominant party for the time being
sent solicitations for subscriptions for campaign purposes to very many of the
employes in the departments at Washington, but sent them to their homes and not
to the Government buildings . A comical feature of this action was the fact that in
1888 almost all, and in 1890 one, of the Civil Service Commission's own clerks were
thus solicted for contributions, the letters being sent, of course, to their homes and
not to the office of the Commission. We could find only one instance in which
there was any allegation that pressure was brought to bear by a Government officer
to make his subordinates contribute. In the instance referred to testimony was
given us to the effect that in 1888 a chief of division, now out of office, had practically forced two clerks to contribute to the campai&n fund of the then dominant
party. The clerks declined to give the name of 'this chief of division. Their
statements make it doubtful whether he could be proceeded against under the law,
even if his name were known.
We are clearly of the opinion that the law forbidding political assessments should
be amended so as to forbid the solicitation of Government employes by anyone ·at
any time and in any place. Our investigations clearly show that during the last
few years t here has been much solicitation by campaign committees of whichever
party happened to be in power at the time, and of course it is really a matter of
litt~e moment wheth er this solicitation of the Government employes took place at
th 11' homes or in a Government building. As far as our examinations show,
and we have examined both Democrats and Republicans, who have been in office
ander Pr sident Cleveland as well as under President Harrison, no man who has had
the manliness to resist an effort to make him contribute has been in any way
$Olested for so doing; and no head of a Department 01· other high official has countenanced any effort to prejudice a man for contributing or not contributing to
whichever party h~ choose. But undoubtedly there ar e plenty of Government
employes who get frightened when approached by men of high position in the party
to which the a.dmjnistra.tion for the time being belongs, and who yield to them and
contribute against t heir will, with an idea that they will be molested if they refuse
to do 80.
It see~ t? us that every consideration of public policy warrants the passage of a
law forb1ddm 0 • Government employes from being soli cited in any manner by anyone
at all. If they wi ~ to_ con~ribute vol1:1n~aril~, let them do so; but they al_ways
know when a _campaign _18 g?mg on, a~d 1t 1s safe to say that if they really desue to
help any poht1cal orgamzat1on they will do so of their own accord without reminder.
When a campaicrn comf!lHt.ee solfoits a private citizen, neither he nor they can have
any t_hought of duress m the matter; but the case is instantly changed when the
man_ 1 an o:~ficehol(43r. . ~e f~els tha~ he owes his retention in office to the good will
of ~1 superiors, an~ sohc1tat1on comrng from the party chiefs of the organization to
which th~se superiors belong mnst inevitably carry with it an improper weight.
V[e e8pec;1ally recommend that action be taken in the premises before the Presidential election of 1892, for Olll' investigations into the solicitations as carried on here
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in 1888 and 1890 convince us that mu ch more of this solicitation occurs during a
Presidenti al year than at any other time. It is a species of discreditable blackmail
which ought to be stopped at once.
We h ave not been able to make full investigation at this time to see how the law
against the solicitation of Government employes has been observed in the local postoffices and custom-houses. W e are informed, however, that in at least one post-office
in Ohio, some or all of the employes, both Democratic and Republican, received a
circular sent to their homes, of which the following is a copy:
[Headquarters Ohio Republican State Executive Committee, 120 East State street (opposite Government building).]
COLUMBUS,

Omo, October 4, 1890.

DEAR SIR: This committee is now organized and ready for the work of the campaign. We therefore appeal to officeholders for reasonable donations, and as you
are one of that number we take the liberty of asking you to send us a contribution, the usual amount being 3 per cent of salary. .Please let us hear from you
at once, either in person or by letter, at 120 East State street.
Yours, truly,

W. M.

HAHN,

Chairman.

At present it seems that the observance of the law in its spirit in the local offices
at any rate must depend largely upon the character of the head of the office. Thus
from information gained in previous investigations we found that in 1888 there were
certain post-offices and custom-houses in which assessments of subordinates were
pract ically universal, and others in which there were absolutely none at all.
Doubtless the same is true of the offices at the present time. The law should be so
amended as to make solicitations impossible anywhere. Even in its present state
the l aw does away with much, probably with the great bulk, of the evil that
formerly existed, but some evil still remains.
Our a ttention has been called to the existence of political or politico-social organizations h ere in the Departments at Washington. We find that there are a number
of such that are now or recently have been in existence. The usual course of procedure seems to be for all the members from one State belonging to one party to
organize themselves into a club or association known by some such title as The
Pennsylvania Republican Association, The Illinois Democratic Association, or the
like.
These associations receive initiation fees and annual dues, and as they are composed largely of officeholders and are of a political or semipolitical character it is
a question in our minds whether these dues or initiation fees are not paid in disregard of law. We find that the Democratic associations which were in existence
during the last administration have fallen into abeyance during the present administration, and that, on the other hand the Republican associations which were then in
abeyance have now sprung up into activity. It is needless to point out that if these
-associations are allowed to exist at all there should be some steps taken by which
they shall be allowed to exist equally among both parties. Unless members of both
parties have the right to form such associations at all times, under any administration, then neither party should be permitted to do so.
We wish to express our appreciation of the heartiness with which Secretary Windom and Assistant Secretary Nelitleton rendered us every aid in conducting the
investigation into the alleged violations of law in the Treasury.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
HUGH S. THOMP SON,

Ci.v il Service Commissioners.

I n pursuance of these two reports a letter was written to the Secretary of the Treasury December 2, 1890, transmitting a copy of the
reports of Commissioners Roosevelt and Thompson. A copy of the
same report was sent to the President December 3, with the recommendation that he prohibit the organization of the employes of the
Departments at Washington into political clubs. No action was taken
on either of these two letters.
The second case referred to is that J. J. Verser, .an employe of the
Government Printing Office, and W. C. Elam and D. J. Godwin, employes of the Interior Department. It appeared that these gentlemen,
with several outsiders, in the fall of 1889 organized a campaign club in
S. ltlis. I-69
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the intere ts of the Republican party in Virginia, and solicited various
employes in the public service from Virginia for money for political
purposes. Mr. Verser was treasurer of the club, his name so appearing on the printed circular soliciting contributions. M~ssrs. Ela1? and
Godwin permitted their names to be use~ on these circulars w1t~out
protest or disapproval on their part. Indictments were found agarnst
Verser and Newton, the latter of whom was not an officer of the United
States. They were prosecuted by the Department of Justice, to which
the letter of the Commission of November 18, 1889, detailing the case
was submitted.
The defendants were, however, ac_quitted, and on ~he g~ound of ~his
acquittal the Secretary of the Interior and the Pubhc ~rmter declmed
to dismiss Elam, Godwin, and Verser, tho~gh the acqmttal appears_ to
have been on technical grounds, there bemg no doubt of their guilt.
The letter of the president of the association, May 23, 1890, shows
that Verser and Godwin, and probably Elam, must have known that
one of the prime objects of the club to which they belonged was to
solicit Government employes for politfoal purposes. It was evident,
therefore, that they organized the club partly with the purpose of evading or violating the civil-service law, and whether they did or did not
themselves technically violate that law they should, in the opinion of
the Oommi ion, have been dismisse<l. from the public service. No
action was taken, however, in any of the cases by either the Department of the Interior or the Government Printing Office.
Oommi ·sioner Roosevelt, in January, 1890, investigated certain
charges of political assessment at the New York custom-house, some
of which were alleged to have been made at the instigation of Surveyor
Beatt~e under tbe precedilig Democratic administration. The following
is a copy of the report on the subject:
,JANUARY 17, 1890.
I herewith have the honor to report the results of my investigation
into the allegocl violations of the civil-service law in the New York custom-house,
both in tho employment of persons performing clerical and other duties who have
not pa s d our examinations and in the collection of contributions for political
purposes just prior to the Presidential election of 1888. I submit the testimony
(Exhibits H to Q) 1 and sunclry other exhibits (A to G) . My examination occupied
sev ral clay -December 3, 16, 17, 23, 26, 27, and 28, ultimo, and January 9 and 10,
instant. My thanks are due to tho collector for hiR courtesy in allowing me the use
of hi t<'nograpber, Mr. Epstein, ancl to the deputy surveyor, Mr. Nicolls, who
JiimHelf acted a stenographer for a large portion of the time. Had it not been for
the _kindn •s of these t:Vo_gentlemen I should have been put to very serious inconv mence, a the C mm1ss10n s stenographers were alreauy so much worked that it
was impo sible to spare them. My report comes properly in two divisions.
GENTLEllrn " :

I.-EMPLOYES IN THE SURVEYOR'S OFFICE,

The allegatio~s of improper employment of clerks all relate to the surveyor's
office. In relation to them I examined Messrs. Jardine, O'Brien and Letzeiser (see
the~r testim?n;}'."; also Exhibits D, E, and G) . 'I.'he service is a peculiar one, necessarily ela _ti? m character; and tl:-ough in my opinion the elasticity is carried too
far, y _t t_h1 1 a matter to be co~s1dered ~y the Department rather than by our
om1m s10n. The _temporary as 1stant we1ghers are employed irregularly, day by
day, and after havm1r been one sworn in are considered as being always in°"the service wh ther they are dropped from the rolls merely for a day or two or for a space
of s veral y ar . There are thm1 con iderably over a hundred of them-perhaps
two hundred-on whom to draw for the work to be done each week; work that may
need a doz n, and may need tifty, but which al ways fluctuates. Any new appointm nt . must be ma,de from our _eligible lists; but as a matter of fact, since this rule
went !uto effect 1~ new a,pl?omtments bave been made, there being so much old
matenal to draw from. A few of the men employed as temporaries really do permanent work. The work of the others is irregular, and it would seem to be impos-
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sible to employ them permanently. Apparently most of them are employed without
very much regard to politics, though the pnesent system undoubtedly gives much
opportunity for personal favOTitism, and there seems to be some ground for supposiuo· that a change of parties produces a certain change in the personnel actively in
sefvice by giving weight to the recommendation of different sets of politiciansat least this is a, fair inference from the cautious admissions of Mr. O'Brien, a Democrat, as to the weight he has given since the Presidential election to the recommendations of one or two prominent Republican ward leaders.
On the pay rolls of the temporary assistant weighers appear the names of one or
t wo men, that of G. J. Smith for instance, whom the witness is styled "temporary
clerks," though they appear to have no official• designation except that of tempor ary weighers. They do clerical work preci1:,ely similar in character to that of the
temporary weighers detailed to do clerical work, but they are not sworn in. Smith
was appointed last spring without being sworn in or passing an examination, and
not from our el igible lists; as he appears on the temporary weighers' list, and does
work, which, though nominally temporary, is apparently in reality of permanent character, precisely similar to that of the weighers detailed as clerks, his
appointment would certainly seem to be irregular. If he is one of the assistant
weighers he should be appointed from among them; if he is a clerk he should be
called such and appointed from some clerical register. Both his style and his employment as "temporary clerk" seem to be wholly abnormal.
There are also laborers detailed as clerks; for instance, Frank Morrison and C. S.
Grant. They were appointed as laborers at $2.50 a day a couple of months ago, and
have been detailed to do clerical duty steadily ever since. Others, as Messrs. Stansbury and Snyder, are detailed as "temporary clerks" and nominally paid by the
horn·, 30 cents an hour. In reality they have been steadily at work for years, like
any other clerks; yet they were appointed without examination. Gen. Jardine
stated that if he chose he could fill all the clerical places by detailing laborers to
them. As a matter of fact it seems to have been pretty generally done for a long
time.
The ruling of the Commission in the case of the temporary weighers seems to prohibit the appointment of the so-called "temporary clerks," who really do permanent clerical duty, and whose names appear on the pay roll of the temporary weighers,
as being paid like them at a rate of compensation greater than $900 per year, and who
are therefore brought within the limits of the classified service. Their appointment
in so irregular a manner, without examination, seems a clear evasion of the law. The
detailing of laborers to do clerical work is precisely what has been done of recent
years, and is now being done in the Philadelphia custom-house, as is shown by my
recent report thereon. This is }lrohibited by our rules in the Departments at Washington, and I can see no good reason why it should be allowed to continue elsewhere,
at least not without very rigid restrictions. The whole case emphasizes in the strongest manner the need of a complete reclassification of the customs service.
II.-THE COLLECTION OF POLITICAL ASSESSMENTS
ELECTION OF 1888.

PRIOR TO THE PRESIDENTIAL

The law prohibiting political assessments of any kind or the collection thereof in
any manner or under any disguise is sweeping and thorough in its provisions. Up
to 1882 these collections were made perfectly openly, the employcs beifl.g publicly
notified how much they were to pay, when it was to be paid, and at what place.
The present law has put a complete stop to this open spoliation of poor clerks, and
has made it comparatively difficult to mulct them even secretly. In an honestly
administered office there is now no danger of this particularly mean and cowardly
wrong being committed; and even where the head of the office is indifferent, the
bolder employe.s, who are not easily bullied, can safely defy attempts to make them
contribute. But there are always a great many weak or timid people whom it is
easy to coerce, and where the head of the office deliberately seeks to get round the
law it is al ways possible for him to bring such :pressure to bear on his subordinates
as to force them to contribute, though he himself does no overtly illegal act. It is
comforting to add, however, that in this effort to just keep within the law, while
nevertheless evading it, all save the very most adroit wrongdoers are apt to make
some slip and put themselves where they can be punished, although it is a matter
of great regret that the sharp originator and instigator of the misdeeds should so
often escape while his clumsier tool is caught.
It is worth while saying at the outset that experience in a number of investigations of this sort has convinced. me tba,t the talk so often beard about the injustice
of not allowing clerks to make "voluntary contributions" -which -the law in
nowise prevents-is all nonsense. Government employes do not as a rule contrib11,.te
simply from a desire to help the political cause in which they believe. The
so-called ''voluntary contributions" are nine times out of ten made from some pe:r,-
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sonal motives; that is, either in the hope of being retained in office or else with the
object of gaining some adva~tage over the oth~r cle~~s. I~ oth~r word~, t~e
employes are coerced into makmg them for fear their pos1t1on will be Jeopardized 1f
they fail tu do so. It is probably safe to say that 90 per cent of the m~:mey collected
for political purposes from minor governmeutal ~mployes represents simply so much
blackmail. This particular species of robbery 1s mean enong:h at best, and one of
its meanest features is the fact that the men most apt to contribute money, the men
most susceptible to pressure, are those of opposite political faith to the dominant
party. Those who agree in politics with t?,e party ~n con~rol fee~ some assurance of
protection if they refuse to be coerced mto partmg with their money, but the
unfortunates of opposite political fa;ith feel they have no power behind thfl throne
on which to rely are nervously afraid of giving offense, and yield helplessly when
threatened. Tb.~ amount paid is not abrnlutely very great in any individual case,
but to a poor clerk barely able to get _along the loss ot 3 per ?ent of bis salary ~ay
mean ju t the difference between havrng and not havrng a wrnter overcoat for himself, a. warm dress for his wife1 or a Christmas tree for his children. Such a forced
payment is a piece of cruel inJnstice and iniquity.
Another fact to be remembered is that very much of the money so .c ollected is
never turned into the party campaign chests at all, being kept for their own private
uses by the jackals who have collected it. If the head of the office is determined
to have his subordinates contribute, the latter soon know it, and the fact that they
must pay becomes common talk among them. In some offices the system of making
political asf:'lessments bas obtained steadily for so many years that many of the clerks
have come to regard it as part of the established order of nature, against which they
do not think of rebelling, but, whatever their own politics, regularly pay their contribution into the campaign chest of the dominant party; as one of them expressed
it, "they feel that the desk, not the man at it, owes jnst so much to the party in
power." Many politicians take this view as a matter of course. One of the witne ses in the present case, a strong Republican, who was holding office under the
last administration, testifies that he was advised to contribute to the Democratic
campaign fund by one of his own friends, a New York Republican district leader, as
bein&' tlie only thing to do if be wished to keep his place.
·
In mvestigating the alleged violation of the law against making political aesessments I have made a more or less complete examination into the _c onduct in this
respect of the offices of the collector, surveyor, and naval officer of the port of
ew York during the Presidential election of 1888. It is most instructive to note
the differences in the way the law was observed in the three offices named.
In the naval office, under Mr. Burt, my investi~ation goes to show that the
law was observed absolutely, both in letter and spirit. As far as I can find out,
there were no collections made for political purposes, in any shape or form, and
nothing like political co rcion was tolerated; each employe was left entirely free
to contribute to whichever political party he desired, or not to contT1bute at all if
he did not wish to. In other words, the subordinates were treated as American
citiz ns ought to be; they were reqmred to do their full duty to the Government,
and, this done, were left free to exercise their own judgment in political matters.
In the coll ctor's office, under Mr. Magone, there was apparently widespread,
but not univer al, and by no means alwa,ys successful, efforts to evade the law
by persuading or forcing the Republican clerks to contribute. Some list of these
Republican cl rk mn t have been kept, because they were especially singled out
for more or l ss indirect solicitation, either personally or by circular; and there is
the testimony of one witness that this solicitation was undertaken by the express
command of Mr. Magone's private secretary (there being nothing to t!how, however,
that fr. ¥a. one W:l; aware. of bis secretary's action.) On the other hand, t here
was certamly no a t1ve coerc10n of these same clerks; for as a mat-i,er of fact very
many of them refused to contribute, and nevertheless were not molested on account
of their onduct. Moreover, the e:ffort to make them contribute was always made
indir ctly, and usually so guardedly that it is difficult to say if the law was actually
violat cl in it letter.
In the sur_veyor's office, under Mr. Beattie, the conttibutions, as far as is shown
by the t tunony of the twenty-eight witnesses examined, we1e universal. The
Democrat generapy gave their money of their own accord; but all the Republican
cl rks wer practically f01·ced against their will to pay what were in reality political a
. m ut for the ~enefi.~ of the pa!ty to which they were oppose<'!.. This was
accomplish d by a very mgemous ancl wHlespread system of veiled threats and covert
intimidation o well carried out that it was completely successful the extent of
th succes b ing shown by the fact that all, even the most un~illing of the
clerks whom I examined, were in the end forced to pay. Every method was resorted
to to xtort the contribution, while at the same time avoiding the actual demand of
mon y. F rinstance,someofthewitnesse were forced to contribute by being made
very uncomfortable in their work until they did so. They were originally at work
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at stations near their homes and were suddenly shifted to others far distant and
very inconvenient for them to go to. Their inquiries failed to discover the reason
for the change; and they were kept at the new stations until they :finally made up
their minds to pay, when they were usually promptly transferred back to their old
posts without a word being said. Other witnesses testify. that they were tl1reatened
that if they failed to contribute, '' special agents" would be put to watch them
and to make out cases for their discharge.
Others were informed that blacklists were being kept at headquarters of all who
failed to pay. Others were merely asked, again and again, if they cared to contribute, or if they knew where they could contribute if they wished, the place being
named, or if they had been down to visit this same place. Generally, these questions were asked with much pretense of personal friendliness; sometimes, however,
this mask was dropped and the advice was given openly, perhaps accompanied by a
scarcely hidden threat. The campaign circulars demanding funds were sent to all
the employes . The man who was collecting these funds was one R. Jordan, in Liberty street, and his cards were also sent, sometimes several times, to the ernployes;
and on several occasions they were distributed by hand. Finally, some of the more
refractory men who held out longest were told outright that if they wished to avoid
trouble and retain their places they had best pay.
By these various means so much pressure was brought to bear on the employes
that in the end tliey all succumbed and paid their money. I do not charge the head
of the office, Mr. Beattie, with complicity in this wrongdoing; but the fact remains
that these acts were committed in the office urnler his control. Of course no chief
can be held in the slightest degree responsible for isolated cases of violation of the
law among his subordinates; but according to the unanimous testimony of the
twenty-odd Hepnblican clerks examined, there existed in the surveyor's office a system of combined extortion and coercion, which was seemingly organized with
minute thoroughness, which was so comprehensive as to take in every one of the
numerous subordinates, whom, choosing in many cases merely at random, I had
before me, and which was completely successful in the attainment of its objects.
Such widespread and far-reaching evasion and violation of the law speaks but ill
for the vigilance of those whose duty it was to see it enforced. The contrast in this
respect between the surveyor's office under Mr. Beattie and the naval office under
Mr. Burt reflects credit on the latter and does not reflect credit on the former.
The testimony taken tends to incriminate eleven men, who were at the time
Government employes, as having taken a more or less active part in soliciting contributions. They were for the most part head clerks or foremen. Against one man,
Hughes, there is merely the testimony of a single witness, Kraener; and against
another, Barnes, there is also the testimony of only a single man, Finkenberg, who,
by the way, was a most unwilling witness. In the same way, against Reagan,
there is only the testimony of one witness, Roberts. It is, therefore, perhaps, unadvisable to proceed further against these three men, beyond calling the attention of
the collector to Barnes, who is still in the s«;irvice; it is stated that the other two
are no longer in Government employ.
Against John W. O'Brien there is only the direct testimony of the witness Knox,
who testifies that O'Brien sent for him and aclvi~ed him as a matter of policy to pay
the assessment, but thinks the advice was given in a mere friendly way. The witness O'Connor testifies that O'Brien refused to advise him, merely stating the amount
he could pay if he chose. The witness Rafferty testifies that O'Brien brought him
down to Liberty street to see Jordan, who was receiving the money on behalf of the
Democratic campaign committee. 'l'he witness Abercrombie testifies that O'Connor
informed him that O'Brien had asked him to pay; Rafferty testifies to the same
effect. There does not seem to be sufficient ground for taking any action against
O'Brien, save, perhaps, to lay the testimony in his case before the Secretary of the
Treasury ; but he should be warned hereafter to refrain from giving advice on such
subjects to his subordinates.
Against Alexander C. Hinton there are two witnesses, Foster and Lowenstein.
Both testify that he handed them, at thei~ desks, sealed and unstamped envelopes
containini Democratic campaign circulars soliciting contributions (see Exhibits A
and B), although, as h e himself states, it was not his custom to deliver the mail.
Beyond the statement that Mr. Hinton" laughed" as he laid the circulars on the
desks, and the fact that it was unusual for him to deliver the mail, and the furthir
fact that these campaign circulars are generally easily recognizable as such, there is
nothing to·show that Hinton knew the contents of the envelopes -he was handing.
He himself denies all knowledge thereof. The case hardly seems, in my opinion, to
warrant more than calling the attention of the colleetor thereto.
There are two witnesses against Charles T. Duryea . One Stratton testifies that
at the end of the month, when the clerks were swearing to their pay rolls, Duryea
told him of his own accord where he could make a "voluntary contribution/' handing him Jordan's card and a pencil and pad to take a memorandum. of the address _;
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and at a later date the conversation was repeated. The other witness, Birdsall, testifies that on several occasions Duryea asked him if he had not contributed, and on
the pay day before election offered to give him the address where he could pay the
money, and accordingly wrote it down for him.. Mr. _Duryea states that he_ has no
recollections of having done what is alleged agamst him. It seems d?ubtful if there
is sufficient testimony to warrant ~n ind~c~me1:1t; but_ Duryea ~ert_amly c~me dangerously near the line which forbids sohc1tation, '' directly or mdnectly, a1;1-d the
attention of the collector should be called to the case, for, unless the accusat10n be
disproved, Mr. Duryea would seem to have forfeited his right to remain in the P?-blic
service. The present law has been framed expressly for the purpose of puttrng a
stop to "indirect solicitation," a much more difficult matter than to preyent _its
being <lone "directly." It is hardly too much to say that t:ite. open brutality ~1t_h
which money was formerly extor_ted_from unfortunate cl~rks 1s pr~fe~able to-it 1s
certainly more manly than-the mduect methods, of which those it 1s alleged Mr.
Duryea employed may be taken as samples. Even if a man has managed to ke~p
just within the law, if his purpose to evade it is evident he should at least be dlSmissed from office.
There are three witnesses against Augustus Gerritson. The witness Viele testifies that Gerritson approached him and told him that the committee (the campaign
committee) would like a contribution from him; _that the contri~ution :Vol}ld be
entirely voluntary, but t h at "he knew what washable to happen 1f he d1dn t f~el
inclined" to make it. The witness Larner testifies that Gerritson came up to him
at his desk, "gave him to understand that he was expected to contribute," and
specified the sum demanded, which was $60. The witness McLaughlin testifies ~hat
Gerritson came up to him and told him "where he could contribute voluntarily,"
specifying the amount as 3 per cent of his salary. Mr. Gerritson'sdenialis couched
in rather vague terms. This case is much like Duryea's, but I am inclined to believe
that he may have overstepped the line and become answerable to the law. To volunteer the information where "voluntary contributions" can be paid, to specify
the amount which can be thus "voluntarily" contributed, and to give a hint which
is practically a threat as to what may happen if the contributions are not made,
certainly seems to amount to indirect solicitation. At any rate I recommend that
the evidence in this case be laid before the district attorney for his decision; and
that it also be given to the collector for his action in the matter. The offender may
be dismissed, even if it proves impossible to prosecute him.
The case against l! rederick . Dodge is peculiar in that it directly involves the
collertnr's own office. Six wituesses, Vance, Treloar, Lewis, Roberts, Snow, and
P gnan te. t,ify that Dodge came to them, on a number of different occasions, and
told them that if they wish eel to contribute they could go down to Liberty street
and do o; and he afterwards asked some of the witnesses if they had contributed,
and tiually advised two of them, Treloar and Snow, that it would be better for them
if th y did contribute. Mr. Dodge, who testified very frankly, and with an evident
desire to tell the whole truth, admits that he told the men that if they wished they
could contribute, and mentioned the place where they could go to do so; and that
h may have told some of the men more than once. He also states that he tried to
impr s. on them n's minds the fact that they were not obliged to contribute unless
they w1 b cl; and as a matter of fact they did not contribute. Mr. Dodge states
that he poke to bis uhordinates at all only because he had received orders to do
so from on of bi superiors. In his letter supplementary to his testimony he says:
"I wa requested from the collector's office, I think by Mr. Kimball, private secretary to Mr. Magone, to inform any of the clerks who desired to contribute that
they could make such payments at Jordan's office.
Thi . a e do~s not eem to warrant an indictment; but it is needless to point out the
gro s _1mpropn~ty of any officer, standino- in close relations to the collector, directi~g h1 subordi~ates t? tell the clerks w1E.ere they could pay "voluntary" contributions. Informat10n of uch a character, coming from such a source, was certain
to be tak n by all weak and timid clerks as a strong intimation that they must contribute.
There are two witness s against John U. White. The witness Kraemer testifies
that \~bite handed him a card containing the name and address of Jordan, who was
collectmg the money for the campaign fund, and told him that, for his own benefit,
he had better go down and see Jordan-the meaning of his remark being evident.
The_ wltne . Orton testifies that White mer ely handed him one of Jordan's cards.
~h1te n;drmt that h e had a bundle of the cards in his possession, they having been
given hi°: u~ at the Democra_tic headquarters for distribution; but he denies that
lie ever di tnbuted them, which ~e says he knows would have been against the law.
Both of. the men approached ultimately paid after receiving several circulars or
cards with Jordan's name and address . There does not seem to be enough in the
ca e to warran~ our a king_ for an iudictruent;,but White's intent in handing the
cards seems evident, and his case should be ca.ued to the attention of the collector.
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The evidence against Thomas J. McGee is stronger than that against any of those
implicated, with one exception. The witness Eldridge t estifies tbat McGee asked
him if he had paid his assessment, and told him that if he wished to remain where
he was, undisturbed, he had better pay it; and that if he did so he would be all
right. 'l'he witness Hopkins testifies that McGee approached him and asked him if
he had paid, telllng him he had better do so as soon as he could; and that later on
McGee once more came up to him, having with him a list, and asked him if he had
yet paid, telling him again that he had better do so. The witness Hunter testifies
that McGee came to him in his office and left with him for distribution, a number
of the campaign cards, with Jordan's name and address, before mentioned, telling
him at the same time that it would be w ell for him to put in an appearance at
"Liberty street," the place where the campaign funds were coUected. Later on,
McGee again came to Hunter and told him that there had been some delinquencies
in contributing among tbe men who were under him; that Jordan had not received
their contributions. As a result, Hunter, Eldridge, and Hopkins were all forced
to contribute.
I am of the opinion that McGee can be prosecuted not only for indirect, hut for
direct, solicitation, and recommend that all the evidence in his case be turned over
to the district attorney, for such action as he may deem fit, and that he should also
be reported to the collector ,
The case against Peter Rafferty has some very curious features . Rafferty was the
first man to fnrnish information about these political assessments; and he gave the
names of two men who, as he asserted, would testify against O'Brien. Only one of
them would do so, however; the other, O'Connor, tried to shield O'Brien, and both
testified against Rafferty himself, as did a number of other witnesses during the
examination. Rafferty then requested (see Exhibit D) that the whole matter be
dropp ed, on the ground that there was a "combination" against him; but I do not
feel that I have the right to take any such action.
The witnesses Knox and Madden testify that Rafferty approached them several
times to make them pay, but believe that it was done through motives of friendship;
be told them that they would get into trouble if they did not pay, n.nd accordingly
they did. The witness O'Connor testifies that Rafferty "harassed:, him to make
him pay, speaking to him a number of times, and telling him that the contribution
would be very little and he could well afford it.
The witness Skidmore testifies that Rafferty approached him and advised him to
contribute, specifying the amount as $30, telling him that if he did not pay it "special agents" would be put on his track and he would be removed.
The witness Letzeiser testifies that Rafferty handed him one of Jordan's cards,
with the remark that he "had a little joker there for him," and that "he had
better go and make his (Jordan's) acquaintance and fork over the $30." On a subsequent occasion Rafferty again approached him, complaining that he had not contributed, and saying, in substance: "The collector and surveyor have called me up
on this, and they want these contributions to be paid forthwith. Those men who
don't pay, they will put special agents on right along, and if you want any peace
you had better pay."
The witness Bertholf testifies that after having received one of Jordan's cards, to
which he paid no heed, he was approached by Rafferty, who gave him another, saying that as he had not paid any heed to the first, he had better pay heed to the second,
and specifying $20 as the sum he should send.
The witness Mallon testifies that Rafferty handed him one of Jordan's cards,
remarking that.Jordan would be glad to see him.
The witness Daily testifies that on several occasions Rafferty told him he had
better contribute or the "special agents" would be put upon him.
The witness Putnam testifies that Rafferty handed him one of Jordan's cards, and
on several occasions advised him to contribute, telling him that there was a black
list in the custom-house of all those who did not pay, and that all such would be
removed.
As a matter of fact, all the men thus solicited did contribute.
The evidence seems to be conclusive as to Rafferty's guilt, and I recommend that
it be laid before the district attorney for his action under section 11 of the civilservice act.
In conclusion, let me say that the evidence against the incriminated men seems
fo show that they were all, apparently acting under directions, trying to make their
subordinates and fellow clerks contribute, and at the same time carefully endeavoring to avoid violating the provisions of the law. Some in spite of their precautions
did, as I think, violate the law, and can and ought to be h eld accountable therefor.
Others, who are morally equally guilty, seem to have been successful in their efforts
to evade the law without breaking it in a manner that would render them liable to
punishment. It is most important, however, that every effort be made to aonvict
all the guilty parties, for it is especially Decessary that the wrongdoers be taught
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tba.t they can not violate with impunity the laws against indfrect solicitation; for
it is in this way that the great bulk of the money extorted from the Government
employes for political purposes is now procured. .
.
.
I therefore recommend that copies of all the evidence m the case be laid before
the ecretary of the Treasury that he may take such action as seems to him proper
in the cases of those of the ~en who are still in Government employ, and before
the Department of Justice, with a view to the prosecution of any of the offenders
who way have violated the law.
Very respectfully,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

'l'he

CIVIL SERVICE COMl'IIISSION,

The same Commissioner also investigated charges that political
assessments had been made in the post-office at Baltimore and that the
po tmaster and marshal in that city had used t~eir offic~s to _control
elections in the primaries held in March, 1891. His report 1s as follows:
UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,

Washington, D. C., May 1, 1891.
The CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION:

Srns: On March 28 last, I received a communication from John C. Rose, esq.,
formerly a member of the civil service postal board at Baltimore, Md., tending ~o
show that the civil service law was being violated in the Federal offices at Baltimore. Mr. Rose's information was that the law against political assessments was
being o-ro sly violated in the post-office and custom-house at Baltimore, and also
that th~ three Federal offices were being used, apparently by the postmaster, marshal, and collector of the port, to influence the primary election to be h eld in Baltimore on March 30, in seeming violation of General Rule 1, which provides the penalty of di mi al for any Federal officeholder who thus uses his official influence to
control any election.
In accordance with your direction, I investigated the matter, going down to Baltimore for that purpose on March 28, March 30, and April 6, 13, and 18, and in
accordance with my direction the chief examiner at the same time made an exhaustive inve tio-ation of the records of the custom-house anc1 post-office. I was assisted
throughout my examination by Messrs. Bonaparte and Rose, of the Maryland Civil
Servic Reform Association. At the request of the internal-revenue collector I also
visited bis office, moRt of the information I obtained in regard to this office being
that volunteered by the internal-revenue collector himself, who very frankly furni hed me with the names of all his men who, so far as he knew, had taken part in
the contested primary election on either side. In order to decide whether the offices
wer used to influence the primaries, it was of course necessary to know what part
the officeholders took in running them, and accordingly .::in the day when the primaries were held, I went round in person to several of the wards to observe what
was done, preferring to see for myself what the facts really were, rather than to
seek to sift them out afterwards from the conflicting testimony of scores of interested and possibly untrustworthy witnesses. I herewith submit all the testimony
taken. In my opinion jt establishes the following facts:
The primaries held on March 30 were marked by a, very bitter contest between two
factions of the Republican party. One of these factions was generally known in
the newspapers, as well as among its own supporters and opponents, who took part
in the primary election, as the "Johnson crowd," or "Johnson-Airey faction," Mr.
John on being the po tmaster and Mr. Airey the marshal in Baltunore. The other
faction was known, similarly, as the "Henderson faction," or "Henderson-Stone
faction," Messrs. Henderson and Stone havinO' been, respectively, candidates for
appointment to the positions of postmaster and marshal. The "Johnson-Airey"
people claimed to represent the administration. This the "Henderson-Stone"
people stoutly denied, asserting that they were as loyal to the administration as
their opponents. It was evident, however, that many of the witnesses on both
sides u ed the term "admini tration" merely as synonymous with "officeholders"
(84). There were side i ues that complicated the struggle somewhat, but in i~
es ence it wa , without doubt, mainly a fight b etween the officeholders on one side
and the disappointed office-seekers on the other; the "J ohnson-Airey" men represent~g the former and the '' Hender on-Stone" the latter (126). The custom-house
and mternal-revenue office, however, were apparently not used to influence the
election, and, accordingly, the employes in the. e two offices took sides as they felt
inclined-though, undoubtedly, some even of these officeholders perpetrated illegal
acts. As far as I could find out from the witnesses th&e seemed to be no question
of principle at stake at all, but one of-offices merely.
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This was recognized as much by one faction as by the other. It was felt by both
sides, accordingly, that the officeholders and disappointed office-seekers were the
perso ns chiefly interested in the affair-that it was not a primary which particularly affected the interests of private citizens. Several of the newspapers commented on, and one or two of the witnesses complained bitterly of (77), the alleged
fact that most of these office-holding or office-seeking ward workers on both sides
shqwed more activity and zeal in this contest, waged within the party, than they
had ever shown in the contests for party supremacy at the polls; and my observation leads me to believe that such was the case. Seemingly, many of them regarded
victory in the primaries as of more importance than victory at the polls, because
the former gave the control of the party machinery, and would, therefore, in their
own language, entitle them to "recognition" in the distribution nf patronage.
Apparently, they cared primarily for the offices, party success being a purely secondary consideration, important only because it facilitated getting them. It seems
to me that this fact alone furnishes a tolerably accurate measure of the muchvaunted usefulness to any party of the office-mongering, office-seeking, and officeholding variety Qf ward-worker.
As a whole, the contest was marked by great fraud and no little violence (82, 84,
89, 91, 92, 95, 116). Many of the witnesses of each faction testified that the leaders
of the opposite faction in their ward had voted repeaters, Democrats, and men living outside of the ward, in great numbers (91, 101, 118, 122, 133), and I am inclined
to believe that in this respect there is much reason to regard the testimony of each
side as correct in its outline of the conduct of the other. Accusations of ballot-box
stuffing were freely made, with much appearance of justification (85, 97, 129, 133).
A number of fights took place (82, 94, 109, 128, 123). In many wards there were
several arrests (82, 89, 95, 128, 138, 140); in one or two cases so many men were
arrested that police patrol wagons could not accommodate them (134). In several
cases the judges of the election were themselves among those arrested (85, 94, 97).
The judges, 3 in number, in each ward, sat within a honse at a window opening- on
the street, and the voters at the primary were marshaled in a line outside, surrounded by a great crowd of onlookers. Each party or faction had its ticketholders, who presented its ballots to the voters, and its challengers, who challenged
those of the opposite party. Much complaint was made in certain wards of one
side or the other being ".in" with the police, who would accordingly arrest and
drag out of the line voters of the opposition faction, and would decline to do so in
the case of voters of the protected faction (139, 140).
In many of the wards furniture wagons were hired to bring voters up to the polls.
The ward workers stood about shouting, challenging, occasionally fighting, seeing
that the ticket holders peddled their tickets actively, keeping the furniture wagons
sharply on the move, taking doubting or wavering voters into the saloons and treating them to beer; and, in short, the whole aspect of the primaries, save only in those
wards where there was no contest, bore no distant resemblance to the parliamentary
elections described in Charles Lever's novels.
One of the incidents of the day was an effort on the part of Marshal Airey to drag
a judge, whom he accused of misconduct, out of the window, a fierce scuffle being
the result (139).
In another ward a Johnson clerk detected, as he thought, signs of cheating, and
broke open the ballot box, taking out two huge handfuls of so-called "pudding"
ballots; whereupon the two Henderson judges threw him out of the window, and
all three were arrested (85).
In another ward a Henderson worker, an employe of the custom-house, pulled
down the window at which the judges were sitting and triecl to stop the election.
On account of this excessive zeal be was taken to the watch house and fined (140).
In a number of wards the election wai,; practically stopped, on account of thfl disorder, early in the day. There was a general feeling that whichever side had the
majority of the judges had the election. In some wards the use of the so-called
"pudding" tickets seemed to have been quite common, a "pudding'' ticket being
composed of six or seven ballots folde<l together as if only one. There was considerable complaint of bribery; in some cai,;es votes were said to have been bought for
~oney; in others, the charge was that outsiders, not Repn blicans, possibly not residents of the ward, had been offered drinks to participate in the primary. Most of
the witnesses spoke of the cheating in a matter-of-course way, as being too universal and too common in primaries generally to be worthy of notice, and a great num~er of them did not seem to bear any special malice against their opponents for havrng cheated successfully-if anything, rather admiring them for their shrewdnessand fran,kly testified that it was only lack of opportunity that had hindered them
from doing as much themselves. Two of the witnesses, both Henderson adherents,
e~ployes of the custom-house, testified with refreshing and cheerful frankness to
th1 effect. One of them, Mr. Horner, remarkecl anent fixing up "pudding" tickets,
"I would have done the same thing myself; I believe in doing anything to win" (134).
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This individual's son was one of the judges of ~he election. Whether he shar~d his
parents latitudina.rian views of political morality, I do not know. The testimony
of the other, Mr. Reed, ran as follows : .
.
.
.
"I don't say I wouldn't cheat in the pnmaries. Whoever gets two Judges wrna .
"Q. Each side cheat as much as it can f-A . Certainly; that's the way. I do it
just the same as thev do. They had two judges. " " "
"Q. How do you <l.o your cheatingt-A. Well, we do our cheating hono~ably. If
they catch us at it it's all right; it's fair. I even carried the ~ox home with me on
one occasion. " " * I have broken up more than one election" (142).
Both of these persons testified very frankly and showed ~hat they possessed a fine
sense of humor, beside b eing seemingly innocent of _any idea that they had ~lone
wrono-. Both of them expressed, with some':hat cymcal absence of re~erve, VI~ws
which were evidently held by the major portion of the other office-holdrng or officeseeking ward workers whom I examined, and which are undoubt_edly held by the
~reat bulk of spoils politicians everywhere. All of the office-seekrng or offic~-holdID$' ward workers who came before me evidently bel~eved t~a.t the business of mana~no- primaries and, in fact, the business of conductmg poht1cs_gener~lly, belonged_
of right to the office-holding caste. They were as thorough believers m a system of
oligarchical o-overnment as if they had lived in Venice or in Sparta, onl;y: ~he n_ames
enrolled in their" Golden Book" were those of the men who through poht1cal m:lluence had been fortunate enough to get government place, or who hoped to get i~.
While all who were questioned evidently held this view, few of them avowed it
quite so frankly as Messrs. Horton and Reed, who testified with delicious na'ivete
throughout. Mr. Horton asserted "that it is the office-holders' business to manage
the primaries" (134).
Mr. Reed's testimony was as follows:
"As a matter of fact, in your ward, itis the officeholders who do and always have
taken an active part in the primaries.-A. Exactly; they are the ones that ought to.
"Q. It is mainly the officeholders who run the primaries f-A. Most undoubtedly;
* .,. * the great majority are officeholders or people who want office (141).''
This te timony has a certain value aside from its relation to the case in queflltion,
for, undoubtedly, the individuals above quoted simply expressed in naked form what
the average politician of the epoils variety believes. No greater service can be rendered the cause of good government than to iJ;npress on the mind of the average citiz n that such views as those expressed above are those which are held by the great
bulk of the people actively interested in opposing the cause of civil-service reform.
They are the views of the men who dread the overthrow of the patronage system
and the introduction of the merit and nonpartisan Aystem of appointment to and
retention in public office. Resolved into its ultimate elements, the vi ew of the
spoil politiciau is that politics is a dirt.y game, which ought to be played solely by
tho e who desire, by hook or by crook, by fair play or by foul play, to win pecuniary
reward, and who a.r e qu ite indifferent as to whether this pecuniary reward takes the
form of money or of office. Politics can not possibly be put upon a healthy basis
until this idea is abRolutely era,<licated. At present the ordinary office-seeking ward
workers and a very large percentage of officeholders have grown to believe that it
is part of th natural order of things that those who hold or seek to hold the offices
should exerci e the controlling influence in poliliical contests.
The civil-servic law is doing much to disabuse them of this idea, and the further
it can be extended an<l the more rigidly it can be executed the healthier the result
will be. The ward worker, who is simply i11 politics for the offices, is a curse to the
community, aud the sooner thi s is recognized the better. His political activity is
purely unhealthy and mi chievous. Take it out of the power of any politician to
g_iv him any office and be will cease from his noxious labors in a very short space of
time. As for the Govc>mmeut officeholder, he must be taught in one way or another
i;hat his ~uty is to do the work of the Government for the whole people, and not to
perv rt lns office for the use of any party or any faction. In some communities this
lesson i taught with com parati ve ease, and has, at any rate in many offices, already
been l arned. In other communities and other offices the scholars seem to be slower
of appreh nsion, a1H1 if they can not be taught by easy means then they must be
taught by hard. The officehold r, who belong to the dominant partv should be
allowed pr is ly the same lib rty of political action that is allowed the officeholders
who do not bcloug to the dominant party, and no more. Actions which would cause
scandal and be sub versive of di:cipliue if indulged in by officeholders who belong
to the party which i out of power mu t be forbidden among officeholders of any
party.
The internal-revenue collector's office at Baltimore was not used in the interest of
either fac~ion (~2_7, 129). As far as I could find out none of the employes were
a . e ed for poht1cal purpo ·e . Over half of Lhe men took no active part in the
primary whatever.
om of the remainder worked for the John on side some for
the Henderson side. The two witnesses, Messrs. Brenton and Stewart, both Hen-
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derson employes, were accused by the Johnson men, one of having voted repeaters,
the other of having stuffed a ballot box. No proof was forthcoming in reference to
these accusations, but it must be said that both of the individuals named seemed to
view the conduct of the primaries from the standpoint of elastic political morality
apparently common among the Baltimore political office-holding class.
The custom-house, likewise, was not used in the interest of either faction, the
witnesses testifying that they were not interfered with and were allowed to vote
for whichever side they chose. Moreover, in the custom-house the great bulk (about
80 per cent) of the classified employes, who constitute a majority of the force, are
Democrats appointed under the last administration and still holding office. It is
evident that there has been no partisan proscription and no approach to a clean
sweep in the classified service of this office. The proportion of the appointees of the
previous administr::ition who have been left in by the present collector, M"r. Marine,
is considerably larger than the proportion of original incumbents who were left in
by his predecessor, Mr. Groome. (See the report of the chief examiner.)
It is equally evident, however, that under the last administration the civil-service
l aw was far better observed in the custom-house than in the post-office, and it
appears that this law always has been better observed in the former office than in the
latter. From a fourth to a third of the original incumbents in the classified service
of the custom-house were retained throughout the four years of the last administration, whereas less than a twentieth were left in the post-office. There seems to have
been but little direct violation of the sections of the law forbidding political assessments in this office, but incidentally the testimony shows that in 1888 the Democratic campaign committee had made a determined effort to collect campaign funds
from the Democratic employes of the office, and a great deal of money was
undoubtedly raised under the guise of "vohmtary contributions.'' Seemingly, not
much of this has been done under the present administration. Under both administrations it was, apparently, mainly members of the party in power that were requested
to contribute.
In these remarks I do not wish to include the naval offices. The present naval
officer, Mr. Urner, has hardly changed a man in his small classified force; whereas
his predecessor, Mr. :Freeman Rasin, made a practically clean sweep.
I wish to call the attention of the Commission to the testimony of Mr. Burns, one
of the civil service board of examiners· in the custom-house. Mr. Burns was a
Democrat appointed under the last administration and still retained in the custom-house. He subscribed $100 to the Democratic campaign fund in 1888, and stated
that this was entirely voluntary on his part; but he also subscribed last year to the
Republican campaign fund, expressing the view that he owed this to the party in
power (65) . We should do everything in our power to make it clear to the officeholders that there is no kind of moral obligation upon them to pay political campaign funds, and that the theory which makes a man feel that "the desk," as it is
phrased, owes something to the party in power, is radically wrong and vicious.
Most emphatically no member of our own board should set so bad an example as to
contribute to the party in power, although he is politically opposed to it, merely
because it is the party in power, and because he feels, therefore, that it is entitled
to a contribution.
As already said, the collector, Mr. Marine, has retained the great majority of the
Democrats appointed under the preceding administration in the classified service.
These men are still in office. No dismissals, excepting for apparently excellent
cause, have been made, and the number of changes in the classified service does not
seem to have been excessive. Apparently, no appointee, Democrat or Republican,
in the classified service, who does his duty under Mr. Marine, need fear being turned
out for political reasons. , But Mr. Marine needs enlightenment on one point. He
practically admitted that in choosing from the certifications made him he would
prefer a Republican to a Democrat (66). The examinations for the custom-house
have been perfectly straight, no vacancies have been made for the purpose of allowing partisans to be appointed, and no man has received an appointment unless he
passed so high that he was one of the :first three on the list; but it seems clear that
Mr. Marine believes that he has the right to discriminate among these three for
political reasons. At least such would seem to be the effect of his testimony. Now,
undoubtedly he has no such right. He is especially barred from discriminating
among the three for any political or religious reasons. He has a right of choice
among them, but he has no right to exercise this choice on political or reli&"ious
grounds. Any discrimination of the sort calls for severe rebuke and, if persisted
in, for prompt punishment.
This is the only criticism, however, that is to be made upon Collector Marine's
conduct of the office. Otherwise, both he and the deputy collector, Mr. Lingen, felder, are apparently seeing that the civil-service law is obeyed faithfully and in
its spirit. Of course the nonclassi:fied force does not come within my ken in making these remarks.
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On of th witne
at the cu tom-bonse, Mr. Charles H . Ray, was caught in the
mo t flagrant fal eh od. Ir commend th:tt bis _clis1_ni sal be _a ked for on th_e g~ound
that be ha been guilty of flagrant mendacity, with mtentto impede an official mvestigation (67-71).
.
Auoth r en tom-house employe, Capt. Fensley, lik~wise develop_ed a_most treacherou memory, but a he was clearly guilty of coll~ctm~ and contnbutrng money for
poli ti al purpo es in defiance of the law, I deal with his case elsewhere.
At th different polling place visited by me two o~ three custom-homie employes
w re point d out to me a working for the Johnson ticket, and two or three for the
H nder on ticket, but they were not at the polls in anything like the numbers that
the po t-office people were. I find that th~ custom-house, as such, was 1;1-ot u~ed to
infln nee the primary election; though this fact of course does not shield m the
lea t tho e employes who were guilty of individual misconduct.
The ca i very different in regard to the post-office and the marshal's office. The
evidence se ms to be perfectly clear that botb of these offices ~ere used ~ith the
purpo e of interferin(l' with or controlling the result of the primary election, and
that th r wa a ystematic, though sometimes indirect, effort made to assess the
Government employcs in both for political purposes.
.
far hal Airey was undoubte~Uy one of the .leaders of one of the faction~ at _the
primarie ancl took a very actrve part therem, even to the extent of commg mto
physicial' colli ion with one . of the opp,ositio~ judges, whom he accused, whether
rightly or wrongly, of ~heatm~ (139). r~e w1~n.esses, e-yt'n of the Hend~rson faction, evicl<'ntly ct a high estimate on his ability, saymg that he furmshed tbe
brains of hi facLion.
no of tho custom-house employcs, Mr. McAllister, a Henderson man, testifies that
b fore th lection Marshal Airey sent for him to come up to his office and there
nd avor d to per uacle him to vote the Johnson ticket (]29, 130). The only two
d puty mar. hals examined, M ss1·s. Biddleman and Sultzer, both confessed tbat they
had 011 ctocl money for political purposes from other officeholders, in defiance of
the law, and that they took a very active part at the polls (93, 96). It seems clear
from th testimony of these two deputy marshals, and of Mr. McAllister, as well as
incidentally from the testimony of some of the other witnesses, that the marshal's
offi
was used, apparently by or with the consent of the marshal himself, to
influence the election. General Rnle I of the civil-service rules reads as follows :
"Any ollicer in the executive civil service who shal1 use his official authority or
influence for the purpose of interfering with an election or controlling the result
th r of * * * shall be dismissed. from office."
I am not aware that the phrase "official authority or influence" has ever been
authoritatively construed; or, in(leed, that hitherto this whole section of the rule
ha ev r been construed as in my opinion it should be. Thus, from the testimony
taken b fore the euatc committee in 1888, it appears that under the last administration th naval otricer, Mr. Freeman Rasin, and otl10r Government officials, such
as Mr. Iorris Thomas, took at least as active a part iu the primaries as Mr. Airey
did, 11 ing iheir '' official influence" to control the primary eleci,ions. As far as is
known they rec ive<l no official rebuke of any kind for their actions.
There are lmt few employcs in tbe marshal's office, so that when scattered through
the wards tl1e ffcct of their activity 11pon the primaries can not be very great.
It is due to Mar bal Airey to say that during the investigation he behaved with
much frankness, and seemed quite unconscious of there being any possibility of questionin(l' his condn t. Ilis letter, herewith appended, is noteworthy for several
r a ons. He seems to. mak.e ?ut a~troug ~a e of a:ttcmpted improper conduct against
what he styles the antrndrnu11strat10n faction, whieh was le<l, as he says, by a" disappoiute,1 appli ant" for office. He says that the oppositibn did their best to cheat,
~ncl.t?at .1t wa~ neces .'.uy to mak~" tro_ng efforts ~o ol>taiu fa!rplay," this being the
JU .td1cn,tion oi the ~fl~<· •hol.<lers for takmg so active a part m the primaries. He
evid ntlyuse "aclm1111 trat1on" asaterm mpart synonymous with "officeholders."
He speaks feelingly of "the uphill work the friends of the administration had, preclncl cl as w wer hy the civil-service rules from being n,ctive participants and with
all our activ Republican, in office." 'l'he significance of the statement that all the
active Rcpuhli<-ans wer in offi e is marked; and if Marshal Airey believes that he
~im If '.3'Dd his_deputie were not "active participants" in the primaries, it would be
mterrstmg to fin<l out what be wonld accept as "tLctivity."
Mar hal AfrPJ'. . letter is additio~al evi~lence that the struggle was mainly one
b tween the ofl1cehold r and ~he ch appomtecl office-seekers; and that the participants rPgarcl cl office as the fruit of party or factional success, while outsiders took
but a la1wnid inter st in the re ult. Primaries managed on such a basis are of
course thoro.u~hly unh alth.Y fo: the party, and this Baltimore example shows in
th .n:io t stnkrnr; way.tlie 1~10~t~blo tendency of.tho spoils system to take away
political -power from pnva,te m<l1vidual. and lod(l'e 1t iu the hands of the officeholding or office-seeking ca te. It is the "plain people" of Abraham Lincoln who are
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most vitally interested in the abolition of the spoils system, less for the sake of
improving the public service-though this is one of the results-thn,Jt for the sake
of purifying politics and restoring to the private citizen the power that bas been
usurped by the "boss" and the ward h eeler.
There is need of a severe lesson to teach the officeholders that they are not to nse
their positions to run elections. Once this lesson is taught the pressure of politicians for place will be minimized, for there will be no temptation to reward an active
politician by office when the price of his obtaining that office is the cessation of
his activity.
The Hepu blican employ es from the postoffice furnished the organized band around
which the Johnson-Airey forces rallied in every ward where there was a contest.
There is no testimony showing that Mr. Johnson himself took any direct part in .
influencing his subordinates as to their action in the primary, and he was absent
from the city when the primaries took place. But undoubtedly his office was used
to influence the primary election, and the great bulk of his appointees, both in the
classified and unulassified services, took a very active part in preparing for and in
managing the primaries.
In the post-office I examined a number of employes from the Third, Fifth, Sixth,
Seventh, Eighth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Sixteenth wards. Judging from the
testimony of these witnesses it appears that in each ward the Republican appointees
in the post-office, whether in the classified or the unclassified service, either belonged
to the ward club of the J ohnson-Airey faction or shortly before the primary election
effected some sort of organization of their own (23, 31, 46, 60, 72). A few days before
the election these officeholders of each ward met together to talk oyer the plani:, for
the primaries and to raise money therefor (25, 29, 36, 38 etc.). Sometimes the meeting wai:, held at a private house of one of the officeholders (38, 42, 74, etc.), sometimes
it was held in a regular Republican club room (26, 83, 96, 108), and in one or two
fastances the meeting took place in the post-office building itself (113). Judging
from the testimony it appears that the bulk of the money to defray the expenses of
the Johnson faction at the primary was raised among the officeholders themselves
(94, 96). Apparently most of the post-office people subscribed from $3 to $10 apiece.
Sometimes the money was paid undisguisedly for the election expenses; sometimes
it was paid under cover of club dues, or nominally for the purchase of a pool table,
or for a banquet ( 44, 56, 123). The Democrats in the post-office took no part in this;
but it appears that the great majority of the men a,p pointed since Mr. Johnson was
made postmaster are connected with the Republican ward organizations (126), and
these did take an active part (103).
In one or two instances the local Republican leaders paid most of the money themselves (98, 101), some of these leaders being in the Federal service while others held
positions under the State or municipal government. But the great bulk of the money
seems to have been raised in the post-office. Sometimes this money was paid, in
evasion of the letter of the law, by the officeholders to some nonofficeholder, chief
of the local ward organization. This was the case, for instance, in the Fifth ward.
There are eight or ten officeholders from that ward in the post-office. All of these,
so far as I can find out, took a very active part in the primaries and paid $5 apiece
to the chairman of their local ward club. Post-office employes J. Philip Sindall,
William Root, James Fosler, and S. M. Armstrong were among those who thus paid
$5 apiece (44, 78, 119). Two of these I m yself saw taking an active part in the primary in that ward; Messrs. Sindall and Root were challenging at the polls and doing
all they could to influence the election. In the Fourteenth (37, 38), Sixteenth (101),
and Thirteenth (34), wards the arrangement seems to have been substantially similar. In the Third ward there are said to be some fourteen officeholders, most of
whom took a more or less active part in preparing for or managing the ·primary.
About half of them met before election in the Fairmount Republican Club. They
there raised $5 apiece to pay the expenses of the Johnson-Airey faction at the primary, and paid the money to one Henry Martin, one of their own number, a lettercarrier. Among those who thus paid, or agreed to pay, were Messrs. J.E. Wilson,
Henry Glass, W. A. Mitchell, and Robert Reed, all of the post-office (23, 29, 52).
Mr. Martin asserted, seemingly as an afterthought, that this money had been paid to
purchase a pool table, but the original testimony was explicit that this was not the
case. Undoubtedly the fund was raised for political purposes, to defray the expenses of the primary election.
In the Seventh ward the meeting of the officeholders in the interest of the Johnson-Airey faction took place a few days before the primary, at the house of one
John A. Bell, a letter-carrier. A custom-house employe, W. H. Ray, above mentioned, was one of these employes who went to Bell's house and agreed to pay $5
(70). One of the post-office employes, Charles Oeh, paid $5, but says he paid it to
the president of the local club (49). Another post-office employe, Mr. J. L. Webber,
says he took the same course, having been present at the meeting; he seemed in his
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te timony to be trying to conceal the truth (42). AJ?parently, almost ~r quite
the offic bold rs in thi ward from the post-office paid and took an active pa,r t m
the primari . A po, t-offi.ce clerk, L: E. Gladfelter, pai~ $~ to ?ohn Bell for political purpo e , for u e in the primary, m the post-office bmldmg itself (46). Mr. Bell
also solicited. sub criptions for political purposes from one of the custom-house employ s, Mr. T. ewall Plummer (63). Being warned by Mr. Plummer that he was
violating the law he left the custom-house. I was myself present at the primary
in the eventh ward, and saw several of the post-office employes taking an active
part in it Mr. John Bell being there. One or two of the witnesses evidently believed
that he ~as under the influence of liquor at the time.
In the Eighth ward substantially all of the Republican appointees in the post-office
ancl marshal's office took part by raising money for the primaries and afterwards
attempting to control them in the inter~st o~ the J ohnson-Airey faction. The course
of action was decided partly at a meetrng m the local Republican club rooms and
partly at a meeting held in the post-office building itself, the latt~r meeting s?emi~g
to have been of an informal character (86, 114). The Johnson-Airey leader m this
ward appears to be Mr. William H. H. Sultzer, a deputy marshal, to whom the postoffice employee ultimately turned over their money, through John ~- Tweddle, a
clerk in the post-office (85, 96); but see also Mr. Sultzer's letter, herewith appended.
I can not accept this letter as against Sultzer's and Tweddle1s original testimony;
Mr. hort's alleged intervention seems to have been merely a blind. Mr. Tweddle
received $5 or $10 apiece from several post-office employee, including William T. Birmingham, Joshua N. Richardson, George G. Holtz, C. W. Hamill, Edward Perine,
and Erwin Foutz (87, 98, 108, 113, 114, 123). The latter, however, claims that he contributed. merely toward the cost of a banquet. The money for defraying the expenses
of th John, on-Aif'ly faction at the primaries in this, the Eighth, ward was raised
almo t olely from among the officeholders above mentioned, Mr. Tweddle collecting it from Birmingham, Richardson, Hamill, Holtz, and Perine, and paying it over
t 'ultzer, who received it and expended it. Some $50 was thus raised. Ten ticket
h ld r , or ticket peddler , were paid $2 apiece to work up the vote; $2.50 was paid
for on -half the rent of the window; $7 were paid for tickets; the balance went to
give an w suit of clothes to a young man who was a clerk of the J ohnson-Airey faction, and who discovered, as he claimed, apparently with much reason, that the Henderson people were cheating. He then burst open the ballot box, and was thrown
out of the window by the Henderson judges. All were arrested in consequence
(85, 97).
Mr. Holtz, above mentioned, got into a political fight with a negro, and was
badly beaten on the day of the primary. There was great disorder in this ward.
In the ixth ward the officeholders in the post-office, and to a certain extent in
the roar hal's office and custom-house, were also fully organized in the JohnsonAirey interest. About eighteen of them met a few days prior to the primary in the
house of C. G. Smith, a letter-carrier, to perfect their arrangements and raise funds
to pay the political expenses of their faction (72, 76), Through some oversight, a
Henderson man from the custom-honse, one Kimball, was present, but paid nothing.
The letter-carrier, C. G. mith, William Fensley, a custom-house employ~, and
Edward Biddleman, a deputy marshal, were appointed to receive the funds and to
expend them, and actually did so. All of the eighteen employes present, including
the thirteen or fourteen from the post-office, paid, or promised to pay, and afterwards did pay from $3 to $10 apiece to one of the above-mentioned persons (88, 93,
115). Among the post-office employes who did so were Oscar W. Gibson, H . L.
Thei s, John Bond, and Daniel Phelps (115,116,117,120). Over $100 were raised, all
the xpenses of this ward being paid by the officeholders. Ten or twelve dollars
went in print_ing and room rent, $94 were expended in paying forty-seven ticket
holders $2 apiece to work up the vote (89), an expenditure so excessive for the purpose a to suggest that it was really a form of bribery. Deputy Marshal Biddleman
marshal d the vote at the primary, getting 200 voters together in a body; but the
primary was broken up with violence before the vote could be polled.
Wh n the fin,t witnesses who testified as to these facts came before me I was
in lined to draw the distinction we have usually drawn between those who pay the
money and tho e who extort it. But I soon became satisfied that in this case no
such di tincti?n could be draw_n. Here. all were undoubtedly equally guilty, the
~en _w ho received the money berng appornted to do so merely for convenience' sake,
it bemg _an arrangement among th_e employes to assess one another, and to contribute
for political purpo es. In my opmion, therefore, all the following governmental
mploy - should be dismissed from office for violating sections 11 to 14 of the civilservice la,w: Edward Biddleman and William H. FI. Sultzer, of the marshal's office;
,Jolm F n 1 y ancl W. Hr•·R ay, of the customs service; John A. Bell, James Wilson,
,Villia,m H. Mitchell, .James L. Webber, Robert J<'. Reeu, Henry Martain Henry
'lass, Louis E. ladf'elter, John B. Tweddle, Charles G. Smith, Charles W. Ham-
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mel, George G. Holtz, William ~- Birmingha~, {osbua N. Richardso~, Edward
Perine, Erwin Foutz, Oscar W. Gibson, H. L. 'Iheiss, ?ohn Bond, Damel P~el_ps,
and Noah Pierson ( compare bis statements (18, 61); he did not se~m to be testifymg
frankly). The testimony of John H. Horner ~nd ~ohn Ree~, _of the ~ustom-house,
betrays certi1in views of political morality, wln~h, m my opmion, _entitle us to call
the attention of the eollector of the port to theu cases, to determme whether they
onglit to be retained in the service.
.
.
I am well aware that in recommendmg so many removals there is a semblance of
harshness, and that among these men there ~ay be a fe:W who h~ve some apparent
claims to indulgence. While a large proport10n are evidently simply local professioual politicia,ns, with very low standards of m?rals, others are apparently r~putable men, who acted as the;y did partly from r eal 1gn_orance a_s to the law, but mamly
because they did not believe the law would be or was m truth mtended to be enforced;
and the abuses which appear to have flourished in the F eder al offices in Baltimore
under the late administration made this belief on their part by no means unreasonable. Nevertheless, I adhere to my recommendation of dismissal in every case above
specified, for I am satisfied that only by a severe lesson will this class of offenders
ue tau ght to respect the law, and I consider a few instances of hardship to individuals
a less evil than it is to have this law generally evaded and often brought into public
contempt by tlie impunity with which it may be even openly violated. The Commission bas repeatedly warned Federal officeholders in Baltimore. It investigated
the post-office while administered by both Mr. Veasey and Mr. Brown, and pointed
out grave irregularities in each case, although it is fair to say far graver in the former than in the latter, Mr. Veasey's violations of the law being of the most scandalous kind. There can be no reasonable doubt that every one guilty of these offenses
ought to have known, and was derelict in his duty a,s an •officer for not knowing,
what was the law, even if be was in fact ignorant of it. I think that the time has
come to show py an example which everybody must understand that punishment
will follow proven guilt.
In connection with the conduct of the post-office employes, J. Philip Sindall,
William Root, W. E. Allerdice, James H. Biddle, and Joseph Solomon, Joseph Fosler, Samuel M. Armstrong, Charles Oeh, J. S. Shields, J. W. McCormick, J. W.
Boulden, who, together with the gentlemen named above, took part in arranging
for and manipulating the primaries, working openly as challengers, etc., at the
polls, I desire to direct attention to section 480 of the Postal Regulations, still in
force, which reads in part as follows:
"The influence of Federal officeholders should not be felt in the manipulation of
political primary meetings. * * * The foregoing regulation has peculiar application to postmasters."
Postmaster W.W. Johnson has been in office a little over a year. During that
time about 50 per cent. of the classified force has been changed. In the nonclassifiecl and excepted places, and the places to which he appoints by virtue of his being
custodian of the post-office building, some 60 in all, a nearly clean sweep b.as been
made. Postmaster Johnson's testimony as to the way the appointments to these
nonclassi:fied and excepted :positions -vy-e~e ma~e was so frank that I give it in full.
It seems somewhat extraordrnary, but it 1s particularly valuable because it undoubtedly ~escril>es truthfully the methods by which all patronage appointments are
made m every office_ throughout the country, where the old system prevails in any
degree, ancl where m consequence outside politicians in reality do the appointing.
The testimony is as follows:
"ffr: JOHNSON. There. are men who have told me right in my own office, 'If you
don t like what I do I will go out.' People have put men in here over whom I have
no control about elections; they're independent of me.
"Q. You mean that a great many of the men here, although nominally appointed
by you, are really put in by somebody else, outside; that is, by the different ward
Jead.ers of the party f-A. They are recommended by outsiders and they work for
the men who put the:m in here, and are under their control.
'
"Q. Is that so generally in the nonclassi:fied servicef-A. Yes sir.
"Q._ In the unclassified service the bulk of the men are put in in that wayf-A.
Yes, sir.
.
"Q. They feel responsible to the men who put them in, to the politicians and
ward leaders generally, and not responsible to you i-A. Yes, sir; that's it.

*

.,.

-!'

*

*

*

*

"Q. The amount of it is ~hat in making the n_onclassi:fied appointments you have
to parcel them out to the chffereut wards-the different ward leaders nominate men
for the positions f-A. Yes, sir; there are about 1,800 applicants and about 60 places
(126)."
This testimony is e~pecially valuable. as. showing the utter nonsense of the talk
that under the old spoils system the appomtmg officers themselves make the appoint-
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ments. They do nothing of the kind. The outside politicians make the appointments for them, and the appointing officers have really little or nothing to say in
the matter.
Another point of interest is the incident~l sh_owing that the~~ is a fa~ greater
"eligible hat," if one may use the express~on, for t_h e nonclassified appomt~e~ts
than for the classified. Mr. Johnson h ad thirty applicants for every smgle pos1t10n
in his gift that did not come under the civil-service rules, whereas there were only
about three applicants for eyery J?O~ition in the cl~s.sifi_ed serv~c.e. ¥r, Jo~mson's
testimony shows with star~lrn_g vividness_ the hur_mhatrng pos1~10n rn which the
spoils system puts the app~mtmg officer. It :practically plac_es hill?- :1t the mercy of
a lot of irresponsible outsiders who force him to take their political henchmen,
without re o-ard to his own wishes. These men. when they are once appointed, feel
them el vet responsible, not to the appointing officer, but to t_heir backers. They
feel t h at their duties are primarily political, and that their services are only secondarily clue to the community and to the Government.
The testimony of some of these employes gives striking i11cidental glimpses of the
way in which the ward leaders use patronage as a bribe for service to be rendered,
or as a reward for services that have been rendered. Thus the testimony of Philip
Hahn was in part as follows, in speaking of the fight in the Thirteenth ward (138):
"Winnie Johnson was the main one (leader of the J ohnson-Airey faction of the
ward).
'' Q. Mr. Johnson, up till last spring, was usu ally supposed to be a Henderson man,
was he notf-A. Yes, sir.
"Q. Just before he was appointed to the post-office he voted with the Johnson
partyf-A. Yes, sir.
"Q. As a matter of fact, what you know is that he voted the other way from the
side he had been voting with, and was almost immediately appointed to a position
in the stamp department of the post-officef-A. Yes, sir."
The testimony of Mr. John Reed contains the following statement. He had just
been testifying that Mr. Brown and Mr. Butnetz were the leaders of the Johnson
faction in his ward (140,141):
"Q. Were you not offered a place in the post-office this spring f-A. Yes, sir; I
was offered a place at $840 if I would vote for them, but I wouldn1t do it.
"Q. You are going to remain your own masted-A. Yes, sir. ·
"Q. Who offered you that place ¥-A. Charley Brown offered me that place.

*

"I said I would not accept any job that I would have to be bought to take.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

"Q. Brown said you were playing politics for a job, and would not take a job

when you were offered onef-A. Yes, sir. Henderson is a friend of mine, and whichever -.. ay he goes I go.
" Q. '£he job offered you was for $840f-A. The job doesn1t pay $840; it was on
the elevator.
'' Q. Who did they give it tot-A. Jim Beale.
" Q. Did he work for the Johnson ticket f-Yes, sir; of course.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Q. You were offered a place in the post-office at $800, or about that, which was
giv n to Mr. Beale afterwards in your stead, and they would have expected you to
work for the Johnson ticket if you had taken that place 1 and Mr. Beale, who did
tak it1 did work for the Johnson tickeU-A. Yes, sir.
"Q. And Butnetz and Mr. Brown distributed the patronage for the post-officeTA. Ye , sir; most undoubtedly.
"Q. Mr. Johnson turned t~e office over to themf-A. They go and see Mr. Johnson, I suppo e, and they put m a good word for the men they want appointed, and,
in con equence, whoever they want is appointed ."
It :i evident from the testimony that the nonclassified service in the Baltimore
po t-office, as is t h e cas~ with the nonclassi.fied service in almost every patronage
offic , wa treated a a bribery chest from which to reward influential ward workers
who were use~ul o_r li~ely t~ be useful, to the faction in power. The appointments
'!ere made primarily m the 1~terests of the local leaders and of the local organization , and only v ry e onclanly with a view to the well-being of the public service.
In the cla_ ified ervic Mr. John o~ has changed about 50 per cent of the force,
only half of the D mocrats who were m when he took office bein<Y left in now. He
ha , how v r, fil <l rea ons for the clismi sals; and there can be to question that in
at lea.ta ve!·y large numb r of ases his reasons were perfectly good. Unquestionably he r e 1v cl tb ffice in a <Treatly demoralized condition from the hands of his
pred ssor, Mr. Brown, who had received it in still worse order from Mr. Veazey.
Man)'.' of them n whom he (Mr. Johnson) found there he could not allow to stay if
he wished to have go d wol'k done. It was doubtless to the intereat of the public
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service to make a very considerable number <?f removals, although it m~y well be a,
question if it was to the interest of the service to make them as sweeprngly as has
been the case. Charo-es have been made to me that many of the removals, though
nominally for cause, have in reality been due to po~it.~cal reasons. Un~ortun~tely ll'
the charges were scarcely of a kin_d. that the Co~~iss10n. has power to mvestigate.
I am, as always, strongly of the opmion that the c1vil-serv:ice law should be a~ended
so as to require written charges to be filed before a man IR removed, to reqmre that
the accused be given an opportunity to be heard in his own defense, and to authorize the Commission to investigate and report on any removals alleged to have been
made, directly or indirectly, for partisan reasons.
Under the last administration the Baltimore post-office, both under Mr. Veazey
and Mr. Brown, was without doubt used as a machine in the interests of the Democratic party. Large campaign funds were raised among the employes of the postoffice at every election; a clean sweep was made of the Republican employes, 96 percent of them being turned out; their places were supplied exclusively by Democrats,
in the classified no less than in the unclassified service, most of the appointees thus.
obtaining positions being Democratic ward workers. Mr. Veazey, the first Democratic postmaster, did not obey the law at all, and, indeed, made no pretense of so,
doing; while his successor, Mr. Brown, made a practically '' clean sweep" of the
Republican employes in his office. It must be borne in mind, as some extenuation
of Mr. Johnson's actions, that he inherited, therefore, great difficulties from his predecessor.
Of the men appointed in the classified service since Mr. Johnson took office, apparently the very great majority were active ward workers of Republican organizations.
Many of the ward workers, however, who were thus appointed, entered the examination before Mr. Johnson became postmaster, which was a year and a quarter after
the Presidential election. It appears that at the first examination held after the Presidential election, in February, 1889, few or no Democrats entered the examinations,.
and a great number of Republicans, almost all of them connected with the ward
organizations of the Republican party, did enter and pass or fail, as might be. During the time of Democratic supremacy none but Democrats had heen appointed, and
all the Republicans in the office had been turned out. The ward leaders apparently
took it for granted, as did most of the inhabitants of Baltimore who thought anything about it, that the same course was to be pursued under Republican auspices;:
that the Democrats would be turned out, and that only Republicans with political
influence could take their places, the examinations being accepted merely as disagreeable tests which had to be submitted to before the ward worker could get his
appointment. This feeling can only be changed by radical measures.
It is true that Mr. Johnson has appointed the men right along in their order, skipping very few, and these apparently for good reasons. He bas taken no steps whatever, however, to disabuse the public mind of the idea that appointments were to
be made only of Republicans, and has made no effort to get men to come into the
examinations without regard to party. While permitting his name to be used in
the newspapers and by his own adherents, without protest on his part, as givingthe
title to one faction of active ward workers, he has refrained from doing anything
to convince private citizens that the classified service was really open to applicants
without regard to party. I thus find that in his office he has dismissed about half
of the classified force, this half being composed purely of Democrats, and has supplanted them with active Republican ward workers, who could pass the examination
fairly well.
It may have been necessary for Mr. Johnson to make many changes in the classified service, but it was incumbent on him, when he was forced to turn out a very
large number of Democrats, to see that the public did not believe that this was
done with the object of replacing them by the same number of Republican "workers." It was incumbent on him not merely to refrain from turning the post-office
into a Republican machine, but within the limits of his authority to see that it was
not turned into a Republican machine. The moment that an appointing officer of
any kind finds it ne~essary to _make sweep~ng changes and turn out large numbers
of men of the opposite party, 1t becomes his bounden duty to see that the public
mind is entirely dhsabused of the idea that the places of the expelled men are to be
taken purely by adherents of his own party. Only by following this course can he
:protect himself from the just suspicion that he bas been to a greater or less extent
mflu_enced in his actions by partisan con~id~ration. Thi~ does not require any impossible conduct on the part of the appomtmg officers; 1t merely requires that he
shall act as Postmaster Field, of Philadelphia, and the late Postmaster Wallace, of
Indianapoli s, have acted, with su ch admirable results. Be it remembered, too that
Messrs. Fielfl and Wallace took office under conditions at least as adverse as those
that surrounded Mr. Johnson.
S. lllis. 1-'fO
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It appears that Mr. J u?-nson was not present a~ the primaries himself, and tb~t
viou to leaving the city, two or tbre~ da)'s befor e they to~k place, ~e called bis
np rinteudent · tog1·ther and to~d tbem m his_ own ~ords to keep their hands off;
that he dicl not waut t,hem to brmg the office rnto disrepute." As a matte: of fact,
h,owever, if by thi advice he meant that the post-office sho~1ld nob~ used to 111:flnence
he primari , bis advice was utterly disregarded, and qmte publicly, all the _newspaper containing accounts of the way the post-office employes took part m. the
}lrimarie , and their intention to do so having been a matter of common notoriety
fo:r ,lays beforehand. It was openly ass~rted in_tbe new~pape~s _that such_ would be
th ca e. Mr. Johnson knew that all his appointees, with trivial except10ns, were
a •ti ·e ward workers under the influence of the ward leaders, and feeling responsible to them. If Mr. 'Johnson meant his protest to be effective he ought to have seen
that it was obeyed by his subordinates. He must have known perfectl:y: we~l that
they lta1l even- intention of disobeying it, and as a matter of fact they did disobey
it :met he has· never rebuked them for their disobedience. It fact it seems evident
either that Mr. ,Johnson did not really mean his protest to be heeded, or else that he
- helples to enforce obedience from his subordinates. It is no small count against
Mr. ,John on that without public protest of any sort he allowed one of the active
factiont1 to be chl'istenod with his name in the most public manner by the newspap rs, and by his_own adherents in the primaries a1?-d at the convention;, this
far·tion boino- sometimes even called "the post-office fact10n." The mere public and
unrelmk cl 1~'le of bis name in such convention was certain to influence his employes
to take acti,·e part on behalf of the faction headed by their superior officer, and,
·ucitlentall y, was undoubtedly one among the causes which have tended to prevent
any ave ward worker from taking the examinations.
Th ref re, while it does not appear that Mr. Johnson himself used the post-office
iulluence the primary election, it is evident that it was so used with his full
now ledge, and that he took n.o effective steps whatever to prevent such use thereof.
fr. Johnson's case is thus peculiar. "\Vhen he took office he inherited many diffi,mities which have hampered him in the discharge of his duties. His sins have been
of omL ion rather than of commission, and his position was in many ways pecnliarly
-difficult. Yet it seems to me impossible not to bold him responsible, at l east in a
u10;1.•11re, for what ha been done. He must be held accountable not for what he did
lrnt for wl1at he failed to do. It is not enough that a postmaster shall passively
oht·y tho law; he ought to be required actively to enforce it. Mr. Johnson has
fHJ •<l the ntire uncla sifted and half the classified service with Republi can ward
orker,, and bas permitted the post-office to be turned into a machine to influence
r,rimary el ctions. Doubtless, unless checked, it will be similarly used as a machine
to influence the course of State and national elections.
It eem almost as much of an offense for the head of an office Rnpinely to allow
h' civil- ervice law or rules to be violated by his subordinates, or through their
• 1 trumeutality, as it is for him to violate the said law and rules himself.
General
Rnln 1, a1rra,ly quoted, provides for the dismissal from office of any officer who ufJes
,~ hiH ofil ial influence" to interfere with an election. It has not been shown that
:Mr. ,J ohm,on did directly so use his otlicial infh1ence, but it has been shown that,
vith bi knowledge, the entire in:flnence of his office was so used by others. As in
11 c:iseof far hal Airey, however, it must be said that this rule has never hitherto
e n , trictly con trued, and in fact that it can hardly be said that there has been
any ,ffort o ~o con_stru or !3Dforce it. As appears in the testimony taken before the
11ate committee m 18 , 1t was then charged that Mr. Johnson's predecessor in
·he po, t-office had used his official position to influence the election of delegates to
& nominatino- convent.ion, but no heed was ever paid to the charo-e .
I am strono-ly of the opinion that at lea st decided steps should be taken to show
bat this ru_l iR _not hereafter to he regarded as a dead letter, and that from henceforth any v10lat1 on thereof shall be treated as furnishing cause for dismissal.
Yours, truly,
J.}1'

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

A tun inve t~gation of the case was afterwards made by the Civil
erv1c . Comrmttee of ~he House of Representatives. Their printe<l.
eport 1s H. R. 1669, Fifty-Second Congress, first session· it approves
he ac ion of the Commis ion. The postmaster has never been rebuked
r pnni. ·hed for his action, and i now in office.
Pri r to holding this inve tigation Commissioner Roosevelt bad, in
July, 18 9, inve tiga.tecl the conduct of thj post-office under the Demorat~c po. t1:1a ter1 th~n at the end of his term of office. It was brought
ut m tln ~ mve t1gat10n that 96 per cent of the Republican employes
f the office had been changed during the Democratic administration,
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that the office had been used to influence elections, and that there had
been a systematic assessment of the employes of the office for political
reasons.
In October, 1891, it was charged that Postmaster Van. Co~t and
Collector of Customs Hendricks, at New York City, had been 1mphcated
in making political assessments in that ~ity. The matter was Jn~estigated with the following result, as shown m the report of Comm1ss10ner
Roosevelt:
DECEMBER 5, 1891.
To the COMMISSION:
About the middle of October there appeared in several of the New York daily
papers statements alleging th.a~ there had been an effort on the part of the Repub~ican State committee to assess the employes of the post-office and custom-house m
New York City for political purposes. It was stated that a letter had been sent to
all of the employes, soliciting contributions, the letter being signed by Congressman Wadsworth, as treasurer, and that on the letter were the names of the State
committee, including the name of Mr. Hendriclrs, the collector of customs, and Mr.
Van Cott, the postmaster, whom, it was alleged, had, by permitting their names to
be thus printed on the circulars, themselves been guilty of indirect solicitation of
the employes of the custom-house and post-office to whom the circulars were sent.
A uay or two afterwards a notice appeared in the papers that Mr. Wadsworth had
stated that his name had been signed to the circulars wholly without his knowledge
and that he, in consequence of having his attention, called to the matter, had
promptly repudiated through the public press any connection therewith and had
resigned his position of treasurer.
The matter was deemed of sufficient importance to warrant an investigation, and
accordingly I was directed by the Commission (as will appear by the minutes of
October 21) to proceed to New York and make the investigation. On the 23d of
October accordingly I went to New York and visited the New York custom-house.
On October 25 I received a letter from Mr. Griffin, the chairman of the Democratic
State committee, in reference to . these alleged political assessments . . This letter
was printed in the papers on the morning of October 25, so that I saw it in the public press before I myself received a copy of it. It dealt merely in generalities,
stating vaguely that there had been gross violations of the law, and that employes
had complained to Mr. Griffin about it; not giving the details in any case and not
giving the name of a single employe who had complained, nor of a single witness,
of any violation of the law. I immediately laid this letter before the Commission,
:-1ind on the 27th of October wrote an answer, which is herewith appended likewise.
This answer was itself printed a day or two afterwards in the public press. In it I
stated that the Commission would begin a thorough investigation the moment Mr.
Griffin would give us any facts on which to go; and that as far as we could we
would guarantee protection to any witness testifying to the truth, and would even
go to the length of communicating with the witnesses in advance if necessary, and
arranging that their names should not be known to any of the authorities as having
volunteered information, but that it was useless to undertake an investigation
merely upon anonymous letters. I asked for an immediate answer, pointing out
the n ecessity of beginning the investigation at once, if good was to come. If Mr.
Griffin really had any facts whatever in his possession upon which to base his complaint this letter deprived him of all excuse for not forwarding them to us at once.
Nevertheless, he made no answer.
When I found I could get no answer from Mr. Griffin I carried on the investigation
on what I had seen in the newspapers. I examined a number of employes in the
custom-house and post-office, and I also saw the collector and postmaster and Congressman Wadsworth. I obtained a copy of a circular, which is herewith inclosed.
It was sent to Secretary Babcock, of our local customs board, at his house. I found
that a large number (say half) of the employes that I examined had received circulars of this sort, all sent to their houses. The names of neither Mr. Van Cott, 'the
postmaster, nor Mr. Hendricks, the collector, appear on this circular, nor is there
a sh adow of evidence tending to show that either of these gentlemen had any knowledge that the circular was sent to Federal employes .. None of the men whom I examined and who had received the circular had paid or subscribed. It appears that Mr.
Wadsworth did not know that l::is name had been attached to the circular when it
was sent out, and knew nothing about the circulars having been sent to Government
employes, and that the minute he heard of it he repudiated ail connection with it
and publicly resigned his position as treasurer.
.
As not a single complaint of specific wrongdoing has been made to us I had to
choose my witnesses quite at random, and to try to discover as well as I co11,ld from
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members of the local board and from others what had been done. I therefore find
as follows:
(1) Judging from the witnesses I have examined, it appears that many, if not
most, of the Federal employes of ~he post-office and custom-ho1;1se received circ:nlars
soliciting subscriptions for compaign purposes from the Republican State committee.
It appears, however, that these ciret~l3:rs '!ere, in almost every case, add~e~sed
to the men at their houses. In my oprn10n 1t ought not to be legal for any citizen
to solicit a Government clerk for subscription. It is against public policy that he
should be so solicited. Let him pay if he wishes, but do not bring any kind of
duress to bear upon him, even by so much as asking him directly or indirectly.
However, the law as it now stands does not prohibit this.
(2) No pressure, so far as I could discover, was brought _t~ bear U.J_)On the subordinates by their superior officers to make them perform political service or to make
them pay any assessment or contribute any sum of money for political purposes.
As a matter of fact, no one of the witnesses that I examined had so paid or contributed.
(3) As far as I could find out, n~ith~r the ~ostmaster, Mr: Van Cott_, n?r the c~llector, Mr. Hendricks, had been implicated m any way, directly or mdirectly, m
the sending of these circulars. Inde.ed, they stated that they had no knowledge
that the circulars had been sent to any of the Federal employes other than what
they might have seen in the newspapers. Their names were not on the circulars
which I have seen.
(4) In relation to Congressman Wadsworth, it appears that the circular sent to the
employes was signed with his name. If this had been done by him or with his
knowledge, I am clear that it would have been a direct violation of the civil-service
law; but it appears that it was done without his knowledge, and that he repudiated
the act as soon as it was brought to his attention and resigned his position as treasurer in consequence. I accordingly am of the opinion that no action should be taken
against him.
I therefore report that there is nothing for the Commission to do in the matter as
the case now stands.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

In 1892the postmaster at St_.Joseph, Mo., took part in making political assessments in his office. The case was investigated by Commissioner Roosevelt, but the postmaster died within a few days of that
time and no further action was taken.
In April, 1892, Commissioners Lyman and Roosevelt investigated
c rtain charges made against Federal officials at New Orleans in the
matter of political assessments and the use of their official positions to
ontrol elections and primaries. The testimony was very conflicting,
but the Commissioners concluded that the charges had not been sustained, although it was undoubtedly true that the unclassified service
of the cu tom-house had been used as patronage in the interest of one
faction of the Republican party, and although the collector and other
officer in New Orleans had taken a very active part in factional and
parti an politic,. The report of the Commissioners was sent to the
Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney-General, the latter of whom
replied, tating that he saw no reason for questioning the correctness
of the conclu ion expressed.
During the Pre idential campaign of1892 the Commission made every
effort to prevent the levying of political assessments. On July 27 it
i ued the following circular:
At ~he outs~t of the political ~ampai~n which is now pendino-, this Commission
feel 1t ~o be it ~u~y to call public attention to the provisions of the civil-service law
m rel~t10!1 to p_ohtical ass~s ments or contributions, to inform Government employes
of their rights m the prem1ses, .and to warn those not in the Government service of
whatever po~tical party, ?~t to infringe upon these rights. Political assessme~ts
unde_r any gmse are prohibit~~ by law. The provisions of the law on the subject
ar~, 111: sub tance? ~s follow~: IJ:iat no Government officer or employe shall, directly
or mdrre tly, solicit or receive, m any manner whatever a contribution for political
purpo es from any other Government officer or employ6. Second that no Government offi 'er or employe shall make ~ contribution for political purposes to any other
Government officer or employe. Th1rd, that no person shall in any manner, directh
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or indirectly, solicit or receive contribution~ for poiitical purposes _in any_ ro?m or
building occupied by Government emplo~es_ m the d1~charge_ of, officrn! duties, and,
fourLh, that no superior officer shall discrimrnate agamst or m favor of ~ny ~overnment officer or employe on account of his action in reference to contribut10n_s for
political purp"ses. Government employes must be left absol~tely free ~o contribute
or not as they see fit, and to cont~ibute to either part_y a~co!chng to t~eir preference,
and an employe refusing to contribute must not be d1scrimmated agamst because of
such refusal.
· .
It is the duty of the Commission to see that the provisions of_th1s law ar~ enforced,
and it will employ every available means_ to.secure the prosecution and vumshment of
whomevermayviolatethem. The Comm1ssvmrequests anY: per~on havmg knowle~ge
of any violation of this law to lay the facts before it, and 1t will at once take action
u~n~~
•

Numerous cases of alleged attempts to assess employes were called
at this time to the Commission's attention. Usually the action complained. of was taken by some nonofficeholder, and all that could be
done by the Commission was to give the widest publicity to the facts,
and stating through the newspapers fo the clerks that they need not
contribute a penny, turning over to the Department of Justice the
papers in the case where it seemed possible that a prosecution of the
offender might be had. This was the course taken in reference to
Secretary Thomas, of the New York State Republican committee,
accused of soliciting contributions from Federal employes in New York;
Chairman Goudy, of the Republican State committee in Indiana,
accused of soliciting contributions from Government employes in that
State; Chairman Greene, of the South Dakota Republican central
committee, accused of soliciting contributions from Government employes, including women and Indians, at certain Indian agencies and
schools; Secretary Stevenson, of the local Congressional district committee, accused of soliciting contributions from Government employes
at Haskell Institute, in Lawrence, Kans.; Chairman Middleton, of the
Jefferson County Republican committee, in New York, accused of soliciting contributions from Federal officeholders in that county; Messrs.
Duhorst and Roberts, of the Republican State committee of Maryland,
accused of soliciting contributions from Federal officeholders in Washington, D. C. The same course was followed in reference to the action
of certain Republican State and county committeemen in Alabama,
and in the case of the Alleghany County, N. Y., Postmasters' Republican Association. In the last case the secretary of the Commission
was summoned oefore the grand jury of the county, but no indictment
was found. The Commission has no knowledge of any action being
taken in the other cases, but it believes that the mere publicity given
to all the cases in the midst of the campaign effectually prevented, in
most instances, the collection of the assessments and. served to protect the clerks.
There were other cases where circulars were sent assessing Government employes, for instance, in Ohio by the Ohio Republican committee and in Washington, D. O., by the Missouri State Association, where
the Commission did all it could by publishing a circular stating the
tacts that had come to its notice, denouncing the solicitation and assurrng employes that they need not contribute. In certain cases the Commission knows _positiyely that Jmmediate stoppag~ of the attempt to
assess followed its action. At Watertown, N. Y., for mstance the county
committee tried to get back the circulars they had sent dut and the
Commission was assured that no money would be received by'the committee or the eruployes. It will be noticed that the Commissiou issued
its first ~ircular on August 15, before any of the assessing had begun.
The earliest date of any assessment circular which the Commission
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could find wa that of the one sent to Pine Ridge .Agency, of .August
and from tbat time on the most vigilant watch was kept, the Comml ion finding some new case ~very few _dars and taki1;1g immedi~te
action upon it. The Civil S~ryice Comm1ss10n, not havmg author~ty
to ummon witnesses or admm1ster oaths, can not make complete mve tigation , neither has ~t ~owe: po in~titute pr~secutions, :tmt c~n
nly report the re ults of its mqumes, with the evidence furmshed 1t,
to ho e officers of the Government who have the power to act upon the
evidence.
The following letter was sent tp the Secretary of the Treasury in
re£ rence to an attempt to secure political service from Gov~rl!-me~t
mploye , which occurred in_ Texas. .As far as the Comm1ss10n is
informed no action was taken m the case.
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OCTOBER 28, 1892,
Sm: The Commission bas the honor to invite your attention to the inclosed copy
of a circular issued by the State Republican executive committee of Texas to
various public employes in Texas,, and to t~e ~ncl?s~d copy of a car?-- Jssue?- ~y the
Commi sion in reference thereto. The Comnnss10n 1s mformed that Wilham E. Easton,
who e name appea1·s on the circular, is an employe in the Galveston custom-house.
ection 2, divi ion secon 1, subd_ivision fifth of the c~vp-servic~ act provid~s _tl;at
no public employe shall be reqmred to re"!lder a1;1y poht1cal s~rv10e; and su1:>d1v1s1?:t;1
ixth pr vide that no person m the public serv10e bas any right to use his official
authority or iniluence to coerce the political action of any person or body. This
circular is clearly an effort to coerce their political action. Mr. Easton, by allowing
th u e ofbi name on the circular, is clearly a partner in the effort. We respectfully call your attention to the case for such action as you may deem wise.
Very respectfully,
CHAS. LYMAN,

The SECRET.A.RY OF THE TREASURY.

President.

In September and October, 1892, information was furnished to the
Commis ion showing that certain Republican associations, and also
the American Protective Tariff League, had, through their officers, sent
circulars to various postmasters requesting lists of the names of the
patron of their offices, with information as to their politics and the
kind of campaign literature which it would be wise to send them.
The Commi ion at once issued a circular letter to tbe different postma ter , calling their attention to the fact that it was contrary to the
po tal regulations to furni h such information as had been requested;
that they were under no obligation whatsoever to render such service,
which wa political in its nature, and that they could not legally be
mol ted for refu ing to render it. The Commission further stated
tbat if any po tma ter wa molested it would do what it could to protect him. The Commission had, of course, no power to direct them to
refu e to perform the ervice, this power lying only with the Post-Office
Departm nt; but it at once called tbe attention of the Post-Office
Department to the matter, and was informed that the First .Assistant
Po tma ter-General, Mr. Evans, had already notified several postmaster that no uch information as had been requested should be given.
In Dec mber, 1892 charge were made to the Commission concerning
a ratl1 r p culiar c~se of political as essment in the Indianapolis, Ind.,
po t-office. The h1 tory of the case is given in the following report.
On thi report the offender wa removed by the Post-Office Department:
DECEMBER 15, 1892.
. GE. '?-"LJ?1EN: I have carefully examined and analyzed the testimony taken in the
mve_ t1gat1 n !ec nt~y made_, 1:nder orders fr_om t_he Commission, by t,h e postal civil
service board m Indianapolis mto alleged v1olat10n of the law concerning political
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assessments. From this testimony it appears that after t~e late election the Democratic campaign committee in Indianapolis found itself m a!rears to the exte~t ox
several thousand dollars and began to take steps to reimburse itself. _The co~m1t~ee
appears to have had its headquarters.in the rooms (!fa_ local Democratic o_rgamzat10n
known as the Hendricks Club, and its membership 1s apparently partially drawn
from among the members of the club. The county treasurer, a Mr. Backus, was the:
member who appears most promin_e~tly in the testimony. ~t seems that he spoke to
a letter-carrier, C. J. Dunn, explammg about the short~g_e m the funds o~ the committee and stating, apparently as the result of the decision of, the committee,. that;
the Democratic post-office employes (the so-called "hold-o_vers ) ought to contribute
in the neirrhborhood of four hundred dollars toward makmg up the shortage. (See
testimonyb p. 100.) Backus further notified him to request various individuals among
these empioyes to come up to a meeting at the Hendricks Club in order "to see what.
they felt like doing."
.
Accordingly it appears that the various Demo~ratic employes ~ere not1fie_d, m_osi;
of them apparently by Dunn, to come to the meeting of the Hendricks Club, 1t beuig
understood that the meeting was partly for the purpose of raising funds, partly
with the idea that they should press one of their number, Mr. Lorenz, for the superintendency of the carriers under the incoming administration, and also to meet.
Mr. Sahm (pp. 39-40), the talk among "the boys" being that this Mr. Sahm had
been decided upon as the next postmaster (p. 42). It appears that Mr. Lorenz:
himself was also instrumental in requesting the carriers to go to the meeting at th&
Hendricks Club (p. 46). It appears that the letter-carrier, Dunn, then approached
various individuals among his fellow Government employ es, as requested by Backus.
Alexancler McNutt testified that Dunn told him that the local committee was in
debt, an d asked "if we could reach in our pockets and help them out"(p. 2). He
explicitly says (p. 4) that Dunn approached him in regard to making a donation
to rnake up the deficiency, the request being made in the letter-carriers' office, but;
no specific amount being named by him, . though witness appeared to think that
about ten dollars apiece was expected. McNutt further testifies that he did not
contribute, and that since refusing to contribute he and Dunn had not been on good
terms.
The letter-carrier, W. A. Balk, testifies to the same effect, namely, that after the
campaign Dunn came to him ·and asked him to give what he could, or a certain
amount, for the campaign, the request being made in the carriers' office, in the postoffice building; and furthermore, that Dunn asked him to call at a certain time ai.
the Hendricks Club room.
R. 0. Shimer, another letter-carrier, says that Dunn said to him: "The committee is i,hort some money and we want to know if you can't help to make it up," or
something to that effect. The witness first said that Dunn did not ask him fora contribution, merely speaking about the need of money.
· Jacob Methias, another letter-carrier, states that Dunn asked him to come down
to a meeting at the Hendricks Club, saying that there was a shortage in the Democratic campaign fund and that he was authorized to notify the boys that they h ad to
r a ise some money (pp. 23, 24, and 25), the witness explaining that by "boys" he underst~lOd to be meantthe Democratic carriers in office. At the end of his testimony the
witness stated that he understood that the money was demanded, the demand being
made and the money having to be raised.
William DarLy, a letter-carrier, testifies that Dunn asked him on the street not to
give any specific amoun~, but saying: merely ~hat the committee ~ould be pleased if
he would donate somethrng. The witness reiterates that Dnnn did not ask him for
any money, but later testified (p. 49) that Dunn had told him that the committe&
would ~equi!e $10 or $1~ apiece from the boys_to make up the sum that was expected.
Dunn hkew1se asked hrn1 to attend the meetmg at the Hendricks Club room.
F . .A. Lorenz, .a letter-carrier, states that Dunn made a statement to him that the
Democratic committee was short and desired the Democrats of the post-office to
~elp t~em out. He also sa;vs the sal?e _fact was mentioned several times, b·u t pa:rtJCula:r:izes that punn, not m t~e °?mldmg, but on the street, said to him that the
campaign committee was short m its funds and wanted them (the Democratic postal
employe~) to help them out,.adding, "Wh~t will you dof" "Will you do anythingf'"
(p. 61.)
Can you do anything f" and statmg the amount he expected the Democratic
carrier force in the office to contribute, it being about $400 all told.
.
C. ~- Parish t estified that_ Dunn notified him that there was need of money 1 and
told_ him tog? ~o the Hendrick's Club room on a certain date (p. 73). The witness
testified explicitly (p. 78) that Dunn asked him for a contribution statino- that they
w:anted to raise about $400 from the officeholders. He stated that he had refused to
give Dunn a cent, and told him tha~ he wol~lcl not give him anything.
·
W. P. Marla~t, anot~er letter-carrier, teshfies that Dunn told him, in effect, that
the_Democr~tic comnuttee would be glad to receive any contributions which any on&
desired to give to make up the shortage (p. 90).
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Dunn state (p. 100) that he has no remembrance of telling any man that he was
~xp ctecl to pay a sum of money when he went to the Ir;ee~ing, and that he does not
rem mb r speakino· about the finance at all when he mvited the boys to the Hen<1rick' lub (pp. 99, 100), but afterwards sa~s (p.104), '' I might have told one or t_wo
tlrnt there wa a shortao-e · * * " I might have made a statement somethmg
like that." Thi seems t~ be practically an aumission that he did tel~ some of the
l)Oy that there was a .s1:tortage_in ~he_ treasu!y chest of the Democ~atic commit~e~.
Jfhi denial were positive, which 1t 1s not, 1t could not stand agamst the exphc1t
testimony of Darby, Parish, Mc utt, Balk, and others.
.
Iu con equence of these reque ts a number of the Government employes, chiefly
letter-carri r bnt with one or possibly more clerks among them, perhaps a dozen
in all (p. 65), ~ent down to the Hendricks Club at the time appointe~. A null;ber
,of the ordinary members of the club were present, bu-fi the letter-carriers met m a
room by them elve , no outsider but ~fr. Backus being !?resent (p. 40). Mr. Sahm
-was not in the room though he was m the club at the time (pp. 76 and 106). Mr.
, ahm's presence of c~urse was of no consequence, save that if the lettei:-car~iers
:believed, a tliey were info!ffied, that h e was to be_ the nex~ po_stmaster, 1t might
:have had the effect of makmg them more ready to g1 ve contn but10ns. Backus t1:ten
:addressed the letter-carriers, stating that there was a shortage after the campaign
,expen es had been paid of several thousand dollars, and that they thought three or
.four hundred dollars of the amount ought to be raised by the post-office employes
'(pp. 41 and 66). H e said that the meeting was for the purpose of I?aying the ca;mpaign expense , but that no assessment would be maue, the men be111g free to give
-or not (pp. 12 and 33). There was some discussion at the club as to how the money
hould be given, and objections were at once made to giving it to Mr. Dunn or to
taking receipts for it (pp. 38 and 52), and Dunn was warned that be had better be
~areful in his behavior lest be might get in trouble by coming in contact with the
~ivil- ervice law (p. 55). At one time Dunn intimated that he would receive the
mon y him elf (p . 6 ), and again, it was suggested that the money should just be
left in a box in tho office (p. 86). Evidently the men present were not acting in
ompl te ignorance of the law, but were uneasily trying to evade its provisions.
B, cku wa careful to state that the members could give or refuse money as they
~ho e, but he was also careful to state (p. 67) that "the next postmaster was named,
ml that lte was a good Democrat," and "that those that contributed. freely would
be rem mbered" (p. 108). It is needless to point out the implication contained in
the ·e two sentences.
Thi ca e eems to me to be akin to the case of political assessments in the Baltimore po t-office at the time of the Republican primaries in the spring of 1891, and
in the departmental service by the Old Dominion Republican club in the fall of
1 9. In both of these cases the evidence bowed that Government employes had
een endeavoring to assess other Government employ~s, aside from what the evidence showed against outsiders. In each of these cases it was the opinion of the
Commission on the evidence taken that certain Government employes were clearly
.guilty, exactly as it seems to me that the evidence shows Dunn in this case to have
been clearly guilty of directly or indirectly soliciting money for political purposes
rom certain of bis associates, and in one or two cases thus soliciting them in a
overnm nt building. In each case the Commission brought the matter to the
.attention not only of the Attorney-Genera.I but of the hea,d of the department
wher in th officials implicated were employed, being of the opinion that in many
<Of the e case , even where there is difficulty in securing a conviction, there may
neverth le be amply snfficient evidence to remove all reasonable doubt of the
o-uilt of th accused and to warrant his dismissal from office, it being in the opinion
-of the Commi sion very <le1:1irable that appointing officers shall take prompt action
:to pt~nish the wrono-doer themselves wherever they are in Government employ.
_ T~1 ca e and the two cases above mentioned have of course mauy ;points of dissimllanty, ~lthough they re emble one another in their essentials, all three including
~t.t mpts to collect money for political purposes by certain employes from other
emi;>loyes ofth Governm~nt .. In the case of th~. 01~ ~omin~on League, an organization compo ed partly of out 1ders and partly of md1v1duals 111 Government employ,
at~empt wa made to collect funds from various employes in the Departments at
h1~gt~n from the tate of V~rginia for the purpose of aiding the Republican
-campaign m t~at tate. A.t Baltunore the postal employes, together with some of
th employ 111 t1:1e. office of. the collector and the marshal, joined to assess one
.ano~h r and to ohc1t and rece1 ve from one another sums of money to be expended in
he mt r t of one faction at th Republican primarie . Tn the present instance a
mocratic letter carrier, appointed when a Democratic postmaster was in office at
Incli~napoli , but continuecl in offire to thi day nuder t.he operations of the Civil
rv1c Law, acts a th in trum nt of a local Democratic caiupaiO'n committee in
th effort to procnr politi al contrilrntions from various other Democratic letter
~arriers in ord r to make up a shortar,e in the campaign account of the committee.
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ThiB request is in the nature of a reductio ad absU,rdum. of the arguments usnal~y
advanced in behalf of political assessments. Thus the circular sent_ out by the (?h10
Republican State committee in the last campaign requested mou~y fro~ ~he various
postal employes in Ohio, upon the grou~d th3:t they owed t~e~r pos1t10ns to the
Republican party. This was, of course, m so far as the~e pos1t10ns ar~ u?der the
civil-service law a d~liberate and willful untruth, and m any event furmshed no
excuse for the a'ttempted blackmail. But the climax of iniquitous absurdity fa
certainly reached when an attempt is made to collect money from Government
employes by a DemQcratic campaign committee on the ground that, thank~ to the
operation of the civil-service law, these same employes have been kept m office
nearly four years under a Republican administration. I recommend that the case
be brought to the attention of the Postmaster-General and of the Attorney General.
Very respectfully,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,

'fhe

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.

In December, 1893, the Commission's attention was called to a case
of political assessment in the Toledo, Ohio, post-office. The history of
the case is given in the following communication sent by the Commission to the Postmaster-General and the Attorney-General:
UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,

Washington, D. C., December 14, 189:J.
Sm: The Commission invites your attention to the following extract from a report
made by its secretary, Mr. John T. Doyle, under date of December 12, 1893, of an
inquiry made upon the direction of the Commission, respecting political assessments
at the post-office at Toledo, Ohio:
"1. An assessment of 2 per cent on annual salaries made by the Lucas County
Republican central committee in 1892, solicited from Sherwood Myers, George Lathrop,
H. C. Rake, William R. Taft, and other employes of the post-office at 'l'oledo, Ohio.
"This assessment was paid quite generally by the employes. Mr. F. \,Y. Rickenbaugh, of the committee, under date of October 7, 1892, addressed a circular (see
copies with the envelopes annexed hereto) to the employes of the office, through the
mail, directed to each by name at the po&t-office. The names of the employes, so
Mr. Rickenbaugh told me, were taken by him from a list in the appendix of the City
Directory. On October 17 a, second circular was similarly addressed to those who
had not responded. On October 26 Mr. Rickenbaugh likewise addressed the remaining delinquents in a third letter, stating that the committee wanted a contribution
on November 1 of 2 per cent. On November 2 a fourth letter was issued. Each
envelope of the first three requests bore the direction' Post-office, city.' The fourth
request was addressed 'Toledo, Ohio.' All four had the printed heading of the committee with the names of its members, and were received by the employes through
the mail at the post-office. The testimony hereto appended shows that many of the
employes called on Mr. Rickenbaugh, who had a list of their names and salaries.
He told them that he had been directed by the committee to collect 2 per cent of
their salaries. Some paid the amount in cash, and some signed orders on the assistant postmaster for the payment of the assessment in two parts out of their salaries.
These orders were presented by Mr. Rickenbaugh to the assistant postmaster, who
cashed them, and when the carriers came on the first of each of the two months for
their pay they fo:rnd the sum deducted and a card in the pay envelope on which
was written '$10, Rickenbaugh.' Receipts signed by Mr. Rickenbaugh 'ac. political contribution,' will be found in the testimony of Taft and Rake. See also the
explanation of Mr. Corlett, assistant postmaster, respecting the payment of these
orders. I saw Mr. Rickenbaugh, and he admitted, in substance, the facts as I have
stated them,

"

,.

*

"

"

*

ff

''It seems from these facts that F. W. Rickenbaugh has violated section 12 of the
civil-service act of ~Tan.nary 16, 1883, by soliciting in some (any) manner a contribution of money for a political purpose in a 'room or building occupied in the discharge of official duties by any officer or employe of the United States.'
"I~ United States v. Newton, Washington Law Reporter, Vol. xix, p. 772, the
quest10n whether the sending of a letter or circular of solicitation of pecuniary aid
for political purposes through the mail, directed to a person at one of the places
specified in section 11 of the act is prohibited, is mentioned but not decided. 17
Mr. Doyle also calls attention to the fact that the name of Mr. J. C. Rike, at that
time and now superintendent of carriers at the Toledo post-office, appears upon the
assessment circulars. Mr. Rike's statement of his connection with the committee
is applmded hereto. Mr. Rike states that he did not know at the time that Mr.
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Rickenbaugh was sending letters to officeholders on ~hich his (Rik~'s) name _appeared
as a member. The Commission does not regard Mr. R1ke's explanation as satisfactory,
and thinks that he should be prosecuted under section 11 of the act, being an "officer
of the United ..,tates 11 "directlv or indirectly" soliciting, or in some (any) manner
concerned in solicitin(J' a contribution for a political purpose from persons receiving
salaries from the Tre~~ury of the United States.
*
*
*
•
•
*
*
Very respectfully,
JOHN R. PROCTER,
PreBident.
The ATTORNEY-GENERAL,
RAILWAY MAIL SERVIOE.

One of the first investigations undertaken by the Commission after
March 4, 1889, was into the alleged appointments of clerks in the Railway Mail Service without authority. In March and April, 1889, there
was but one Commissioner; Commissioners Thompson and Roosevelt
were appointed to the two vacancies and took their oaths of office on
May 9 and 13, respectively. The Commission, as reorganized, was
almost immediately called on to take action in respect to what had
occurred in the Railway Mail Service. This service was classified to
take effect on March 15, but owing to necessary delays the date had
been deferred to May 1. Advantage was taken of this necessary delay
in completing the classification to remove 1,932 Democratic clerks prior
to May 1 and appoint their Republican successors for partisan reasons
without examination. Thjs was an outrage; but as the removals were
all made prior to May 1, the Commission was powerless to deal with
them. However, a large number of the men appointed to the vacancies
did not actually take the oath of office and enter upon their duties until
sometime after May 1, although the orders for appointment were made
prior to that date.
In June, 1889, the Commission made a test case of the removal .o f a
clerk named W. 0. Tobias aud the appointment of his successor, J. M.
Taylor. The appointment of Taylor was under date of April 28, 1889,
but he did not take the oath of office until May 18, 1889. The Commi ion could, of course, do nothing about the removal in this or in any
other ca e, but if it could have succeeded in declaring the appointment
of Taylor ille al, most of the removed men would doubtless have been
rein tated.
fter havjng satisfied itself of the facts, the Commission,
n Jun 2 , 1 89, wrote to the Postmaster-General, asking by what
authority Taylor was appointed on May 18 (the appointment having
been dat cl back to April 29) without examination. No answer was
rec ived to this request, and on July 25 the Commission wrote reitrating it inquiry. .An answer was then received stating that no
appo~ntment ~ad at a:oytime been c~ated back as charged, and that the
appomtm~nt m quest10n was made m the usual way on ..Ap:r;il 29. The
paper ben~g mad_e up and exec~ted a~ was customary, and forwarded,
together with notice to the appomtee, m the usual manner. The letter
further tated that all appointments to the Railway Mail Service became
~ ctive _on the ~ay they were approved by the affixing of the signature
of th Fir t ss1 tant Po tma ter-General, which in this instance was
pril 20.
The ommi ion did not agree with this view, holding that appointment ought to date from the time of taking the oath of office, and tli,1,t
th mer writing of the letter on .April 29, by the First Assistant Postma t r-G neral, clicl not of it ·elf constitute such appointment. After
ome fur her corresponden e the Oommi ion, on September 24, laid
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the case before the President in order to obtain the opinion of the
Attorney-General as to the legality of the appointm~nt. On Oc~o1?er
14 1889 the Commission received through the President the dee1s10n
of' the Department of Justice in favor of the legality of the course
pursued by the Post-Office Department and again~t the view
the
Commission, holding that Taylor was legally appomted on April _29.
In view of this decision the Commission could, of course, do nothmg
further in the matter.
In March, 1890, Congressman Charles Tracey called the attention of
the Commission to the fact that three railway mail clerks had been
appointed without examination in violation of the law at Albany, N. Y.
Commissioner Lyman investigated the case and reported that the facts
were as Congressman Tracey alleged, that the law had been violated
and that the men should be removed. The general superintendent of
the Railway Mail Service, Mr. Bell, declined to agree to this construction of the law and asked that the case be submitted to the AttorneyGeneral. This was done, and on July 8 the Attorney-General decided
in favor of the view entertained by the Commission. The three men
were accordingly dismissed.

ot

POST-OFFICES.

During an inveAtigation begun in June, 1889, the Commission found
that in at least eight cases which occurred during the years 1888-'89
the postmaster at Minneapolis, Minn., had appointed men in advance
of certification or without any certification. These appointments were
therefore improper and illegal; and the men so employed had no legal
right to draw any salary. The Commission recommended that the postmaster be severely reprimanded for his conduct. Other accusations
of a very grave character were reported to the Post-Office Department,
as they appeared to be proper subjects for mvestigation by it rather
than by the Commission. The persons who ·h ad been afterwards regularly reached upon certification:were permitted to remain in the service
and the others dismissed.
In June, 1889, the Commission investigated the Milwaukee office, the
postmaster of which was then closing his term of service. The Commission found that the postmaster had been guilty of the grossest misconduct in violating and evading the rules and Jaw in making appointID:ents. When its report was published the postmaster had resigned,
and his resignation was accepted by the Department, with the notification that if he had not resigned he would have been removed. This
case has been fully investigated and the action of the Commission sustained by the Civil-Service Committee of the House of Representatives
so that it is not necessary to say more about it here. At the same time
the Commission investigated the post-offices at Indianapolis, Ind., and
Troy, N. Y., where there were newly-appointed postmasters. At Indianapolis a general laxity was found in the way the law was being administered, but fortunately the Commission took the matter in hand so
early that the violations of the law were immediately corrected. Th1~ee
men had been illegally appointed, and all three were removed on the
recommendation of the Commission. It is due to the post-office authorities at Indianapolis, both to the then postmaster, Wallace, and to his
cessor, Postmaster Thompson, to say that from this time on no violation of the law occurred there, and that the office has since been man~~ed in every respect as a first-class office should be. The irregularities that had occurred at the beginning of the administration were
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doubtless due to want of familiarity with the rules rather than to any
bad faith, as they were rectified immediately on attention being called
to them by the Commission. Moreover, the administration of the
Indianapoli post-office during the years it has been under Postmasters
Wallace and Thompson has been in strict accordance with the civilservice law and rules, and tlus fact is all the more creditable for the
reason that it furnishes such a striking contrast to the administration
of the office during the preceding four years, under the administration
of Po tmaster Aquila Jones.
The inve tigation in the. Troy post-office showed that there was
rea on to believe that Republicans who were in political sympathy
with the new administration of the office had, indirectly at least, been encouraged to come into the examinations to the exclusion of Democrats,
with the idea that they would, through political backing, get appointments. Accordingly, the Commission canceled this examination and
ordered another held under its own supervision, taking care to see that
in this the rights of all applicants, irrespective of party, were carefully
ob erved.
In June, 1890, charges were brought to the Commission that at Troy
there had been sweeping removals for partisan reasons among the
Democrats in the force, over 70 per cent having been removed.
Thi office was accordingly investigated by Commissioners Roosevelt
and Thomp on, whose report is given below. The case was one of
tho which, in the opinion of the Commission, shows how important it
is that it should be allowed to investigate all cases of removal. In this
instance the postmaster freely stated the causes for removal, and the
Commi sion confronted him with the discharged employes and heard
the ' tatements of both sides; but it is a question whether the Commi. ion could have forced the postmaster to do this had he refused.
Moreover, in all cases like this the Commission's power of reporting,
even in relation to political removals, is so narrowly guarded that often
it is brought face to face with a condition of facts where, although
seemingly adequate reasons are assigned for the removal, it is convinced
that the e are not the real reasons, but that they are advanced simply
as an excu e for discharging the man whom it is desired to get rid of
merely for political or personal considerations. The Commission should
be iven full power to investigate all cases of removal and to report
fully in regard to them.
W ASIIINGTON, D. C., July 21, 1890.
. rn: Pur uant to the direc~i?nS of _the Commission, we went to Troy to examine
rnto the observance of the c1vil-sernce law at the post-office in that place. We
t?ok the testimony of the postmaster and assistant postmaster and of all of the
discharged employes whom we could get to appear before us. Before o-oing in
p r n to the office we had sent on Mr. Holtz to hunt np the discharged tmployes
and find out what complaints they had, and to ask them to appear before us and
testify in person.
We :fi1;1-d that the postmaster has made a very extraordinary number of removals,
amon~trng to~ l~ttle over ~O per cent, 1luriug his thirteen months of office. This
fact, m ?ur. opmion, e. tabh h s a presumption against any appointing officer. If
a.:1 appomtmg officer rem_oves 70 per cent, or thereabouts, of his emplo_yes <luring a
sm~l~ y ar, th e pre nmpt1~m ouo-bt to be, in our judgment, that he bas done it for
poht1cal rca _on an<l no~ for tlle goo_d of the service, and he should be required to
ov r ·om e this pre umpt1on by showrng peci:fically in each case that the removal
wa n ce ar,v and for the good of th service.
The postma t er at Troy, however, wa able to make this showino- in the o-reat
majoi:ity of th case . He furnished us detailed and specific charges ~gainst ahnost
a~ of the men whom he had removed, the charges being generally m relation to
misconduct of a Y r. - gro s character, such as drunkenness, the use of profane languao- . gro ~ar le n s, in lence a1~cl insubordination, r efusal to pay debts, failure
to deliver mail, etc. The charge , if sustained, would have amply warranted the
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postmaster in removing the men against whom they were made. Wherever po~sible,
we confronted the man who had been removed with the postmaster and assistant
postmaster. He then repeated his charge of drunkenness o~ whatever it. was, which
the man would deny, and it would come down to_ a square issue of veracity betweep
the postmaster and assistant postmaster, sometimes supported by other employes
of the office on the one hand, and the discharged man on the other. Occasionally it
was evident that there might be some mutual misunderstanding, but as a whole the
committee was thoroughly convinced that the postmaster was justified in what he
did. However, though, in .the great majority of the instances it is evident that the
postmaster undoubtedly acted with entire propriety, yet there are two or three
cases, notably those of Denny and Brophy, in 'Yhich your committee is of the opinion
that the discharged employes weri:, treated with unnecessary abruptness and harshness. None of the men were told of the charges against them or given an opportunity to prove them false. This naturally left the impression on the minds of many
that they were discharged merely for political reasons.
Your committee therefore concludes that, though the discharge of such an unusual
proportion of the force raised a strong presumption against Mr. Ashley that the discharges were due to political reasons, yet that Mr. Ashley has fairly overcome this
presumption in at least a great majority of the cases. Undoubtedly when he took
control at Troy the force was in a thoroughly demoralized condition, and there was
need of drastic measures to restore it to efficiency. The improvement in the condition of the office as regards cleanliness, etc., when compared with what it was a
year ago, at the time of the previous visit of the Commission, is most marked; and
on the whole, the character of the employes seems also to have much improved. It
must be remembered that of the old employes very few, indeed, came into the Government employ through our civil-service examinations. The committee is satisfied
from its personal investigation that the postmaster was warranted in discharging
the major part of the men he did discharge though we are still of the opinion that
there were a few who were treated with needless severity in being discharged for
faults of which they had no knowledge and which they were given no opportunity
to explain away. We earnestly recommend that some rule be made by which a man
can on_ly be discharged after written charges have been submitted against him, and
after he has been allowed to see these charges and.to make his defense, the charges
to be published if he so <l.esires. ·
In conclusion, the committee would s:;t,y that they desire to call particular attention to Mr. Ashley's testimony made at the close of the investigation, wherein, in
response to the questions of Commissioner Roosevelt, he distinctly stated that he had
never made any removals in the office for political reasons; that he had never made
any appointments to the classified service of the office for political reasons; that he
had never been influenced in the least by political considerations in choosing one
eligible out of the three certified to him for appointment, and that he had never
rej ected a man because he was a l)emocrat or appointed one because he was a Republican. :Full weight should be given such a statement from any appointing officer of
good reputation. It appears that the great bulk of the new appointees, however,
are Republicans, although there are a great many concerning whose politics the
postmaster and assistant postmaster were both entirely ignorant, and one or two
whom thAy presumed, without knowing, to be Democrats. Only by gradually
instilling into the public mind belief in the honesty and good faith with which the
law is administered can the feeling which brings about this condition of things be
altered.
Mr . .Ashley furnished us with all the information we asked promptly and frankly,
and showed every desire to facilitate our inquiries. It would be unjust not to say
this, and at the same time to express our belief in the entire good faith of Mr .
.Ashley's conduct throughout, and our belief, likewise, that he was uninfluenced by:
political considerations.
The

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
HUGH S. THOMPSON.
PRESIDENT OF THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.

In February, 1890, Commissioner Lyman investigated the post-office
at Atlanta, Ga., concerning which similar charges had been made.
From Commissioner Lyman's report it appeared that the postmaster
had made certain appointments illegally and that he ought to have
known that they were illegal; but that he seemingly acted in good
faith, that he was new to the office, and that he was much hampered
by a very peculiar and unusual combination of circumstances. Before
actiun was taken o~ the report the improperly appointed men, with
perhaps one except10n, had been regularly examined and app.o inted.
S. Mis. 101-3
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Jn view of these facts the Commission recommended that the postmaster be reprimanded and the attention of the Postmaster-General
was called to the fact that the moneys paid appointees while they were
illegally acting would seem to have been paid without warrant of law.
Early in 1891 the Commission had its attention called to alleged illegal appointments in the post.offices at Rochester and Buffalo. There
had been previous correspondence with these offices in regard to alleged
irregularities. Ohief Examiner Webster visited both the offices, and
there was much correspondence held with them and the Post-Office
Department in regard to them. It was found that at Rochester there had
been certain appointments made without warrant of law. In accordance with the report of the Chief Examiner, three of the men thus
appointed were recommended for removal from the office, and were so
removed. At the same time it was found that in Buffalo two men had
been illegally reinstated in the office. Both of these men were likewise
removed from office on the report of the Commission, and it was the
understanding of the Commission that the postmaster himself had to
defray the amount he had paid them in salaries.
In May, 1891, some irregularities were committed by the postmaster
at Washington, D. 0. An investigation showed that there were about
twenty men illegally in the classified service. Thirteen of these were
afterwards regularly examined and appointed through competitive
examination, three were appointed to places in the unclassified service,
and four were removed. Much difficulty was experienced with the postmaster in connection with some of these employes illegally appointed,
to whom he had allowed salaries in excess of those given to other clerks
who had entered the office under an examination of higher grade, the
re ult being practically to defraud the persons who had come in upon
the higher competitive examination of portions of the salary to which
they were entitled, which were given to the men referred to who had
been illegally appointed. The Commission at last succeeded in having
thi rectified, but only after it had notified the postmaster that it would
a, k that all of the surplus salary be stopped out of his own allowance
if matters were not righted.
In September, 1891, the chief examiner investigated the Omaha
po ·t -office, and discovered that the then postmaster had illegally in his
emp1oy five clerks and three carriers, the clerks having been appointed
by the epuhlican postma ter and the carriers by bis Democratic
pred ce or, all illegally. On the recommendation of the Commission,
ba d upon tbi r eport of the chief examiner, the Post-Office Departm nt removed all eight of the persons implicated.
In_ qctober,_1 91, charges having been made that the law was loosely
a~~nmstered m the po t-office at Denver, Colo., Commissioner Lyman
vunt d that office and found that the postmaster was employing six
cl rk who had been irregularly appointed. The Commission called the
a~t nti~n o_f the Po tmaster-General to the facts, requesting the immediate d1sm1 al of the men, and they were accordingly dismissed.
CLASSIFICATION OF NEW FREE-DELIVERY OFFICES.

On_ January 5, 1 03, the remaining 548 free-delivery post-offices were
cla · 16.ed, and after the change of administration in a few of these
otlice.-, for in tance, Topeka, < ud Kan as City, Kans.; Quincy, Bloomton, and Gale ·burg, Ill.; Platt burg, N. Y.; Athens, Ga.; Little Rock,
rk., and everal other , there was a repetition on a much smaller
ale and with the parties reversed of what had occured in the Railway- fail Service ju t I rior to it comr lete cla sification in 1889. In
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the above post-offices the postmasters who took charge just before
the classification went .into effect took advantage of the fact that the
classification had not yet gone into effect to make sweeping removals
of Republicans and appointments of Democrats for partisan purposes.
The conduct of the postmaster at Topeka was aggravated by such
grossly untruthful statements on his l)art that he was re1?oved from
the service. In all these ,c ases, of course, there was nothmg· for the
Commission to do, it having no power to act upon what had _occurred
prior to the complete claf::sification of the office, exactly as 1t had no
power to act in respect to what had occurred in the Railway-Mail Service prior to the time the rules took effect on May 1, 1889.
At Athens, Ga., however, where the postmaster took charge the day
before the classification went into effect a peculiar condition of things
followed. The postmaster removed all the clerks and carriers and appointed their successors. He had the right to employ the clerks, but
the carriers could on1y be appointed by the Postmaster-Genera], and
the new men were not thus appointed until several days after the
classification had taken effect. The Commission held the appointment
of the carriers to be illegal and recommended their removal, ordering
a new examination held to supply their vacancies. This examination
was held by the local board and resulted in all the men affected passing
the examination and retaining their places. The Commission was not
satisfied with the fairness of the examination and directed that it be
cancelled and another held by a member of the Commission's own force.
This was done and only one of the men illegally in the service succeeded in passing. The three others were removed.
There would have been trouble of this kind in many more offices had
the classification been longer delayed; but fortunately the Commission,
by lending all its energies to the task, and thanks largely to the hearty
and efficient cooperation of the Post-Office Department, under Postmaster-General Bissell, was enabled to complete the classification of
these offices by July 1.
At Rome, Ga., an act of fairly comic impropriety was committed by
the predecessor of the present postmaster. This predecessor, Mr. Z. B.
Hargrove, was original1y appointed under President Cleveland and had
been permitted to serve through the term of President Harrison. During this term he had appointed both Republicans and Democrats, but
immediately after the second inauguration of President Cleveland he
sent to all the Republican employes under him a dismissal, stating that
he sent i~ because as the administration had changed he thought tbe
force of his office should change also. There seems small need of comment on his acti011, in view of the fact that he himself had held over
throug:h ~n ad_ministration to which he was politically opposed. The
Comrmss10n laid the facts before· the Postmaster-General at whose instance the offending postmaster was promptly removed. '
At T~rre Haute, Ind., the newly appointed postmaster took violent
possess10n of the office the day before the classification took effect evidently for the sole purpose ?f _making a clean sweep for political' reas~ns. The _repor~ of Comm1ss10ner Roosevelt, whom the Commission
duected to mvestigate the facts, is as follows:
WASHINGTON,
THE COMMISSION:

D. C., May 25 1 1893.

Srns: I have the honor to report as follows concerning my recent investio-ation of
the pos~-office at Te~re Haute,_ and submit herewith, also, a stenographic ~eport of
the testimony taken m connection therewith.
The exami~ation at Terre Haute was originally appointed for May 6. It was
deferred until May 13, however, by order of the Commission, because of charges
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preferred a~ainst the local board at the Terre Haute office by Senator Voorhees in a
letter to this office. He stated in this letter that the board was composed of three
inten ely partisan Republican political workers, and that, as far as be knew and
believed, from reliable information, no Democrat had contemplated going before it
for ex:amination, feeling that justice could not be obtained before it.
In the interval between the 6th, the date originally set for the examination, and
the 13th, to which it was deferred, the commission of the new postmaster was sent
on to Terre Haute, and on the 12th he attempte~ to tak~ forcible possession of the
offi ce. The retiring postmaster telegraphed for rnstructions to the Post-Office Department at Washington, and received in reply a telegram from the First Assistant
Postmaster-General, instructing him to deliver the office on Saturday evening.
Relying upon this t~legram, the ou_tgoing postmaster, Mr.. Grein~r, refu~e~ to
deliver the office; while the new appomtee, Mr. Donham, trustrng to his commission,
insisted upon taking immediate p_ossession.
.
Complaints and counter complamts are made as to the alleged forcible entry by
Mr. Donham and the alleged forcible barring out by Mr.· Greiner, and both parties
kept a mixed possession of the office until Saturday evening, when Mr. Greiner
finally transferred it to Mr. Donham.
.
.
. .
Meanwhile, on the 12th, the day before the exammat10n, Mr. Donham, claimrng
that he was in full possession and had the right t.o make all the appointments,
proceeded to make a nearly clean sweep of the postoffice force for avowedly political
reasons, sending notices of dismissal to all of the old members of the force save
three, and appointing their successors, these successors being men upon whose
appointment he had settled before receiving his commission. The examination was
held the following day.
The reason for the violent effort to obtain immediate possession of the office was
without doubt the promulgation of the decision of the Attorney-General, under date
of May 5, 1893, as to the time when the President's order, includin~thefree-delivery
office in the classified service of January 5 last, became effective. In the final
para(Traph of the Attorney-General's letter he sums up as follows:
''Th revised civil service rules come into force at each free-delivery office, in my
opinion, as soon as * * * the first examination shall have been provided by the
Civil ervice Commission, whether or not such examination shall result in an
eligible reo-ister."
nder this decision each office, it would appear, becomes fully' classified when an
examination is held, and until the holding of the examination the Commission has no
power over the appointments and removals; but, after the examination is held,
appointments and removals can not be made save under the conditions prescribed in
the civil-service act.
l examined at Terre Haute the ex-postmaster, Mr. Greiner, and his brother-in-law,
Mr. Bauer, and Mr. George Miller, the only member of the board against whom a
ingle definite statement was made. All three of these men were Republicans.
I also examined Mr. A. Z. Foster and Dr. W. H. Roberts, both of them prominent
Democrats, and the lat.ter an ex-Confederate soldier, but both belonging to the wing
whi h styles itself the Cleveland or anti-machine Democracy.
I further examined the postmaster, Mr. Donham; his brother-in-law, Mr. Ballz who
i the editor of the De;n?cratic newspaper of Terre Haute; ex-Congressman J onn E.
L~mb, Mr. Crawford E arr banks, Judge D. N. Taylor, and Mr. D. Fasig, all of these
berng also Democrats, and Messrs. Ball, Taylor, and Fasig being called at the request
of the postmaster.
I called and examined whomever the postmaster wished, and, after having completed my examination, told him that I would incorporate into the evidence any
supplementary statement which he might choose to make. He accordingly sent on
a upplementary statement, which is incorporated in the stenographic testimony
taken.
In the first place it appears that there is no basis whatsoever for the charges, becau e of which the examination was deferred. No attempt whatever was made to
produce a single specific instance in which the board had failed to do exact and
equal justice to all applicants, whether Democrats or Republicans, and, as a matter
of fact, it appears probable (see letter of Mr. Bailey and also statement of Mr. Foster, who w~s pre ent during t~e examinat.ion) that a majority, perhaps two-thirds,
of the applicants who had applied for admission to the first examination. as well as
tho e. wh~ actually entered the final examination, were Democrats; that is, so far
from it b mg the case that no Democrat would go before the board, it appears that
the bulk of the people making requests to go before the board were actually Demo-

rat .

... !r. Foster te tifies that he knows the members of the civil-service board; that
they w~re reputable ~en, an~ ~hat ~e had never heard any statement _from any
responsible source agarnst their mtegnty or any doubt expressed as to their fairness
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n giving application papers to all comers and their impartiality in conducting the
examination.
Dr. Roberts testifies to the same effect. His testimony is peculiarly valuable
because he was the doctor who signed the medical vouchers for many of the Democratic applicants for the examination, and he testified that none of them spoke a,
word as to havincr had any difficulty in securing fair treatment by the board.
The postmastei' himself~ and the witnesses examine~ at t?-e postmaster's req~est
themselves, all stated that they knew of no instance m whrnh the board had failed
to do justice to all applica,n ts. Mr. Lamb said he had "heard" of men who had been
treated rudely by the board, but was not able to give the name of a single individual.
.As a matter of fact, many of the men who were appointed by Mr. Donham just
prior to the examination had made application, although none of them actually
entered the examination, evidently supposing that their appointments were safe
anyhow.
One of the members of the board, its chairman, is a man who served all through
the first administration of President Cleveland in the Terre Haute post-office, and is
one of the three men whom Mr. Donham excepted from the otherwise clean sweep of
the office; certain proof that the De1110cr:1ts themselves regarded him as a fair and
honorable man. .Against the secretary of the board nothing was alleged.
As for the third member of the board, while nothing whatsoever was said against
his conduct while a member of the board, it was alleged that he had been improperly
active in politics last fall. The witness against him was Mr. Fasig, who stated that
"it was generally understood" that this member of the board, who is active in the
Grand .Army, had been organizing and getting the old soldiers into line for the
Republican party. Mr. Miller, the member of the board, flatly denied that there
was any truth in the statemimt; and Mr. Fasig then stated that he did not know
himself that Mr. Miller bad been doing political work, but that he did know that he
had met him going about the different Grand Army encampments very frequently.
Consideration must also be given to Mr. Ball's statement as to Miller's partisanship,
for Mr. Ball was evidently testifying with an entire purpose to state facts as they
were; but even if the charge is regarded as substantiated it refers only to Mr. Miller's
conduct long before he was a member of the board. I, therefore, find that the conduct of the board was proper in every particular, and that there was no justification
whatsoever for the charges because of which the examination was deferred.
The examination having been thus deferred, advantage was taken of it to try to
make a clean sweep of the office, removing the Republican appointees and putting
Democrats in their pfaces. The testimony of Messrs. Ball and Donham shows conclusively that the reason for the hurry in taking possession of the office prior to the
examination was the promulgation of the Attorney-General's decision.
The Republicans in office were men appointed under the old spoils system by the
Republican postmaster, Mr. Greiner, who, on taking office four years ago, made a
clean sweep of the Democratic employes, appointing Republicans in their places;
and the reason that Mr. Greiner strove so hard to keep possession of the office was,
without ~ou~t, because he desired to keep the Republican employes in until after
the exammat10n had been held, when they would be covered by the provisions of the
civil-service law.
The o?ject of Mr. Don.ham was to make a clean. sweep in his turn, precisely as
Mr. Gremer, the Republican postmaster, had done m 1889, and as Mr. Greiner's predecessor, the Democratic postmaster, had done in 1885.
Mr. Donham strove so hard to get possession, because, like Mr. Greiner he
believed that if he could get in before the examination took place he would be 'able
to turn out all the Republicans before the civil-service law went into effect in the
office, and to get in his own Democratic adherents in their places .
.Mr. Ball testified with a frankness which contrasted very honorably with the
effo~ts evidently m~de by ~ertain of the witnesses to cover up their actions and
motives. Mr. B::i,ll, m spe~kmg of the efforts of_Mr. G!einer to keep, and of Mr.
Donham to obtam, possession, says,-doubtless with entire truth: "The motive was
pre~isel~ the same in both cases. " * * He, Mr. Donham, assumed that he had
perfect liberty to make a clean sweep." Mr. Donham, when before me, testified as
follnws:
"Q. Your belief is that Mr. Greiner was seeking to continue the control of the
office until Saturday evening, with the idea that after the holdincr of the examination the office would be classified and you would not be able to ~ake your appointmeu ts , -.A. Yes.
' ' Q . .And your object in getting possession of it Friday was that you might make
your appointments before the examination ,-.A. Yes."
In his supplementary statement Mr. Donham states that he did not intend to make
~e la~t _answer; but, in my opinion, the answer represents his actual meaning. In
his ongmal answer to Mr. Bailey, Postmaster Donham distinctly said that he had
S, Mis. J-'U
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di charged the old Republican fo~ce _for political reasons_, disc~arging them because
they were Republicans and appomtmg only Democrats m their places.
Before me he testified that he had appointed none but Democrats who had political backing as well as backing as to their_ :fitness, and who w_ere vouched for and
their appointment requested by Democrats m good party standmg.
The claim that Mr. Donham dismissed the Republican employes because of h1suborclination is sheer nonsense; it can only be regarded as an effort to wriggle out of
the consequences of his action.
.
.
.
Before me he testified that he had spent three months previous to his appomtment
in canvassing the different applications before him and had in his own mind carefully chosen all the positions wuen he came into the office on the 12th, and that on
the afternoon of the 12th he turned out the Renublican force and put in the Democrats whom he bad been selecting for the three months preceding. He appointed
the new men at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, swearing them in at that time, and inserting on the blanks as a cause for the removal of the old employes "for the good of the
service."
The alle<red insubordination took place, according to his own statement, after 6
o'clock, and so, subsequent to 8 :30 o'clock, he_ inserted 1 in ~ddition_ to the cause '' for
the good of the service," a general charge of "msu bordmation" agamst each employe,
In other words the succesi!ors to the old incumbents were appointed several hours
before the alleged insubordination, because of which it is ~ow state?- that these
incumbents were removed, took place. See page 20 of the written testimony. The
testimony then runs as follows:
"Q. Tben about 4 o'clock in the afternoon you made your appointments of the
successors of all these people, and some six hours later you sent out the notices of
dismissal to the employfSs whose places were to be taken by the men whom you had
already appointed f-A. Yes.
"Q. Your li t of appointments had been prepared the day before you got your
commis ion ~-A. ot except in my mind; the men had not been notified.
"Q. You had uetermined whom you would appoinU-A. Yes.
"Q. You had then determined that you would remove all the men but threeY-A.
Yes.
"Q. Anrl you had chosen all the new appointeesY-A. Yes.
"Q. Yon practically provided for turning out these men in the afternoon, but you
made no charge of insubordination against them then Y-A. I determined on their
removal because I considered it to be for the good of the service.
"Q. As a matter of fact, you had appointed all their successors before the insubordination occurred Y-A. Yes."
In view of these statements, deliberately made by the postmaster in his testimony,
which lie ha ince read over without on this point making any correction therein,
the alle<ration of "insubordination" as an excuse for turning out these men must be
r rrarclecl as a mere afterthought, upon which stress is laid now merely with a view
to explain away the scandal.
Mr. Donham, however, failed in his efforts, at least as regards carriers. The carriers are appointed by the Postmaster-General. He could not himself appoint them.
Th men whom he bad chosen as carriers, therefore, were not appointed prior to the
holdin of the examinations, and, under the Attorney-GeneraJJs decision, they can
not, thcr fore, be appointed ave regularly throngh onr oxa,mination. In no event
will it be po sible fo1· the carriers nominated for appojntment by Mr. Donham on
May 12 to •nter the ervice in Terra Haute, save as they may subsequently pass our
examination au l omply with our rnles. The clerks he may have had the power to
appoint, but the appointment should certainly not be permitted to stand.
Donbtle ·s, of the I epublican force, appointed as it was under tbe old spoils system
for political rea ons, after the Republicans h ad made a cl ean sweep of the post-office,
many members hould properly be turned out; but all of their successors should be
appointed from the eligible registers, which have now been established at Terra
Haute as the re ult of t he examination held theFe on May 13.
As regards the force of carrier., thi. is the only course that can be pursued under
the law. A regard the clerks, it is the only course that ought to be allowed to be
pur necl. There may be three xceptecl places in this office-the positions of assistant po tma -t r of mouey-~>r<ler clerk, and of reg-istl'y clerk. l!'or assistant postma ter a brother of a pr?mment Democr:1t was appointed. For registry clerk, the
cretary of a Democratic county committee was appointed, and for money-or<ler
clerk one of the :p mocratic councilmen of Terre Haute. These men were appointed,
a Ir._ Ball p~1t it, because they ':ere active, intelligent, vigorous Democrat s.
. Their appomt~e~t m~rely furm he another proof of the rrreat harm done by havmg so many pos1t10n~ m the po t-office , as well as in the departmental service
ex pt~d from ompetitive. examinati?1?-· There is not the slig-hte t necessity fo;
xc p~rng the 1"reat bulk of the e pos1t1ons. In au office the size of Terre Haute I
question if there is need for more than a single excepted place-that of assista'ut
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postma,ster. 'rhere is certa.inly need fo~ n_o more than two. Where an_ employ~ has
fo deal with money or postage stamps It IS p_erfectly_ proper to have him appo~n~ed
through competitive examination and have him reqmred to file a bond before givrng
him the position.
.
Our experience has uniformly been that the people appomted t_? fill t~ese excepted
positions, while nominally supposed to be chosen because of th~ir sp~c_ial fitnes~ for
the positions, are really chosen because of the strength_ of their political backmg,
and iu a o-reat many instances they are chosen wholly without regard to the reasons
because of' which they are supposed to _be excepted.
:
.
.
In support of this assertion I may pomt 01;1-t the cases th_at have Just arisen_m connection with the State De~artment a~ W~shmgton, where It ~ppea:r~ that durmg the
last four years two persons were servmg m the Department 111 pos1t~ons where _they
did merely the work of ordinary clerks, although they had been a_p"?omte_d as private
secreta.ries to the Second Assistant Secretary of State and the Sohcitor of the Department, for neither of whom had they ever done a stroke of work.
.
.
There is, in my opinion, urgent need for a change in the rules which shall abolish
the great bulk of these excepted places. At present many of the best and most
important positions in the classified service, because they are thus excepted from examination, are thrown open as the reward of political activity, instead of being, as they
ought to be, prizes to be won by honest and efficie1;1t _indu~try in the ordinary gra~les
of the Department; and with every change of adm1rnstrat1011 there comes a sweep mg
change iu the excepted places, whether chiefs of c~ivisious in th;e departmental service
or of money-order clerks, stamp clerks, and registry clerks 1n the post-offices, the
changes being too often not only not for the good of the service, but greatly to the
detri ment of the service, and in many cases being accompanied by circumstances of
extreme injustice.
·
lt was the opinion of the Civil Service Commission that President Harrison'sorder classifying the free-delivery offices went into effect at once, one of the members of the Co1nmission dissenting from this view. The decision of the Attoruey Geueral is that the classification does not take effect until examinations are held.
Adva,ntage is being taken and, in a number of c~ses, such as at Galesburg, Bloomington, and Quincy, Ill.; Plattsburg, N. Y., and Columbus, Ga., has already been
t aken, of this decision by incoming postmasters and their political backers to make
sweeping changes in the force of various offices, making wholesale removals of the
Repu blican incnrnbents and replacing them by wholesale appointments of Democrats.
This is precisely what was done four years ago, when advantage was taken of the
n ecessary delay in preparing eligible registers for the Railway Mail Service to make
sweeping removals of Democrats in that service and sweeping appointments of Republicans. In a communication now before the Commission, Congressman Harter
speaks of these changes in the Railway Ma,il Service made after its cl assification had
been ordered, but before the registers could be provided, as "infamous." Certainly
I am inclined to agree with any reprobation of the changes made under such circumstances four years ago in the Railway Mail Service and now in certain of the
free-delivery offices.
At present it is out of the power of tbe Commission to interfere with them in any
way, bnt I recommend that the Commission respectfully suggest to the President
the ~dvisability of fo~thwith issntng a r~1le ~hat wh_enever any po.rt_iqn of the pn blic
service or any office m the pubhc service 1s classified, such classification shall be
held to take effect at once~ th~ rules forbidding re~oval for political reasons beiug
held to apply from the begrnmng, so as to prevent improper advantage beinotaken
0
of any necessary dela.v in providing examinations.
Very respectfully,
THEOD ORE ROOSEVELT.

On this report all of the employes whom the new postmaster thus
attempted to introduce into the service were removed and the old
employes reinstated.
At Paducah, Ky., the newly appointed postmaster called for the
resignations of all the carriers for political reasons, and he also
employed threb clerks illegally. The Commission investigated the case
and upon its report the Post-Office Department promptly removed th~
three clerks and refused to allow the postmaster to remove the carriers, who, as a matter of fact, are still in the service. The postmaster
asserted he had only erred through jgnorance and promised faithfully
for the future to obey the law in letter and spirit.
At Anderson, lnd., charges were made bv several of the dismissed'
employes that they had been removed fbr political reasons. Thel-·
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afterwards, however, withdrew these cha.rges, and the investigation of
the Commis ion was not completed.
At Montgomery, Ala., charges were brought in the spring of 1893
again "t the Republican postmaster and against the board of examiners
which had been organized under him. After much correspondence the
Commission sent one of its agents, Mr. Dobbs, to Montgomery, and
upon his report removed the members of the local boa:d of examiners.
barges of like character were _afterwards made aga1~st the present
Democratic postmaster and agamst the board of .exammers as organized after he had taken possession of the office. .After correspondence
the Commi ·sion again sent one of its force, Mr. Bunn, ~o examine the
office and upon his report removed two of the exammers from the
board. 'rhe postmaster himself had previously requested the PostOffice Department to remove from the service the only member who
had been faithful to the interests of the law. Upon the Commission's
report the Post-Office Department declined to allow this member to be
removed.
Owing to its lack of power to investigate all cases of removal, the
Commission was unable to take decisive action after investigating similar charges :filed against the recently appointed Democratic postmaster at Evansville, La Porte, Fort Wayne, and Vincennes, Ind.; Rutland, Vt.; Charlotte, N. C.; Hamilton, Ohio; and Natchez and Jackon, ifiss. The Commission is still awaiting the action of the PostOffi •e Department in the cases at La Porte, Ind., and Hamilton, Ohio,
before deciding finally upon them. Its experience in such cases as those
enumerated has conviuced it more than ever of the need of its being
given power to investigate and report upon all removals (and upon
promotion and reductions in the service, as well) so as to determine
whether in it, judgment they have been made for political reasons or
not. Moreover, the charges against any ernploye should, in the opinion
of the Commission, be always made public if the man removed so desires,
and he should be given a copy of the charges and be allowed a hearing
in his own defense. At present a postmaster may, and often does,
remove a man really for political reasons, but nominally because of
ome trivial shortcoming. It is unfair and unwise not to permit the
Oommis ion to inve tigate and report whether it regards the alleged
rea on a good and sufficient, or as merely a cover for a removal made
becau e of tM man' political opinions or affiliations.
In the Fort Wayne ca e there was good ground for belief that the
rea on alleged by the postmaster for the removal of certain Republican employes, whose places were taken by Democrats from the eligible
regi ter . were merely hunted up and brought forward to justify the
removals after tbey had been determined upon; but it was impossible
to get any legal proof that the removals were made for political reasons.
Accordingly, nothing ould be done under the law a8 it now stands.
By what tbe Commi sion regards as a very unwise provision of the
rule , certain kind of positions in different post-offices are allowed to
be excepted from examination when the Postmaster-General so directs.
Very often po trna ter' treat a position as excepted in advance of
action by the Postma ter-General. This is, of course, technically illegal,
butthePostmaster-G neral, a~ a matter of fact, usually does make such
e eption when requ ted by tbe local postmaster, if it comes withfo the
limitation of the rule. Great confu ion ha arisen from this practice
in the diIB r nt offic , and I_:) p cially at the post-off' " <' R at Philadelphia and an Fran •i, co. Wheu u ·h a.a irregularity js discovered It
e m hardly worth while to demand the dismissal of the person on
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whose behalf it was permitted when he would be instantly reinstated,
owing to the irregularity being cured by the action of the Post-Office
Department. These troubles still continue and will continue until the
section of the rule allowing places to be excepted in this manner is
abrogated.
Last, fall, and again recently, charges were made of violations of
the law in the Philadelphia post-office. Commissioners Procter and
Roosevelt investigated these charges and found them unsubstantiated,
but discovered what the CommisRion considers an improper course of
conduct in making appointments. The following extracts from ~he
report of the Commission, and the correspondence it bas since bad with
the postmaster and with the Post-Office Department explain the facts.

*

*

*

*

The most serious matter developed by our investigation was not developed by the
charges of Mr. McKee at all, but by something called to our attention by one of our
examiners, Mr. Hoyt. When Mr. Carr took office it appears that there were two
eligible registers from which certifications were being indiscriminaooly made,
according to the grades of the eligibles. The first consisted of people who had passed
prior to the Presidential election of 1892, and contained a greater or less number of
Republicans; while the other consisted of those people who had passed about the
time of the change of administration, and, from the statements that were made to
us, consisted chietly of Democrats.
In choosing from the certifications from these two registers a very marked discrimination a,gainst the old list and in favor of the new, presumably more Democratic, list, was made, twice the proportion of men being rejected from the first list,
as compared with the second. The explanation that Mr. Carr gave was that he did
not know anything whatever about what men were on ~ach list when the certifications were made to him, but that he chose according to the recommendations on file
with him from outside sources as to the different applicants ,vhen any given se1 ies of
names came before him. It appears that the postmaster has been for a long time in
the hauit of receiving these different recommendations from outsiders, or possibly
from tbe applicants themselves. Mr. Carr's explanation of why he happened to
choose so many from the secontl or Democratic list, and comparatively so fow from
the first list, was that there were no letters on tile from the first. It appears that
these letters are considered the private property of the postmaster, and that the letters in reference to the eligibles on the first list, were packed up and taken away by
the late postmaster when he left office, so that Mr. Carr only had letters of recommendation for the second list. Looking through these letters it would appear that
sonie were simply recommendaiions from business men as to the business capacity
of the applicants; that others were recommendations to the same effect from powerful politicians, and that yet others we.re political recommendations from ward
leaders and from others, testifying to the politics of the applicants and to their usefulness as politicians in their wards.
While it is quite proper for a postmaster to make every inquiry as to the character and capacity of the eligibles before appointment, it is entirely wrong for hini to
consider or even to receive statements as to the politics of the men desiring an
appointment. These statements should not be kept by the postmaster. He should
follow the practice of the Commission in returning such recommendations immediately to the people that write them. Moreover, there seems to be, in our opinion,
judging from the analogous cases in the post-offices at Chicago, New York, and Boston, where most of the men on the eligible registers are appointed, no necessity for
rejecting as many men as have been rejected under Mr. Carr. 'rhe same information
should be asked for from all the people on the eligible register, and no recommendations should be received as regards any one man that are not received and sought
for as regards all others. We_recommend that the attention of the postmaster be
called to this portion of our report specifically, and we also recommend that the
Commission formulate a series of regulations looking toward the same end, to be
s~nt to all postmasters. It was brought to our knowledge through this examination that persons had entered the service during the last administration who were
Democrats and during the present administration who were Republicans. It was
the opinion of the board of examiners at Philadelphia that a number take the examinations who have really no well-established political affiliation.
Very respectfully,
·
JOHN R. PROCTER,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,

Commissioners.
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PHILADELPIIIA, PA., January 22, 1894.
SIR: I am in receipt of a communication dated the 18th instant, which inclosed a
copy of a report in connection with this office.
I beg to repeat, as I said to you in our i~terview ?f the 9t~ inst'.'1'nt, tha~ the settled practice and law have been observed m every mstan_c~ m which appomtme_nts
have been made in this office. I can not prevent people wntmg to me, nor do I thmk
I should attempt to do so, for I need all the infornfation I_ can obtai1;1. I can n~t
dictnte to them what they should say, and I am m no wise responsible for their
statements. It will continue to be my practice to retain all letters addressed to me,
for bnsine s method approves of it. They are private communic~tions, ·and come to
me from all sorts and conditions of men and urge reasons of all km els as grounds for
complying with their requests. Some of them are based upon the clai1;11~ of sex, of
the infirmities of age, or of the distresses of poverty; others are political, social,
religious, or belong to the distinctions of race or color.
Manv hundreds of letters have been aclclressed to me upon these matters, and I
have had interviews with many hurnlreds of persons, but in making m;v selections
for appointment to the positions directly or indirectly under my control, I have in
ev ry case kept in mind my obligation to obey the law, and to further the desire of
the Department to give to the patrorn1 of this office the best possible posta.l service.
Re pectfully, yours,
WM. 'WILKINS CARR,

Postmaster.
Ron. JOHN R. Pn.ocTRR,
President, Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

JANUARY 25, 1894.
m: * * * Wjtb reference to your statement that (as regards the letters submitted to yon, some of ·\Yhich urge among the reasons for appointment reasons that
are political) it will continue to be yonr practice to retain them all, that you can not
dictate to the writer. wliat tliey shall say, and that you are in no wise responsible
for tbeir statements, the Commission request!:'! you to turn to General Rnle III,
divi. ion 7, which expres ly declares that the appointing or nominating officer l:lhall
discountenance all disclosnrcs of the political affiliations or opjnions by or concerniJJg nny applicant, competitor, or elip;ilJle.
Trnler thiH clivi ·ion of Geucral Rule Ill it is, in the opinion of the Commission,
clearly tlrn cluty of the post111ast er to refnse to receive or entert:Lin any letters disclosing the apJ)lir:rnt's politi cs, or any l etters written on behalf of an applicant on
p litical CTronnds; that it is your duty to explain to the writers that you do not and
will not rec ive their communications if based upon such grounds, and that yon will
not keep th m on file.
Very re pectfnlly,
JOHN

R.

PROCTER.

President.
Po

TMA TEH,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FEBRUARY 1, 1894.
The Commission has the honor to inclose herewith copies of its letter to the
po tma ter ·at Philadelphia, Pa., dated January 25, and of his reply thereto, date<l.
January 29.
The ommi ion is pnzzled how to reconcile the postmaster's assertion in his letter
of the 29th, to the ffect that he was already familiar with the provisions of General
Rule III, ection 7, with bi statement in his previous letter that he should continne
to k ep a 11 letter. ?f rocomm ndation of different candidates, wlrnther they were recommended n political ground or not, and that hecoul<l. not interfere with their being
·n t to him. It i the opinion of the Commission that the postmaster should actively
di. e umge all communications in reference to ap1)licants dealing with their volitical
or religion affiliation or claims, and that it is his clntv to refnse to consider an y
r romm nclation or any l tter containin~ a r ecommendation upon such groundi:;, and
that no uch 1 tter should be kept in his :files. 'rhe keeping of such letters in the
:files i ! i~1 the opinion of the Commission, a violation of the rule referred to, and the
omm1 ion would re,pectfnlly suggest the advi ability of the Department request1ng Mr. Carr to di coutinue the practice. The Commission respectfully asks to be
informed of tbe Department's action in the matter.
Very respectfully,
JORN R. PROCTER,
President.
Tb Fm TA
TMA TER- E •• ERAL,

IR:
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FEBRUARY 7, 1894.
GENTLEMEN: I inclose herewith a copy of rp.y letter. of the 5th instn-n t. to _H_o n;_
Willin.m Wilkins Carr, post1uus~er, Phil~de1p1na, Pa., ,y1th reference to the re_c_e 1
and filing of letters recommendmg applicants for appomtment because of theu po 1
ical affiliations.
Very respectfully,
FRANK H. JONES,
FirBt ABsiBtant Postmaster-General.
The CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
Washington, D. C.

v11:\':

FEBRUARY 5, 1894.
Srn: I have ~our esteemed favor of the 2d instant, with reference to the recent
investigation of the Civil Service Commission and report on. the same; also _the
criticism with regard to the receipt by you of letters recommendrng· men fo~ appomtment because of their politica,l affiliations. I do not see how you can f~1ctate the
form of Jetter to be receiv~d by you, nor _do I see ho:¥' you can?-<? otlierw1se thdll to
file the same, although letters of that kmd are agamst ~he sp_1nt and l etter of the
ciYil-service law. Knowing you as I do, and the manner 111 which you conduct your
office I do not believe the Civil Service Commission will have any real cause for
compiaint against you in the way in which ypu administer the civil-service law.
I believe this estimate of you is the correct one, and I surely hope so.
Very respectfolly,
FRANK H. JONES,
First .ABsistant Postmaster-General.
Hon. WILLIAM: WILKINS CARR,
PostniaBter, .Philadelphia, Pa.

FEBRUARY 9, 1894.
Sm: The Commission has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your commu-

nication of February 7, inclosing a copy of your letter of February 5 to the postmaster at Philadelphia, Pa., with reference to the receiving and filing of letters
recommending applicants for appointment because of their political affiliations.
The Commission regrets to state that it must emphatically dissent from the d ecision
arrived at. The attention of the department is respectfully called to General Rule
Ill, clause 7, which provides that every appointing or nominating officer shall discountenance all disclosures of political opinions or affiliations by or concerning any
applicant, competitor, or eligible; and section 2, division first, of the civil service
law itself, which provides that it shall be the duty of all officers of the United
States in the departments and offices to which the civil service rules relate to aid
in all proper ways the carrying into effect of said rules.
Most certainly the postmaster at Philadelphia does not discountenance the disclosure of the political affiliations of the various applicants and their backers when
he puts on file, and considers in making his appointments, the letters which contain
such disclosures, and rru1,kes no protest of any kind against their reception. The
practice is a thoroughly vicious one, and it has already undoubtedly resulted in
harm. From the report of Commissioners Procter and Roosevelt in the matter of the
post-office at Philadelphia the Department will see that there is good reason to believe
that in the appointments to the carrier force made by the present postmaster, Mr.
Carr, there has been a discrimination in favor of a certain class of applicants, who
are presumably mostly of one political party, and against another class of applicants who were presumably largely of the opposite political party. The Commission
accepted the ·statement . of Mr. Carr that this was due to no intention on his part,
~nd such being the case the only possible alternative is that it was due to the evil
system which l>rought about such discrimination. It appears probable that this
system has always obtained in the Philadelphia post-office, and the Commission
makes no reflection upon Mr. Carr for having continued it until the matter was
brought to his attention; but it most certainly will rega.rcl any further continuance
of the practice by Mr. Carr as making him respom,ihlefortbe ill results which obtain
from it and will treat his conduct as a violation of di vision 7 of General Rule III.
T~ere is _no di_fficulty whatever in Mr. Carr's refutiing to receive these letters, and
yet m statmg his reasons so courteously that no offense could justly be taken. by the
senders of them. All thn.t he bas got to do is to a,dopt the practice of the Civil
Service Commission itself, which invariably returns to the sender any letters .c on.
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taining a di clo ure of the political _affili~tions or op!n.ions of any applicant or disclo ing any attempt to advocate his claims fi;>r :poht1cal reasons. If necessary, a
printed. circular could be used by the po~tmaster rn all suc1:1 c~se~,. and the resu~t of
the use of such circular would very speedily be to reduce to rns1gmficant proport10ns
the number of letters of this character received. The Commission is thus able to
state from its own experience that there is no practical difficulty in the way of obeying
the rule in question. Moreover, the Commission believes that the whole method now
obtaining in the Philadelp~ia po_st-offic_e in reference to th~ r_eception and co~si~eration of letters on behalf of applicants 1s wrong. In the oprn10n of the Comm1ss10n,
the postmaster should not confine himself_ ~o apJ?ointing men :who happen to have
personal influence enough to pr?cure the writ mg of let~ers on then- be?-alf, _but shou_ld
use means to procure information about all the candidates on the hst ahke. It 1s,
of course, his duty to inquire about all these candidates, but he should give the same
chance to all.
The proportion of eligibles certified but not appointed in the Philadelphia postoffice under Mr. Carr, is very large when compared to similar post-offices elsewherein B~ ton and Chicago, for instance. In the pos~-o.ffice~ at. Bosto1;1- an~ q1iicago_
inquiries are made about all t.he men, and no d1scrimrnat10n 1s exei:c1sed_m favor of
any clasB, the consequence berng that the great bulk of those standmg h 1gh enough
on the eligible register to be certified receive appointmel}tB.
Very respectfully,
J OEN R. PROCTER,
President.
The FIRST AssISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL,
Washington, D. C.

In December, 1893, an investigation of the post office at Ha~ilton,
Ohio, was made by the Secretary of the Commissiou, Mr. Doyle, and on
hi report Commissioner Roosevelt wrote the following letter, which was
approved by the Commission:
U. S.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,

Washington, D. C., January 4, 1894.
GRNTLEMEN: In accordance with your directions I have carefully read Mr. Doyle's
report of the investigation made by him at the post-office at Hamilton, Ohio, in
company with Mr. Doyle himself. This case is typieal of those with which the Commission finds it most difficult to deal. When the present postmaster took possession
of the office he found it filled exclusively with Republicans appointed for partisan
rea ons. The temptation to remove men appointed in this way is always very great.
To allow such removals to be made, however, save for causes which woulJ. justify
the removal of any man, is merely to provide a fresh source of irritation and to put
persons into the service against whom there will exist the same feeling as against
their pr decessors.
Of the 17 employes who were in office six months ago when the present postmaster
was appointed, 9 remain. One or 2 of the 8 vacancies, however, were in excepted
places. Four of the 10 carriers, 2 others, appointecl from the eligible registers, and
the two former substitutes, have been removed. The names of the removed carriers are ·w eber, Knox, Griner, Dye, Ouzts, and East. Those of the substitutes are
Williams and Rathgen. Huston was a removed clerk. There were 2 other men,
Rybolt and Malott, who complained that they were not appointed because of political reasons.
After examining with care tho testimony submitted by the men who claim that
they were discriminated against, and that of the postmaster and the friends whom
he called before Mr. Doyle, it seems to me that it would be impossible to make out
such a case of removal for political reasons as would hold in a court of law. On the
other hand, a careful study of the case, to 6 ether with tho statement made by Mr.
Doyle as to the impressions left upon him by what he saw of the men discharged
and the men who took their places, as well as of the others who were not disch,1rged,
gives me very stronO'ly the feeling that the postmaster has been influenced by his
pol~tical bias in treating with such extreme severity comparatively slight offenses.
It 1s even doubtful whether some of the offenses alleged to have been committed
were committed at a.11, the weight of testimony being to this effect. Unquestionably a postmaster, like any other Government officer, should insiBt upon a faithful
performance of duty by his subordinates. He should demand the utmost efficiency
and integrity from them. But any subordinate is certain now and then to commit
some error. Errors are committed even now in the railway mail service, though
that has reached a. higher point of efficiency than ever before-a point of efficiency
probably equaled m but few of the departments of Government. It is manifestly
unjust to condemn to dismissal a public servant for some error which as a matter of
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fact is occasionally committed by the bulk of_ th~ m_en w~o are k~pt in the public
service, or for an error which would not entail dismissal 1f committed by a man of
a different political party.
.
.
.
The removal of Mr. Griner seems to be especially :flagrant. ~s far a_s shown m the
testimony before the Commission, there ~as no~ a part~cle of direct evidence to show
that Mr. Griner committed the fault with which he is charged. On th~ contrary,
the evidence collected by Mr. Doyle would go to show t~at he not onls: did n~t commit it, but that he could not possi~ly ~av~ c?mmit~ed 1t.. It seems 1mpos~1ble. to
justify the action of the postmaster m .d1sm1ssmg Grmerwithou~ any proper mq~iry
or any attempt to find out if the cliarg~ w~s true or wa_s susc~ptible of explanat~on.
James Ouzts was servin{)' his route withrn the prescnbed eight hours when, wit1:1out any complaint or war~mg, he was remo~ed "tor taking too muc_h tim~ ?n his
route. While he did not exceed the prescnbed eight hours a substitute without
experience made the delivery in much less time, as the daily repo_rts will show." These
daily reports may be quite misleading unless the amount of mail was about the same
for each carrier; but, admitting that the conditions_ were equa~, Mr. Ouzts had had
no reason to believe but that the time taken by him was satisfactory to the postmaster.
·
rl'he reports are:
Ouzts :
Hrs. Min.
July 6 •••••••••••••••• " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
7 33
J nly 7 . _.... • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • . . • . • . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • •
7 47
July 8 . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 28
July 10 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . .
7 07
Jnlyll ..........•..•............•....................................
7 23
Murphy:
8 53
J nly 24 ••••••••••••••••...••••..••••..••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••
8 03
July 25 .............•..........................•......................
8 03
July 26 ........................... - - . . ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · ·
6 47
July 27 .........•........................... - .............. - .... · · · · · ·
7 47
July 28 ....................••....••........................... - ...... .
7 35
July 29 .......••••.........................•••...........•....•...•..•
Taking five days in Pach case, Ouzts did not once exceed the eight hours, whereas
Murphy ran over the limit three out of the five days. This is apparently the only
charge against Ouzts, the post.master s~iying that there was nothing against his
character, and that if he were reinstated he would treat him as well as he ever did.
Mr. East served but six days, and was then remoYed for reasons similar to those
alleged in the case of Ouzts. There does not seem to be any justification for the
postmaster's action. Mr. East came from outside of Hamilton. He would doubtless
have taken a little time to learn the local delivery of Hamilton as thoroughly as
some other men, but he himself was not informed of a single mistake he had made,
and the postmaster is careful to state that he was otherwise a good man. There
seems to be absolutely no reason why Mr. East's removal should have been made.
Every new man must take some little time in learning his duties. It is difficult in
E ast's case, as in Griner's, not to regard the cause alleged for the man's removal as a
mere excuse, and not to believe that the postmaster was anxious to make vacancies
on any trivial ground so as to be able to put in men of his own party. The action
in the case of East and Griner was particularly :flagrant, inasmuch as they came
into the service under a civil-service examination, when the office was already
classified.
In the case of Mr. Huston, it also seems jmpossible to regard his removal as justifiable. In fact in all four cases, of Griner, East, Ouzts, and Huston, it does not
appear that at the outside anything was done by any of the four which would have
called for anything more than a reprimand, if as much, and they certainly ought to
have been warned before being dismissed.
In these cases it seems on the face of the testimony that the postmaster has on
:flimsy charges dismissed men who have been in the service a considerable time and
have proved their efficiency, but who are of the political party opposed to his; and
that on equally flimsy charges he has dismissed men of the opposite political party
whom he has had to appoint from the eligible registers, but whom he turned out
without any fair trial almost as soon as they had assumed their duties. If this is
allowed, in this or in any othflr office, it will be a work of the utmost difficulty to
prev~nt a clean sweep for partisan reasons; that is, to prevent the postmaster from
turmng out all of the force who are politically opposed to him and substitutino· in
their places only members of his own political party, although it may be dong on
the pretext that it is "for the good of the service."
T~e flimsiness of the charges is shown in the testimony. For instance, the charge
agamst Ouzts was that he was too slow. The only testimony we have in his case
shows that on every day he fimshed his trip within the prescribed eight houre
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wher as one of the uh titutes whom the postmaster favored, ancl in who e intcre. t
it i likely the removal were made, appears by the time reports to have on three
occa, iorn/ exceeded eight hours on his route.
In the ca e of Weber there is con.tlict of testimony. It is difficult to say whether
Weber was or wa not guilty as charged. In any event it would seem proper to have
warned hirn ancl give him a trial before removing him.
It is charo·ed by Rybolt, and denied by the postmaster, t?at Rybolt s~id he would
accept the po ition if he were assured of a_perman~nt a-ppom_tment provided he gav_e
satisfactiou , nn<l. that the postmaster declmecl to g1vehim th1s_ass~uance. Th~ testimony of the out ider who was present and who heard part of this conversation has
no bearing upon the point at issue, which is as to the tru~~ of this alle~ed statement.
It i of cour e impossible to do anything where the po~1tive affir~at1ve ?f one man
is met by the flat denial of the other man. If the substitutes appomted from among
the members of the party out of power are uniformly treated as the postmaster
eems to have treated them in this case, it is most natural and proper that a candidate who has the misfortune not to be identified in politics with the party to which
the postmaster belongs, and who does not wish purposely to lose his present employment, should refuse to accept the substitute's position without some assurance that
if he gives satisfaction he will be retained in the service.
The new substitute, Schultz, should undoubtedly be punished for testifying falsely
to Mr. Doyle. He stated that Dye did not help instruct him in his duties as substitute, only corninp: iu the first morning just as Schultz was going out on his route. Dye
not only contradicts this, but the statement of Schultz is contradicted by Knox and
Vi'eber, both of whom were eyewitnesses to Dye's helping Schultz on several occasion .
clrnltz appears to have given false testimony for the purpose of injuring the
man by who e dismissal he was benefited. Dye, like Ouzts, Weber, aud Knox, bas
th strongest letters of commendation from patrons of the oilice, inclu11ing many
of the large t busine s houses in. Hamilton, as to the way in which he performed his
duti s.
Ir commend that this report and the accompanying papers be transmitted to the
Po t-Oftice Department. ·w hile I question whetl1er we can make out by such evid nee a would lie accepted in a court of law the fact that tlrn postmaster removed
the e men £ r political reasons, I have no question in my own mind that he has
tr ated trivial delinquencies with excessive severity, and has accepted as proof,
withont any proper investigation, charges of alleged misconduct when the people
were not of his own political party and when their places were to be supplied by
men who were of his own party.
Very respectfully,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

The COl\Il\11 SION .

In December, 1893, certain charges were made against the management of the po 'toffice at Amiiston, Ala,. Commissioner Lyman investjgated aud r ported on these charges. On this report Mr. Blake was
reiu tated in the office.
FEBRUARY 16, 1894.
I have the honor to report that on the 9th and 10th inRtant I visited
t~le post-office at Anniston, Ala., for the purpose of supervising the postal examination scheclulecl to 1)e held at that office on. the 10th, an.cl to make an inspection of the
offi e and an inv stigation. of cert:tin charges made against the postmaster on. account
of t_he removal of mployes of the office, an.cl of charges made by the postmaster
against on IL W . Bla.k , late secretary of the board of examiners, and a letter-carri r in that office. In connection with the local board I con.ducted the examination
on the 10th ~n t~nt and a sisted the board in marking the local-delivery questions
of tlle _xamrnat10n, an<l. saw the papers dnly forwarded to the Commission. Six
competitors were examined, all for the position. of letter-carrier .
.,. TI1e present postmaster, Milton. A. Smith, took charge of the office July 1, 1893 .

GE TLEME

:

. n Augu ~ 1 ·arrier I. T. tevens and J.B. Rivers were removed, they having declmed to resign when requested to do so a few days prior to that date. J.E. Bush
wa remov cl ptemb r 1, 1893, he h:wing also declined to resign. These three men
w re all colored men, who had been for some years in the serv ice and so far as I
can l arn, had given entire sati faction until the change of po;tma~ter. Their
r moval was s cured uy the pre ent postmaster upon the filing of charges with the
Fir t .As i tant o tma ter-Gen ral.
In. referen e to the removal of these meu the postmaster made to me, in substance,
th following tatement:
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In tbe case of Stevens, he stated that he had received complaint th:1t he wa~ abusive in the delivery of his mail, and was unsatisfactory, the compla.rnants b_erng J,
D. Leak, A. Wetzell, arnl Jrn:;eph H. Duke. The postmaster w~s unable to _cr1ve any
1:,pecifi.cr1tions under these charges, could not state how many tunes Stevens had neglected to deliver mail properly, or how many times or when he bad been abusive to
patrons on bis route. A further charge against Stevens was _that he was arrested in
the month of June, 1893, for intoxication. In reference to this charge the postmaster
stated to me that he had not investigated it personally, but had taken the sk1tement
of the policeman who arrested him and of the chief of police, who was present at the
time of the arrest, in relation to the matter. I looked. into this cl.large sufficiently
to satisfy myself that Stevens was not intoxicated when arrested, as it a,p pears that
when brought before the proper magistrate on the following morning he was discharged, on the testimony of persons who had been with him and knew bis condition, and who testified that he was not intoxicated and had not been drinking.
The complaint against Rivers, and the only one upon which the postmaster appears
to have acted, was signed by six citizens, in which they requested his removal for
being uncivil and offensive. The postmaster could not t.ell me who brought him this
paper; said that it was handed to him by one of the signers, he thought, through
the win<1ow. It did not come through the mail. He did not ask the signers for any
explanation of the charges and did not procure any; does not remember whether
he showed the charges to Rivers or not, but be told him of them, and states th~t
Rivers did not say anything in reply to the charges.
Another charge against Ei vers was that he carried his route by horse and cart,
instead of on foot, while he was reriuired to carry it on foot; and that patrons complained that be wonld not get off his c:trt to deliver mai1, but required them to.come
out to the gate and get their mail in all weather; that Stevens also had a weak back
and conld not carry his route on foot.
In a stn,tement made to me Stevens says that he a,sked the postmaster, when his
resign ation was called for, "vVbat about iUn a.nd the postmaster replied that he
wanted his place for some of his friends. He said t1lere were charges ngainst him;
did not tell him what they were, but afterwards said that he was physica1ly unable
to do tlle work, and bad been impolHe to some of llis patrons; that be did not deliver
his mail on foot; that the postmaster had never objected to him. He was carrving
the mail in that way before the change of postmaster and with the full knowledge
and consent of the former postmaster; that he never compelled the patrons to come
to his wagon for mail, but that children often did when he blew his whistle, which
is the practice in that town, instead of ringing the bell, but that when no one came
out. voluntarily he always went to the door with the mail; that he was never uncivil
to peopl e on his route, and that the only explanation·he could give of the charge of
incivility was that the paper signed by the patrons was gotten up by a man by the
name of Leak, who wante1l the place for his son-in-law, A. B. Johnson, who was, in
fact, subsequently appoi11ted.
In the ca::;e of J.E. Bush, the principal charge against him was that he was a bad
debt payer, and that the postmaster was anuoyed soniewlrn.t by his creditors, the
specifications being an affidavit of J. F. Bell, dated July 20, 1893, a member of the
firm of Dobbins & Bell, to the effect that in May, 1893, Bush gave his check for
$5.14 on the Stevens Bank, which on presentation was refused payment becau,rn
Bush had no account there. On the matter being brong·llt to the attention of Bush
he, however, settled the account and Bell withdrew the charge.
Another charge was in the form of an affi<l.avit of J. H. Duke, dated July 25, 1893,
to the effect that about thrre years ago he loaned Bush, on his urgent request, to
relieve his personal needs, $10; that Bush has since repaid $5; that he bas maicle
rer>eated requests and positive demands for the remaining $5, which Bush has
failed to pay; that the reputation of Bush as a debt payer is not good in the commnnity .
The postmaster states in reference to this affi<l.avit that he called Bush's attention
to it an~ tha~ Bush made no ~xpla?ation, except that Duke was his personal enemy.
Bush himself stated to me m reference to these mattel's that he was a carrier for
three years; that when he received Postmaster Smith's letter uskinofor his resio-na0
0
tion he weut to him and asked what objection he had to his work. Tlie replv was
"None at all; I find you faithful, efficient,and competent; no complaintHhave·come •
from yonr district," but that he conld not he bothered with these <l.ebt matters and
besides it lookeL~ too much like social equality to allow negroes anu white m~n to
work together rn the same office; that he wanted those in his office that he could
approach and confer with. The postmaster stated to me afterwards that be did in
substance, make this remark to Bush. Bush produced evidence which satisfied ~e
ancl I think would satisfy anyoue desiring to get at the truth of the matter that h~
wati payiug the debts of a mercha11dise :firm of which he had been a mern'her and
t1rnt he '.''ns doing this as 1:apidly as :possible out of his salary, setting asid~ $50
a mouth for that purpose, which was paHl through an attorney, and he had given
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orders on the postmaster for this an:ount .. Ther~ appeared ~o me to be nothing in
the transactions brought to my notice whwh raised a question as to Bush's honesty
and good character.
As no charge was made, with offer of proof, tll;at th~se t1:tree negroe~ were !emoved
for political reasons, I need not have ma~e any mv~stigat10n at all m their case_s,
and woulu not have done so but for the fact that it seemed necessary to do so m
order to get at the methods of ~he postmaster in _dealing with the old. employee of
the office and the apparently flimsy and unsustamed charges upon which he recommended ~nd secured the removal of certain of them, including these three negroes.
My conclusion in relation to this matter was, after talking with a number of intelligent men of different pol~tical affiliations, friends of the postm~ster and others,
and with the postmaster himself, that negroes were not wanted m the post-office
because of a pr Judice against them in the community. They unders~oo~ this situ ation and it is po sible that they clicl become somewhat careless and rnd1fferent in
the discharge of their duties, knowing that their tenure would be brief after a
change of postmaster. Certainly no effor_t was m3:de by ~hose in_ auth~rit3_' to allay
this feelino- and to assure these men that 1f they did perform their duties m a, per
foctly ati~factory manner tbey would be protected in their positions. On the contrary, there is no doubt that the postmaster shared fully the feeling that was manifested b y others in the community against the employment of colored men, and that
he sought occasion against them rather than made any effort to allay the irritation
and protect them in the service. The result was their removal, as stated, upon
charges which seem to me to be utterly insufficient.
Another case of removal was that of L. C. Hussey. I say removal, for although
he resio-necl, it was at the postmaster's request, and not volunta.rily. His separation
from the service took place December 1, 1893. The charge against him was that he
was ngaged in another bt:.siness and did not devote tho proper time to his official
dutiea. \\ hen questioned as to this neglect, the postmaster admitted to me that
Huss 'Y had always given his ei~ht honrs required by law, and that his attendance
wa punctual; that he rememliercd of only two occasions when he was at all late.
'l'h po tmaster admitted to me t hat he ha<l told Hussey that he had nothing against
him and wonld be glacl to keep liim, but that there was a pregsnre to have him go
that he coulcl not resist. This pressure was brought by .John S. Mooring, president
of the Anniston National Bank, who complained that Mr. Hussey was personally
obj ectionable to the people, and asked for his removal. He did not say in what
respect he was objectionable, and the postmaster had no knowledge on that subject;
th at he had not himself cliscovered any personally objectiouabl e qualities in Hussey ;
on the contrary, regarded him as an efficient man. Mr. Mooring is one of the postmaster's bondsmen. The postmaster stated to me, ancl admitted that he said to
Hus ey that he thought he had some right to say who should work in the office.
Prior to this the postmn ter had given Hussey reason to believe that he would be
retain ed. There seems to have been no good ground whatever for displacing
Hussey, so far as his work was concerned.
To fill the vacancies caused by the removal of Stevens, Rivers, Bush, and Hussey,
Mr. H. W. Bbke wars promoted from snbstitute to regular carrier, also Mr. T. M.
Word; and Mr. A. B. Johnson was certified from the eligible register. Blake was
eubsequ~ntly r mov~d., and the position filled by the appointment of 1<"'. H. Snow.
At th~ time of my v1s1t there was one vacancy in the regular carrier grade, and no
substitute sorving who had been lawfully appointed, William Y. Wood, colored,
who had served two days as substitute, having beeu removed bec:tuse his services
were un, atisfactory. My judgment is that he was removed not because his services
were unsatisfactory, but because his color wa unsatisfactory.
'l'he case of H. W. Blake : Mr. Blake, as a.heady stated, was a member and the
secretary of the boa.rd of examiners at this office, and in politics a Democrat. He had
been appointed substitute letter-carrier by the former postmaster an<l promoted to a
regular place by the pr sent po tmaster, Mr. Smith. Ou Jan11ary 8, 1894, Postmaster
mith informed the Commission, in a letter of that date, that recently be hnd cause
to su~pect t~1e honesty of Blake; that he fiuda that a recent grand jury indicted him
for k1d11appmg and exto1ting a hundred clollars from a prisoner while city warden ;
that ther are several oth r grave charge against him; that he believed he could be
undnly infln en ed in conducting the approaching examimttion, ancl aske<l hi s removal
as er .tary_of the _board and the appoin_tmeut of Archie B. Johnson in his stead;
thati a he did not hke to have a man m his employ with anch a doubtful r eputation,
he a, so recommended his removal from the service if the Commission considered the
ca?-s~s suffi ·ient. H~ furt,h r tated that he was ver y carele sin his work; thn.t these
cri~mal charges aaamst Blake were only ascertained by him the day his letter was
wntten.
Th 'o~~i. sion _at once re ponded to this letter, on January 13; to the postmaster, no11tfy~ng bun t~at Bla~e hac~ be~n sns_rencled from duty as secretary of the
board of examiner pendmg an mve t1gatiou of the cl1arges made by him, and John•
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son appointed a temporary member of the board to act during Blake's. S?-~Pe1:1s_ion,
ancl that the charges had been forwarded to Blake for any answer h~ migll:t wisn to
make thereto. The postmaster in the meantime was requested to furmsh to.the
Commission recoru. evidence concerning the charge of kidnaping and extortI~m,
showing the action of the court in the matter. On January 15 Postmaster S":J-1th
forwarded to the Commission the court record, which showed that the case agarnst
Blake was nolle prossed and, commenting, stated that, "while the rec~n:ds of the
court show that the case wais nolle prossed, the following are the facts m the case,
related confidentially to me by the clerk of tile court: l\rlr. Blake, while an official,
willfully and wrongfully caused the arrest of qne Mr. Howell and extorted $100 from
him as the price of his liberty. The grand jury found an indictment aga~nst Mr.
Blake for kidnaping. Mr. Blake r epaid the $100 to Mr. Howell, through lns attorney, with the understanding that there would be no prosecution, and Mr. Howell
did not appear against, him.'1 In this letter Postmaster Smith further states, by
way of new charges: "There are also charges against him for extorting money from
lewd women of the town, while bailiff of justice1s court, by compromising their cases
at their houses with them without any legal authority to do so. His character and
rAputation is so bad generally that the other employes of the office-clerks as well
as carriers-do not desire to work with him." ·
Mr. Blake, in answering these charges, made a statement to the Commission in
writing, which will be found in the Anniston post-office file. I am informed that he
h as also forwarded to the First Assistant Postmaster-General a defeuse. Blake
came personally before me anu. made a statement of the facts in the case with reference to the charge of kidnaping and extortion, and also with reference to the
charge of extorting money from lewd women, etc., and through his · attorney filed
with me certain papers, most of them being copieA of originals that bad been forwarded to the Post-Office Department. Amoug these papers was a letter of the
First Assistant Postmaster-General of January 25, 1894, addressed to Bla,ke's attorneys, Caldwell, Johnston and Acker~ acknowledging the receipt of a letter of these
attorneys in reference to Blake1s case, and stating that Blake would not be removed
unless it is shown that the charges preferred by the postmaster are true and well
founded. Notwithstanding this, Blake was removed by the Pirst Assistant Postmaster-General1 as I am informed, before his full defense was filed with the officer.
I think the evidence which bas been produced by Blake disproves the charge com
pletely as to kidnaping and as to extortion.
At the time of the alleged offense, which took place in 1890_, Blake was city warden of the city of Anniston. One B. F. Howell had made an assault upon one R. M.
Johnson, inflicting a large number of wounds, over sixty, and then disappeared.
He was located in Cherokee County, Ga., and th e sheriff of that county and Blake
h::i<l some correspondence in relation to a reward which was reported to have been
offered for Howell's arrest and delivery to the proper Alabama authorities by one of
the railroads of the t::lt:1te, on the track of whose road Johnson had been p laced to
be run over by a train after bis wounding by Howell, and Blake went to Birmingham, at the instance of the sheriff of Cherokee County, Ga., the headquarters of the
railroad, to ascertain whether such a reward ha,d been offered; and on the very day
that he made this trip to Birminghn,m, and before he had any opportunity to report
that 110 reward had been offered, the sheriff of Cherokee County, without requisit~on, broug]Jt Howell from the State of Georgia into the State of Alabama, to the
city of Anmston, where Howell was released from custody, the authorities declininoto receive him. The evidence shows that Blake took no part in Howell's arrest, wa~
not present at the time of the arrest, and, althongh he·wa,s at the city prison when
Howell was brought there by the sheriff of Cherokee County, did not speak to Howell, had no communication or intercourse with him whatever1 and received from him
no money whatever.
He was, however, paid $25 by the sheriff of Cherokee County as his expenses and
compensation for his time in going to Birmingham about the reward. This in substance, was his whole connection with the Howell case; and the only ~olor of
ground for a charge ag1tinst him for kidnapping was that he was in correspondence
as before stated, with the sheriff of Cherokee County before the arrest. About thre~
years after this incident .Blake states that, becoming convinced that the sheriff of
Cherokee County had received $100 from Howell, and that t he $25 paid to him was
a part of this money, he voluntarily paid the $25 to Howell, a.fter the statutes of
li!11itation bad run i:,gainst_any possible charg~ that might have b_een brought against
hun on account of 1t, statmg to Howell that 1f he had any of his monev he did not
wish to retain it, he being satisfied, as before stated, that the $25 paid.him by the
sheriff of Cherokee nounty came from Howell.
It seems som~vvhat strano-e, since all the facts in this case were easily accessible to
Post1rn1,stcr Sm1th, that he sbot1lcl have stated to the Commission that this indictment
had been by a recent grand jury and had just come to his attention, and that he should
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ha,e omitted in hi charge against Blake all reference to the fact that the case was
nolle pro sed in tb.e comt and to the defense~ which the least investign.tiou would
have broug-lit out,. I think the charge must fall to the ground, in the light of the
fact , as a cau e for Blake's removal from the service or from the board of examiners.
In reference to this case I refer to ExhilJits A, B, C, D, and B, attached hereto.
With reference to the further charge made by the postmaster against Blake, that of
extorting money from lewd women of the town, in compromising cases a.gainst them,
the charge appears not to be justified by the facts, as is shown by affidavits of persons connected with the courts of the city of Anniston at the time and familiar with
the facts and with the court records. All the facts in reference to this charge were
easily obtainable by the postuia ter. I do not know that I have obtained all the
facts, but I submit herewith exhibits marked F, G, and H, which seem to show that
Blake's connection with these cases was in the line of his duty simply as a court
officer. As to his character as a citizen and official in the various capacities in
which he has acted, and with reference to his general reputaition, the following
exhibits are appended, marked I, K, L, M, N, and 0.
It seems clear to me that the origina,l charges made by Postmaster Smith on which
Blake was suspended from duty as a letter-carrier and from duty as secretary of the
boa,rd of examiners are not substantiated, at least that they furnish no sufficient ground
for the action taken in his case. It seems equally clear to me that it was the duty of the
postmaster to ascertain the facts, which were easily accessible to him, in relation to
these matters before communicating them to the Commission, or asking the Commission
to act upon the charge unsupported by any statement of facts.' That he did not inquire
into the facts apparently, and certainly that he furnished no facts to the Commission,
seems to point to a desire on his part to get rid of Blake, and without very much
regard to the means taken to accomplish that encl. There could of course have been
no political motive, because Blake and the postmaster belong to the same party.
It is openly and freely state<l by many persons at Anniston, who talked with me,
thri.t the i-eal motive was probably the desire to find a place in the service for the
postma t er's brother-in-law, Mr. ,J. M. Whelchel, and that one of the motives which
prompted the series of changes mafle in the positions of Jetter-carrier and substitute
l etter-carrier had this object in view. I do not know whether the postmaster had
such a motive or not.
He denies it, ancl yet the facts in the absence of such denial would seem to furnish
some j nstification for the conclusion . It appears that immf'diately after his appointment as postnuister, the family of which Miss Louisa L. Whelchel, appointed chief
cl erk of the office on August 1, aucl Mr. J.M. Whelehel are members, they being
brother and sister, came from Georgia to Anniston. A place was found in the offic('
for the :onng lacly, and ::i.n :1ttempt was made to reinstate Mr. ·whelchel, he having
for n. Rhort time been employed as substitute letter-carrier under the late postmaster,
but that employment having been more than :1 year ago the reinstntc·ment could not
be accomplished. He competed in one examination, which he failed to pass; but
notwithstanding hi failure topass the examination, and his ineligil>ility to reinstatement, he has been repeatedly and for long periods employed as a substitute
letter-carrier, withont authority. At the time of my visit he was employed in the
apa ity of ub ·titnte letter-carrier, but under the amended rule which authorizes
t mporary ap])Oiutm nt in cases of emergency for ninety days.
I have d voted consicl rable space to the considcratiou of this case and spent a
goo_d deal of time at Anni ton in its investigation, not because there was any :1llegat10n that Blake was removed, or song ht to be r emovefl, on any political charge,
but b cause he was a member of the local board of examiners and had been snsp nclecl from active work on that board l>y the Commission upon charges of the
postrua ter. It seemed therefore incumbent on the Commission to learn what the
facts were in reference to these cbnrges, in order that it might determine, if Blake
should remain in the ervice, whether he was a fit person to occupy tb. e position of
s er tary of the board of examiners, or even remain on the board as a member. I
have alr ady stated that my investigation satisfies me that, so far as these charges
are concerned, they do not furni h a sufficient ground for Bl:tke's removal from the
service. I learned from the postmaster that he has other reasons for recommending
Blake' removal which are satisfactory to him, bnt which I did not investigate. I
b ard, however, a good deal of talk on the ul>ject. The postmaster states that
Blake i personally disagreeable to him, and was a disturber of the peace of the
o!fice in v_ariolls wa~ . As no ·harcre of this character was made against him at the
time of h1 u pension, but appnrently grew out of relations between him and the
po ·tmaster which developed after that event, I did not think it best to extend my
inv stig-ation to cover this ground.
A word, in lo ing, in r garcl to the board of examiners. At present it consists of
Dr. J. . Legrand, .Mr. C . .I: • Barker, anrl Mr. A. B. Johnson 1 serving temporarily in
~lake' place. Dr. Leg~and was appointed a mom ber of the board on the supposition that he was the chief clerk of the office, the postmaster's correspondence with
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the Commission on the subject clearly implying that that was the position occupied
by Legrand. I discovered, however, very shortly after arriving at Anniston, ~hat
Legrand was not borne on the roster of the office at all, but held the nommal
appointment of assistant postmaster, without compensation, without duty, and with
no roster connection with the office. I do not think that he is in the service in
such a sense that he should be retained as a member of the board of exarniI,1.ers, and
probably woul<l not have been appointed originally if the real relations to the service had been understood. I therefore recommend that he be relieved from further
service on the board without prejudice, and that Mr. F. H. Snow be appointed member of the board and designated as chairman; that Mr. C.R. Barker, the present
chairman of the board, be made secretary, and that Mr. A. B. Johnson, now serving
as a temporary membe.r of the hoard, be made third member.
Very respectfully,
f

CHAS. LYMAN,

Commissioner.

The

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.

The Commission is now engaged on a case in the post-office at Rutland, Vt. There has been from the beginning great trouble at this
office, the postmaster charging that the Republican clerks and carriers
whom he found in office last spring conspired against him; and the
clerks and carriers charging that he has made removals for political
reasons. The case was brought to the attention of the Commission last
November with special reference to the removal, for alleged partisan
reasons, of a letter carrier named Pratt. The charges made by the
postmaster against Pratt were amply sufficient, if substantiated, to warrant his removal, and the Post-Office Department, on December 12,
through the Acting First Assistant Postmaster-General, notified the
Commission that these charges had been fully substantiated. The Commission, however, felt that the case was prejudiced by two letters sent
by the assistant postmaster, R. K. Peck, in reference to Pratt;to the
neighboring postmaster at Brattleboro, Vt. These two letters bear the
signature of the postmaster, Mr. Hanrahan, attached to them by Mr.
Peck, as the postmaster asserts, without his knowledge or consent.
One letter, of October 24, reads in part as follows:
Mr. Pratt is a Republican appointee, ·and we find that, by such complaints as
yours, Republicans are not the proper officials under the Democratic administration.
As soon· as we can effect a complete change in this office, I do not think you w:ill
have reasons for any more such complaints.
-

The following is an extract from the second letter:
I find that if these Republican caniers can do anything to bring odium upon a
Democratic postmaster they delight in so doing, and the quicker their services can
be dispensed with the better. * * * I hope you will bear with me until I have
coruplctell the purification of the office of these members of the party of great
moral ideas.

When the attention of the postmaster and his assistant was called
to these letters Mr. Hanrahan wrote promptly, disavowing having sent
them, and stating that he had reprimanded Mr. Peck for his action.
Mr. Peck wrote also, assuming the responsibility for the letters. The
complete records of the charges furnished the Commission by the
Department on December 19 were so full and minute and charged such
gross breaches of discipline that the Commission would ordinarily
have let the case rest there, but in view of its dissatisfaction with the
action of Mr. Peck and with what it considered as the insufficient
punishment of the same by Mr. Hanrahan, and in view of the number
of separations from the service that had occurred in this particular
office, it forwarded the charges to Mr. Pratt and to his friend Mr. D. C.
Tasker.
On January 25 a member of the Commission's force visited the Rutland post-office and notified Mr. Pratt to appear before him. Mr.
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Pratt howeveri took no notice of this notification, but ha since forwarJ~d full anc voluminous answers to all the charges. The case is
still under inve tigation by the Commission; the delay now being due
to Mr. Pratt's laches in not coming forward as requested when the
Commis ion's agent was at Rutland. It is another one of the many
ca es which show, in the Commission's opinion, that it _o ught to have
power to inve tigate all cases of removals. The case of the_postmaster
i , of course, prejudiced by the improper letter of the assistant postma ter.
CUSTOMS SERVICE.

In July, 1889, the attention of the Commission was c~Ued to an evaion of the law at the custom-house at Port Huron, Mich. The plan
adopted for classifying the customs service has beeu very unfortunate,
it being based upon compensation instead of upon grade. Persons
receiviug a compensation of $900 or more per annum are within the
cla, sifted service, and those receiving less than $900 are without. At
Port Huron the incoming Republican collector secured a change of
compen ation of many of the subordinates, reducing them just below
the 900 limit, thereby removing them from the classified service, and
p rmitting him to fill vacancies under the old patronage system. The
attention of the Secretary of tbe Treasury was called to this matter,
but nothing was ever done in relation to it. Recently one of the newlyappoint d Democratic collectors has threatened to take the same course.
.At Burlington, Vt., at the beginning of the administration of the coll ctor appointed by President Cleveland during his first term, there
w re twenty-one clas ified places subject to examination. In March,
L' , there were only three. The objections to the present classification of the custom service by compensation instead of duties are set
forth in the Commission's last report, a,s follows:
The Commis ion again earnestly calls attention to the evil results of the present
sy t m of having a salary limit to the classified service in the custom-houses . The
cla ifi. ·ation honl<l. be by grade and not by salary. At present openers and packers,
with preci ely the ame duties, are classified or unclassified according as their salarie are above or below $900. An interesting comment upon this state of things is
furui hed by the report of the changes in the NewYork custom-house for October,
1 93.
In the apprai er's office forty-two changes of openers and packers were made in
that month.
nly one of the e was in the classified service; all the others were in
th uncla sifi d service. This, of course, must mean either that the people in the noncla Hied service appointed under the old methods are far less satisfactorv than those
appointed unrl. r the civil-service examinations, or else that if satisfactory they are
r moved for political or patronage reasons. Without doubt both suppositions are
correct. Another evil result from this is that a customs official is alwa,ys tempted to
hav positions taken out of the classified service by having the salaries attached to
them reduced. In this manner four years ago the collector at a frontier port was
enabled practically to change bis entire force; and within the last month the collector at another frontier port, in requesting the resignations of two of his employes,
r marked that if they did not give them it wouldn't make any matter, for he would
re ommend to have their places aboli bed and would put in their stead three places
ach at a alary so low a to keep them beneath the classified service.

The Comm.i 'ion ha again and again earnestly requested that the
la ification of the customs employes should be made in the manner
indicated.
In the ummer of 1 93 charges were made of removals for political
purr o. e at he an Francisco custom-house by the new Democratic
11 ·tor. On iuv tigation tb Commi ion di covered that the ~ol1 ct >r had, at tbe xpiration of their probationary periods, declined to
r c mm nd the ab olnte appointment of certain persons who had
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entered tlle service through examination in the preceding administration. The refusal of the collector was on the ground that the conduct
and capacity of the probationers were not satisfactory. It appeared,
however, that their immediate superiors, who were the proper judges,
had reported them as being satisfactory in these respects, and the collector admitted that his purpose in not giving absolute appointment was to
put in their plaees men of his own political party who had been removed
by his predecessor, as he alleged, for political reasons. The Commission made report accordingly to the Secretary of the Treasury, and
thereupon the Secretary directed the reinstatement of the men who
were thus separated from the service.- The men who had been appointed
in their places were removed.
.
In December, 1893, certain: charges were made by · Mr. Reynolds
against the Republican collector of the port of Philadelphia, Mr.
Cooper. Although the charges could not be sustained, the investigation of the chief examiner showed certain points where the civilservice law and rules should be strengthened in order to permit the
Commission to see t,h at justice is done to faithful employes who are
discharge.4 not only for no good cwtise but for partisan reasons. The
minute made by the Commission upon the report of the chief examiner is as follows :
This report emphasizes the need of allowing the Commission to investigate and
report upon all remo.v als, and also of est~blishing some system which will give the
Commission the· right t6 oversee promotions and reductions. At present the Commission has no such right, and can not interfere even when, as i.a the cases mentioned in the chief examiner's report, there is every reason to believe that the reductions are made merely for political reasons. In the Philadelphia custom-house
.t here seems to have been the same conflict betw:e·e n the collector and surveyor that
apparently existed at San Francisco between the colJector and the appraiser at the
beginning of Collec'tor Wise's adm.in.istration, the collector, presumably for political
reasons, overriding the recommendations of the surveyor (iI_J. San Francisco, of the
appraiser) as to his own immediate subordinates. The demoralization produced by
si1.ch conduct is of course vdy great.
.
'l'he chief examiner's report establishes a strong presumption that the men
removed or forced to resign by Colrecto:r Cooprr were separated from the service in
reality for political reasons, although it would probably be impossible to :prove this
in a court of law. At present the narrowly limited power of the Commission to
investigate cases of this kind makes it exceeding]y difficult to get at any offender
who takes any care to cover up his tracks. Such cases as these at the Philadelphia
custom-house make it evident that the Commission must be given power to investigate all cases of removal and to pass upon whether they were or were not made for
political reasons, if adequate protection is to be given to honest Government
employes whom the head of the office bad decided to get rid of, really for partisan.
or factionnil rnaso11s, but nominally for some consideration affecting the good of the
service. At present the Uominissioni is powerless to prevent the perpetration of such
wrongs as those committed under Collector Cooper and also under Collector Cooper's
predecessor.
.
.
,
Attention is called to one ve1'y significant feature of the reports of changes. It
will be seen by an examination of these reports that not only were there large changes
of the persons who were in office when tbe collector qualified, but that there have
been very large changes among those whom the coilector himself appointed. It has
invariably been the experience of the Commission that where sweeping removals,
presumably for political reasons, were made in an office, sweeping removals have
subseqt'l.ently been made by the same appointing officer among tlrn people whom he
has himself appointed. Attention is also directed especially to the fact that Collector
Cooper has reinstated, since the election, some of the men whom he had turned out
before. As the chief examiner points out, this means either that he originally
removed the men for partisan reasons or that he is now reinstating incompetent men
in the service. It is furthermore evident tba.t the inspector force as now organized
is largely a political body, and that these inspectors should be brought under the
classified-service rules if they are to report upon the employes of the classified service. Furthermore, there shon]cl be a change in the classification of the customs service so as to classify the men by grade, and not by salary.
There is but one favorable showing in connection with this report. In the different
offices in the custorus service at Philadelphia during the last administration the
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removal among the classified nonexcepted places were very l::trge, but those in the
excepted and unclassified places were very much larger, the smallest difference being
in the surveyor's office, where the number of removals were half as many again as in
the clas ified places, and the largest difference being in the naval office, where the
removals were five times as numerous. In the appraiser's and collector's offices they
w re about three times as numerous. This shows that even under the very unfortunate conditions obtaining at Philadelphia, where the head of the office was entirely out
of sympathy with the law, and undoubtedly endeavored as far as he could to get
around it, and in spite of the fact that the Commission does not have the power that
it should have to investigate removals, so that great injustice is done in connection
with these removals, yet that even here the showing is three times as bai l where the
law does not interfere as where it does. It appears that the only change so far in
Philadelphia bas been in the appraiser's office, under this administration . The new
appraiser has been in charge eight months. During that time he h as ma.de only one
change in the nonexcepted force of his office, and has removed 85 per cent of the
unclassified force. This of course means either that the men appointed through our
examinations are better than those not thus appointeJ, or else that where our rules
do not protect them good men are removed from the unclassified service. The former
is more apt to be the truth, but doubtless both considerations obtain more or less.
The specific charges of illegal action brought by Mr. Reynolds, it appears, upon the
report of the Chief Examiner, can not be sustained. It is ordered that as soon as
an answer is received from the Treasury Department in reference to the San Francisco custom-house a paper be prepared for transmission to the President showing the
defects of the law administered in the custom-houses, and proposing to remedy them
on the lines suggested above.
TOO MANY EXCEPTED PLACES.

In April, 1893, the Commission investigated two irregular appointments in the State Department. It was found that two persons had
been appointed under the previous administration nominally as confidential clerks or private secretaries in excepted places in the State
Department, but that they had never served in the positions to which
nominally a,ppointed, having been assigned to the duties of places which
could only be filled through a competitive examination. The Commission reported that this was a clear evasion of the rule, and on its report
the two persons were dismissed. This is one of many investigations
which convince the Commission of the extreme unwisdom of allowing
the great m~jority of places now excepted from examination to be so
excepted. Most, even of the so-called confidential places, could be filled
perfectly well through open competitive examination and certification.
In the opinion of the Commission nine-tenths of the places now excepted
in the departmental, customs, and postal services should be made competitive or left to be filled by promotion from within the ranks.
LA.BORERS EMPLOYED AS CLERKS.

One abuse at present existing in the Departments is the employment
of per ons nominaJly as laborers to do clerical work which should be
performed only by employes of the classified service. The Commission
ha received information from time to time to the effect that there are
persons on the laborer 'and messengers' rolls, but employed as typewriter ·, copyi t , and the like, who really do no kind of laboring work
whatever. Many of the, e persons are women. This employment is in
dir ct violation of the order of cla sification in each Department made
by direction of the Pre ident, and should not be permitted. A circular
letter ha been addre sed by the Commission to the heads of the various
Departm nt. reque ting information upon this subject. The pressure
for place on the part of politicians being practically entirely removed
from r o ition ~overed by competitive examination, is concentrated
upon tho e outside. Th place excepted from examination and the
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so-called laborers' and messengers' pla?es below the cl~~sifie_d service
are the only ones which can now be obtamed through political mfluence,
and the pressure for these places is, in consequence, ver3: great. The
only way to remedy this is to strike from the excepted list the great
bulk of the places now included therein, and especially to strike out
the chiefs of divisions, and to classify many of the places no_t now classified. Messengers, for instance, can perfectly well be classified, and as
a matter of fact, in the Commission's own force the position of messenge.r is treated as a classified place.
INDIAN SEU,VICE,

The Indian school service did not really go under the rules of the
Commission until the spring of 1892. In October, 1893, the Commission
received from Mr. Arthur Hobart, of Boston, information that at the
Sante Fe, N. Mex., Indian school, and at the Carlisle, Pa., Indian school,
the civil-service law was being evaded by changing the designation of
employes while keeping them at the same work, so that although the
old designation was that of some position in the classified service, the
new-designation would be that of some position outside of it. A letter
was addressed to the Commissioner oflndian Affairs inviting his remarks
upon this charge. In reply be requested the Commission to make its
inquiry directly of the Secretary of the Interior. Accordingly, on
October 15, the Commission sent the Secretary of the Interior a
letter emboclying the facts,., and asking information about them. No
answer was received to this communication, and on February 13 another
letter was sent repeating the request. The matter is still in suspense;
but this is not of consequence, as the action taken by the Commission
in the case next considered, and the position assumed thereon by the
Secretary of the Interior, bi.d fair to prevent the possibility of the recurrence of such cases in the future.
In November, 1893, charges were made of illegal appointments under
the Interior Department in the Indian school at Chilocco. The Commission investigated the case and made the following entry upon its
minutes to show the facts:
Department of the Interior, letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of
December 2, 1893. It appears from this letter that under the peculiar conditions of
employment of teachers, assistant teachers, and other employes in the Indian schools,
the Department of the Interior can practically nullify the order of the President
classifying the Indian educational service if the Secretary's action in reference to
the positions of teacher at Chilocco is allowed to stand. At present the position of
teacher is classified. The position of assista.nt teacher is unclassified. The commission consented to it being so regarded with the purpose of providing for the
employment of Indians in this capacity whenever p:r:acticable, and on the distinct
understanding with the Secretary of the Interior, expressed in its letter to him of
April 30, 1892, that the assistant teacher was not to be employed to perform the
duties ~f t_eacher, as this would be, within the meaning of the order of classifica.tion,
an adm1ssion to tbe place of teacher, and thus a violation of the rule governing the
appointment of teachers.
It appears that at the ending of the fiscal year on June 30 last there were two
positions of teac~er in the Chilocco school, these positions being vacant, and no
teac1?-ers e!er havrng held them. Wi~h the new year these positions were abolished,
a~d m th~ir places were er~ated, so _far: 3:s appears. at precisely the same salary and
with precisely the same duties, two pos1t10ns of assistant teacher which were unclassi:fie~, an d _which the C_om~1issioner of ~ndian Affairs filled by appointments from the
outsid~, without examrnat10n and certification, one of the people appointed being his
own niece.
In the opinion of the Co~mission no justifiable reason can be shown why the
change from te~cher to ~ss1stant teacher wa~ made, and why the .vaca,ncies should
not ~ave been tilled p~ec_isely as ?ther vacaumes a.re, by appointment from the eligible lists of the Commission. It 1s needless to point out that if the Department can
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take this action with regaird to the two teachers in question it can take it with
regard to all po itions ?f teacher. B_y simply changing the desi~a~ion from teacher
to assistant teacher, without altemt10n of the salary or the dutrns, 1t would be,ossi ble for th Department of the Interior to remove practically thew hole force o · the
Indian ervice which is now classified into the unclassified list. The Commission
holds this action to be iUegal, being manifestly an evasion of the law, and deems
that tho Secretary of th Interior should cancel the app_o~ntments ~ade to these
po itions of assistant teacher and should treat the pos1t10ns as bemg those of
teachers to be filled only from the eligible registers of the Commission.
foreo;er the Commission considers it imperative, in view of the action of the
D partment in relation to these two teacher places, to urge upon the President the
nece ity of classifying the positions of the assistant teachers. It is ordered that
the orders necessary to the accomplishment of this object be prepared and submitted to the President for his approval, such orders to provide that upon the nomination of the Secretary of the Interior Indians will be admitted to the grade of
a istant teacher upon passing a suitable noncompetitive examination provided by
the Commission.
The result, as shown in this case, of allowing the assistant teachers to be regarded
as unclassified furnishes, in our opinion, a strong argumenL against excepting the
positions of superintendents of schools from examination. Assistant teachers were
allowed to r emain unclassified on the distinct understanding that the places should
be filled with Indians where possible, and that white assistant teachers should be
employed strictly to perform the duties implied by their official titles. Advantage
is now taken of the Commission's action to abolish two positions of teacher and to
create in their stead two positions of assistant teacher, with the same salaries and
duties, one of these positions being filled by a near relative of the Indian Commissioner. The action in this case makes the Commission feel that it would be detrimental to the interests of the service to except the superintendents from examination, and that it is now detrimental to the service to treat the positions of assistant
teacher as unclassified. (Minutes of December 11, 1893, clause 1.)

In response to its letter to the Secretary of the Interior it received the
folJowing communication:
JANUARY 25, 1894.
Your letter of December 16, inviting my attention to an extract from the
minutes of the Commission in respect to the appointment of assistant teachers at the
ChiJocco Indian school, ancl to other subjects mentioned in connection therewith,
would have received an earlier reply but for my want of knowledge of the details to
which yon referred, and my desire to consult the new superintendent of Indian
schools upon your suggestions.
In dosed I hand you a copy of a report from the Assistant Commissioner of Indian
Affairs (Gen. Armstrong), which explains by whom and why the positions of teachers
at the 'hilocco school were changed to assistant teachers. Also copy of a report
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (Judge Brnwning), explaining the circumstances under which the selections were made. I furnish you copies of these reports
uecause l knew nothino- of the changes or appointments when they took place.
li'rom these reports it seems clear that you have done injustice to this Department in
hol<l.ing that it action was manifestly an evasion of the law.
I have carefully examined the correspondence between Secretary Noble, the Commi sion r of lnclian Affairs, ancl the Civil Service Commission, with reference to the
·c ption of the position of assistant teacher from the classified service. While it is
evident from that correspondence that one of the reasons for making this exception
was the desire to open the way for the employment of Indians in the schools, it is
equally evident that selections for the position of assistant teacher were not to be
limitf'cl to Inuians. It was cletermined to leave the office of teacher within the
cla sili d R •rvice, and to oxc pt the office of assistant teacher from the classified
service, and yet no satisfactory distinction was made between the duties of the two
offi . An a sistant teacher mu t necessarily t each. In a school where three or more
ar ngaged in the work, one would naturally direct while the others would follow
instructions ancl assist. If this distinction were made as to the positions, only the
prin ipal t acb r would be recognized as a" teacher," and all the others would be, in
reality, "as i.·tant t achers." It i1:1 to b r gretted that when the clotcrmination was
r<'a.ch<•d to on id r a ssi tant teachers not within the classified se1·vice, some arbitrary
de i mation of what constituted an "assistant teacher" was not made.
I hav conferred freely with the sn perin ten dent of Indian schools as to the wisdom
of in htdi11g a i tant t ach rs within the classined service, an exception to be made
!n favor of Indian. alon , as suggested by your action. We agree that the position
1 on "hich with great propriety can he placed within the clas ·i fi.ed service. It
i a po ition which requires that ordinary ability as a teacher most likely to be clisIR:
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closed tbro11gh a technical examination. Tbe competitive tests_ 3:re ?alcufate:1_ to
determine witl,i. reasonable accuracy fitness for the woxk. The pos1tio11 1s not so high
that it wonld probal)ly draw teachers of established reputation. B_e~inn~rs m~st
be placed. in these positions an<l. can be selected through the certified list with
u;ndoubtecl advantage to the school service.
.
Where the responsibilty of teaching involrns work other than .that wJnch can b"
disclosed by a tech.nicf.1,1 exarnination; where the position is so high that men or
expe;rience who b.ave been successful instructors can be induced to accept the
places, it is there, alone, that l fear the proficiency of the service may be h:.u npered
by the strict rules governiug the admission of classified employes.
It is my earnest desire to aid in establishing a permanent, nonpartisa,n , and efficient
Indian school system, and the rules governing the classified service should certainly
be applied wherever practica,ble. I trust that you may be able to agree with the
superinteudent of Indians chools npon a plan by which this may be accomplished,
and yet enable him to exercise some discretion in the selection of men suited. to particular work.
Very respectfully,
HOKE SMITH,

Secreta1·y.
Hon. JOHN R. PROCTER,
P1·es'iclent of the CiYil Service Comniission.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, January 22, 1894.
Sm: In rega.rd to the charg.e s made by the Civil Service Commissioners that the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs abolished two positions of teacher within the classified service at the Chilocco Indi:cin schod, and instead created two positions of assistant teachers, in order to appoint two persons to the position, we state that, although
the positions for teachers were authorized in January, 1892, they had never been
filJed because not needed, and the positions lapsed June 30, 1893; that, with Assistant
Secretary Reynolds, we, at the beginning of the present fiscal year, did the personal
work of going over the records and arranging positions for the year, and that without
any suggestion from the Commissioner, we arranged two positions of assistant
teachers at Chilocco, because, as teachers had not been needed or selected, it was
thought that occasion might arise for selections to be made temporarily, and the
length of time required for selections through the civil service, and the fact that
mauy who were selected declined, we thought it best to have them authorized as
assistant teachers.
Very respectfully,

C. ARMSTRONG,
Assistant Commissioner.
F. T. PALMER,
Chief Education Division.
FRANK

'rhe

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

These two positions were not filled prior to July 1, as shown by these books, consequently there was no one clisplar:ecl. The approval of all school positions at the
first of the fiscal year was made by Mr. Reynolds, with Mr. Clements, Mr. Palmer,
an<l. myself. The Commissioner had nothing to do with it.
FRANK C. ARMSTRONG,
.Assistant Cornm'issioner of Indian Affairs.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, January 22, 1894.
Sm: On December 2 last I had the honor to report to you upon the charges made
by the Civil Service Commission, that two positions of teacher within the classified
service had been abohs1Jed ::t th e Chilocco ln<lia.n school, and instead two positions
of assistant teacher, not in the classified service, had been created, and that th&Se
two positions of assistant teacher were treated as onteide the classified service, and
filled by the a,ppointment of John E. Youngblood and Alice Kingcade, the latter
being a niece of mine.
No~w~tl1standi!1g the report_ ~a<le ?n _the date referred to, I am to-day advised
that it 1s yet clarmed that pos1t10ns w1thm the classified service were abolished and
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po ition created ontsi de of the classified service by me in-order that I might appoint
a relative to one of them, in violation of the spirit, if not the letter, of the civilservice law, and I again desire to call your attention to the facts as established by
the records of your Department.
The law provides that position within the school service, except superintendents,
who are provide1l for b,v Jaw, shall be created by the Secretary of the Interior at
the beginning of each tiscal year, and at the end of the fiscal year such positions
lapse. These positions arn etitablished as the needs of the service may reqnire,
considering the number of pupils in attendance at each school, and the labor to be
performed.
In Jan~rnry, 1 92, two positions of teachers were authorized by the honorable
Secretary of t,h e Interior for the Uhilocco school, but they were not filled by selection·, uecause they were not nee<l.ecl, and on the 30th of June, being the encl of the
:fiscal year, those places so authorized lapsed without ever having been filled.
At the beginning of the present :fiscal yea,r you authorized such positions for the
various schools as were needed. The school reports, showing the attendance at the
various schools, were considered, and all of these positions carefully gone over, the
work ueing un<l.er the personal supervision of Mr. Reynolds, the Assistant Secretary
of the Interior, Assistant Commissioner Armstrong, and Mr. Palmer, chief of the
e,1ucatiou division of this office. This work required several days' labor by these
gentlemen, ancl was done in the office of Assista.nt Secretary ReynolLls, and in the
arrangement of positions two positions of aRsistant teachers for the Chilloeco school
were recommended and authorized by you.
Since these charges were made I have been informed by tp.e gentlemen recommending these positions that they did so because the teachers formerly authorized
were not need d, and it was thonght tha,t thetie positions might not be required,
but that occa ion might arise for the selection of assistant teachers temporarily
only; and as it was uncertain whether they would be needed, and the length of time
rcqnired to ecnro persons from the eligible list, a,nd that many selectecrdeclined the
positions, anu as they might be only needed for a short time they concluded that it
wa. best to authorize these positions as a sistant teachers.
pon An gust 15, upon the re(lnest of Superintendent Coppock that these positions
be Jill cl, the p r ons mentioned in the letter of the Civil Service Commission were
appointecl, one of whom is my niece; botli of whom had passed examinations for
teachers' ertificates in the States where they resided, and successfnlly taught in the
pnhlic chool . My niece had taught in the public schools of Illinois and Texas.
'ince that time uperintendent Coppock, and Dr. Dorchester, superintendent of
Indian ·chools, after he was notified that his resignation was desired, both reported
to thi office that she was competent aucl rendered efficient service as teacher.
I cl ire to say further that these positions as assistant teachers, so authorized,
were not mad by the ·e gentlemen at my suggestion, and that I had no thought of
s lectiog my niece to fill a position in the school service until after the request was
ma.l , August 15th, by Mr. Uoppoek.
I will further state that the positions of assistant teacher were authorized under
the former a_cl!Y1inistratio~ and filled by appointment from this office, the same grade
a th e po 1t1omi, and this act wa no departure from the practice under the former
admini tration.
As to the suggestion in the letter of the Civil 'ervice Commission that these new
positiohs were 1~· ated as outside tlie claHRifiecl service, I have to say that they were
not only recogmzed nndcr the former adniinititration of this office as beino- outside of
the ciyil_ service a,ncl appointment mad0, as before suggested, but the Civil Service
Com_rmss1011 had also recognized such 1Jositions as not being within the classified
service, a many of their leLters on filo in this office show.
:B,or Y?Ur infonnatiou I inclo e you a lotter, da.ted April 11, 1893, addressed to this
offi~e, ~1g1_1ed ~y fr.. h~ules Lym~u, as president of the Civil Service Commission, in
which it 1 said, reforrmg to assistant teachers, "At present these positions are
uucla · ified,' etc.
I d~. ir_e to ay th~~ I have ?-O ohjection to placing the positions of assistant teachers ~1thm th cla s1ftecl_s :rv1ce,_exc pt tl.iat persons of Indian blood should not be
r qu,r d to staucl th c1~1l_-serv1~e examination. I have neither in letter nor spirit
attempted to evade the ·1v1l-s rv1ce law, but have aided in carrying it out in every
way.

I d s~re further ~o. acl~l that the niece referred to is the only relative of mine
oc np~•mg any pos1t1on m the Government service, except the position held by Mr.
Cochran who i mv confidential lork.
ry respectf'ully, your ob ·<lieut servant,
D. M. BROWNING,

Comriiissioner.
The

SECRETARY OB' THE INTERIOR,
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In answer this letter was sent.
JANUARY 31, 1894.
SIR: The Commission has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of January 25, and to state that in view of what you say in resl?ect to ~he
advisability of classifying the positions of assistant teacher in the Indrn.n service
the Commis-sion does not think it necessary to take any further action in relation to
the appointment of assistant teachers at the Chilocco Indian School. A communication will be addressed to the President requesting his approval of the classification
of the positions of assistant teacher, stating that the Commission makes the request
with your approval.
The Commisssion takes pleasure in stating that it has had more than one confer·e nce with the superintendent of Indian schools, and will endeavor to make arrangements to meet·the points you raise in reference to the special positions to be filled.
Very respectfully,
CHAS. LYMAN,

Acting P1·esident.
The

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, February 17, 1894.
For your information there is inclosed herewith a copy of a letter to
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated yesterda,y, in which I express my conclusion that there is no sufficient reason for a distinction between teachers and assistant teachers of Indian schools and directing that ,hereafter your Commission shall be
called on for the certification of eligibles for appointment as assistant teachers, the
same as for teachers, except in cases where Indians may be found qualified for such
positions; also a list showing some of the appointments made to these places since
they w ere excepted from thJ0 classified service. These parties were none of them
Indians, and were regularly engaged in teaching.
·
Very re::;pectfully,
GENTLEMEN:

HOKE SMITH,

Secretary.
The

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, February 16, 1894.
Sm: After careful consideration of the subject I have come to the conclusion that
there is no sufficient r eason for a distinction between teachers and nssistant teachers
on Indian schools, whereby the former are included in the classified service and the
latter are not so included. You will, therefore, hereafter please request from the
Civil Ser vice Commi ssion certifications for persons to :fill positions as assistant
t eacher s, except always in cases where Indians may be found who are qualified for
such poRi tions.
·
Very respectfully,
HOKE SMITH,

Secretary.
The

COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Upon receipt of this last letter of the Secretary of the Interior the
Commission made the following entry in its minutes:
(1) Interio1' D epart?nent.-Letter of the Secretary inclosing statement as to assistant t each ers appointed in 1892 without examination and certification by the Commission, none of th em hein g Indians. Inasmuch as this letter announces that the
Secr etary ~eems that t h e position of assist ant teacher shoul<l be really a classified
one and w1ll h er ea.fter be tren,t eu as such, it js directed that an amendment be immedi ately prepared for submission to the President including assistant teachers in the
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cla ifiocl li t, and providing th.at Indians can be ad?-~itt~d as assistant tea~h~rs upon
the nomination of the appointmg office~ :i,nd certif:icat~on by the Comm1ss10n t~at
th haYe pa sed a suitable noncompet1t1ve exammat1on. ~n the accom~anymg
letter the Pre id nt's attention will be called to the fact that this amendment 1s practically a formal one, inasmuch as the Secretary of the Interior now treats these
po:·ition as ·las ified.
'l'h action of the Secretary of the Interior in deciding to treat assistant teachers
as classified is greatly to be commended.
·
~T

REMOV .A.LS FOR POLITIC.AL REASONS.

In July, 1893, a clerk named E1;1g:ene ~. Gaddis, deta~led since befo:e
the incoming of the present a<l.mm1strat10n to serve _with t~e Comm1sion was recalled to the Treasury Department, but immediately, and
whde still serving with the Commission, was dismissed. After some
preliminary correspondence the Commissioner, on OctoberlO, wrote to
the Secretary of the Treasury as follows:
OCTOBER 10, 1893.

Sm: Mr. Eugene E. Gaddis complains of his removal from the Treasury Department, office of the Register of the Treasury, for political reasons, and asks that the
Com mi sion make investigation to ascertain the facts in the case and take proper
action in reference thereto. The Commission holds that it is its duty under the law
to investigate and report upon dismissals from the classified service where it is
all o· d with offer of proof that said dismissals were made for political reasons.
B f:;re further consideration of this case it deems it due to the Register of the Treasury that the papers filed in this office by complainant be submitted to him for
such remark · n,s he sees :fit to make.
Very respectfully,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
..A.cting President.
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.

The Secretary of the Treasury responded as follows:
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OF;FICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D. O., November 11, 1893.
Srn: Your communication to the Register of the Treasury, together with the
accompanying papers, having been referred to me, I have given them a careful consid •ration, a,1\(1 now have tbr honor to say that I fail to :find in them any allegation
whi ·h, if proveu. or admitted, wouhl show that any provision of the civil service
rule or law have been violated by the discharge of Gaddis from the public service.
Bys Lion 2 of the act entitlecl "An act to regulate and improve the civil service
of the uit d tates," approved January 16, 18!:l3, the Com::nission is directed to aid
the President, at his request, in preparing suitable rules for carrying the act into
fl' ct, and it is provided that, among other things, such rules shall provide and
cl clare, a nearly as the conditions of good admb1istration will warrant, "that no
p r on in the public service i for that reason under any obligation to contribute to
any political fun<1, orto render any political service, and that he will not be removed
or otherwise prejudiceu. for refusing to do so."
In accord:1.uce ·with thisreqnircmentthe President, with the aid of the Commission,
adopte<l and promulgated ·ertaiu rules, among which is General Rule I as follows:
"Any oHiccr in the e~"ecutive civH service who shall use his official authority or
iulluenco for foe ptupose of inte1-fering with an election or controlling the resnlt
thereof, or who shall dismiss or cause to be dismissed, or use influence of any kind
to procure the di mi sal of any person from any place in the said service, bec:1Use
such person has refused to be coerced in his political action, or has refnsed to contrihut ' money for political purpose , or has refused to render political service; and
any ofliC"er, cl 'rk, or other employein the executive civil service, who shall willfully
violate any of the e rules, or any of the 1,rovisions of sections 11, 12, 1;. and 14 of the
act ntitl ·d '.A..n act to r gt1late and improve the civH service of the united States,'
approved January 16, 1893, shall be dismissed from office."
It i n~ claimed that this clerk was removed or otherwise prejudiced for refusing
to . ont r1 lrnte to any political fund, or to rencler any political service, nor is it
hum ·cl that lie was r mo"" <l h ra11s Ii has refu d to be coerced ju his political
a ·tion, or ha refu ed to contribute money for political purposes; and consequently
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it does not appear that ei:th.e r the ;proyision of the I.aw or the rule 9.uoted can have
any application in the present inst'ance.
.
The only other provision relating t,o the power of removal which I have been able
to :find is contained in section 13 of the statute, which reads as follows:
.
"No o:f)fi.c~r or empJoye .o f it;he UnHed States ,mentioned in this act shall d1schar~e,
or prompte, or .d egrade, or in any manner change the official rank or _c~mpensa~JOn
of any other officer or employe, or promiso .o r thr.e aten so to do, for g1 vmg o~ withholding or neglecting to make any contribution of money or other valuable thmg for
any political purpos,e ."
.
There is no statement in the affidavit of Mr. Gaddis or in any of the papers submitted to me that he waf:! djscharged for "giving or withholding or n eglecting to
make any con:trib11-tion _o f money or other valuable thing for political purpose," and
I resp,ectfqlly $Ubmij; t];l.a,~ ifhe 'had been .dis.charg.e.d for any of tl;tese reasons a case
)V@t;1ld be prese;nted for pro~ec;o.tion in the courts, which is the only remedy provided in the law.
The Register .Qf the Treasury, iµ_ transmitting t.o me the affidavits and other
papers which were sent to him by the Commission, has also made a communication
<lepying- th_e statements Qon:taj_ned in the affi<;J.avit of ~r. Gl:"ddis and ~nclosing
several w:n tt~n .stl!,tements fro.i;n cLe;rk,s who serv:ed with him concernmg that
gentleman's character and conduct while holding his position as clerk; but as
no case has be.e n presented in which the Secretary of the Treasury feels that it is
incumbent upon him ;to state the reasons for the removal these .d ocuments are not
transmitted.
I have the p.onor to remafn, yours, respect;ful~y,
J. G. CARLISLE,
Se01·eta1y.
Hon. THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
Chairman U.S. Civil Serviee Commi8sion, Washingtolf!,, D. O.

The Commission wrote in re.ply

as follows:

NOVEMBER 23, 1893.
Srn: In answ~r to your lette,r of November 11, the Commission ha,s the honor to
caU your i'l,tte]).tion to a copy herewith t;ra_n~mitte_d of its letter sjgne(l by John H.
Oberly, then acting president of the Commission, to the Cincinnati postal board of
examiners, app:rove.<,l by the Commission on Septe.mber 8, 1887. From the closing
paragrapp. of tp.is lett,e r you will see that the Commission then took the ground
that it was a violation of law wit)lin the mea,::iing of the civil-service act and rules
to remove an empfoy.e from the classified service because he belonged to the opposite
political party, or pecause of J,is political opinions Qr a.f filiations. Ever since this
date t,he Co,m mission h~s c_o nsistently ,;).c:ted upon this view. It has been the settled
policy of the Commission to consjder Gene:ral R:ule I as forbiqding the removal of
an employe ;in the ~lassifj.ed servi~.e becau_se of his p._olitic,a l a:(6.liations or opiq.ions, or
because he belonged to the political pl;l,rty .<;>pposed ~o that of the "officer who .dismissed or caused to be dismiss.e d, or us_e d influence of a;n.y kind to procure his dismissal."
·
This constrpction of Ge:r;teral Rule I has ;a.ever hitherto be.e n questioned, and the
charges contained in the affidavits now before you against Mr. Tillman in the case
of the clerk Gaddi.s dp ~listin,ct~y c}1~rge, iq. substa;nc.e, that Mr. Tillman procured
the dismissal o.f Mr. Gaddis becl;l,nse of his polHic_a l affiliations or opinions. In pursuance of the policy on which the CQmmission h::i,s consistently acted ever since the
letter of Acting P:reside.n t Oberly was approved, the Commission therefore requested
Mr. Tillman's answer to the 1;1,llegations Qontained in the affidavits submitted by Mr.
Gaddis.
.
.
After the Departme;n.t 4as c_o nsidered the lett.e r signed by :rv,lr. Oberly, embodying
the settled policy of. the qommission for the past six y_e ars, t,he C9mmission respectfully requ_e sts that 1t be mformed whether the P~partment accedes to the view entertained by the Commission as to its power to investigate any such cases where the
all~~~tion is that the em;ploye }Vas dismissed bei:iause of his political affiliations or
opm10ns, or whether t;lle Department still insist$ t};lat it is no violation of the civilserv:1c~ act or rules to <lismi'§~ an eiµploy6 merely beGause of his political opinions or
affihat10ns.
Very respectfull;,r,

Q'HAS. LYMAN,

.President.
The

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
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In January I 94, the following letter was received from the Secretary
of the Tl' a ury:
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D. C., Janua1·y 17, 1894.
DF:AR , m: In response to the las~ com~uni_cation of ~he 9ommission 1 in relation
to the •asc of Mr. Eu<rene E. Gaddis, I thmk 1t proper, m view of the fact that the
suhject h ai; been pending for a long time, to recapitulate the facts which have heretofore occurred.
On the 4.th day of Angust, 1893, Mr. Gaddis was discharged from the service by an
order i<rned by Mr. W. E. Curt,is, then Acting Secretary of the Treasury, and on
the 7th day of that month the Commission, through i~s president, sent a letter ~o
Ir. Curtis, in the nature of a protest against the action of the Depar~ent. ~his
letter was answered by Mr. C. S. Hamlin, who had succeeded Mr. Curtis as Actmg
ecretary, and stated· that the removal had been made "for good and sufficient
reasons."
Inasmuch as no charge or complaint had been made that Mr .. Ga~dis ?ad been
removed for political reasons, ot for any reasons sup;posed to be 1~ v10lat10n of the
civil service law or rules, it was expected that this would termmate the correspondence upon the subject; uut, on the 16th day of August, Mr. Roosevelt, a memb~r
of the Commission, addressed another letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, m
which, after a preliminary statement, he added:
"The Commission, therefore, though without power to demand, as to matter of
right, any information from the Departments as to their treatment of these men,
because of their connection with the Commission,· has, nevertheless, always endeavored to secure for them the same treatment that it accords to its own office force,
and being their only actual superior officer who alone can testify to their good or ill
conduct in per.forming their official duties, have always laid before any Department
an y facts which it seemed proper to bring to the attention of that Department in
refer nee to questions of reduction, dismissal, and promotion in the detailed force."
And the letter then proceeds to say:
"It is of course out of the question that he (Gaddis) should have been gnilty of
insubordination, of negligence, or any species of official misconduct during the
period of the pr sent administration. In the next place, whether the reasons for his
di mi al are or are not 'good and sufficient,' (and with the facts as given above
it is v ry difficult to believe they are), I would, with all deference and respect, and
with all earnestness, state that it seems hardly possible that there can be any good
and suflic·ient rea on for refus1ng to state to Mr. Gaddis, or to the Commission under
which he has been serving, the cause of his dismissal."
Up to th time this letter was written no claim had been made by Mr. Gaddis, or
by anyone else, so far as I know, that he had been removed for political reasons.
In fact, two w eks after the date of this letter Mr. Gaddis addressed a note to the
ecretary of the Treasury asking permission to resign.
n the 29th of eptember, 1893, however, Mr. Gaddis for the first time made an
affidavit, which was pre ented to the Commission on the next day, charging. though
in a very vagne antl indefinite way, that his removal had been recommended by the
R gister of the Treasury for political reasons, and subsequently, on the 7th day of
October, he addressed a letter to the Commission in which he made additional statem nt upon the ame subject.
While th statements cont11,ined in this letter are somewhat more specific than
thos contained in the affidavit of September 29, 1893, the writer does not allege in
t rm t hat he was removed because he was a Republican or because he was a Democrat, nor do he cl1arge that he was removed because he had refused to be coerced
in bis political action, or had refused to contribute money for political purposes, or
had r fused to render political service. So far as the afficlavit and letter taken
togeth r can lie construed as containing any distinct charge, it is that the Register
oft~ Tr a~lH'Y had recommended the removal of this clerk in order that he (the
Regi. t r) might be able to select a personal and political friend of his own for confidential cl rk in hi office.
\ h tl.Jer the langnag of the civil-service act, and of the rule quoted in my letter of ovember 11, 1 93, can be so construed as to embrace a case where the removal
is not nllegcd to have b en made for a cause which is not in terms prohibited is a
qu tion which I do not con 'ider material in this particular instance, and, inasmuch
as it may at omc time arise in a criminal prosecution, I prefer to leave it for the
d ci ion of the <· urt .
Aft r the ailidavit and letter of Gaddis were filed the Commission addressed a
l~tter to th R «Yi ter of the Treasury on the subject, and submitted the papers to
him f r " nth r marl ash se s fit to make." The ReO'ister has transmitted to the
Secretary his response to the statements and charges made in the papers file<l. by the
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Commission and also of the written statements of clerks who served with the discharged clerk, a~d I herewith forward copies _of all these docum~n~s.
·
In recent personal interviews with the president of the Comm1ss10n I have been
informed that it does not insist upon having the "cause of his disD?iss'.11" stated1 as
was requested in the letter to me dated August 16, 1893, but that it s1mply desire•
to know whether this clerk was removed for political reasons, and, although I have
no personal knowledge of the causes which induced the RAgister of the 'l'ren,sury
to recommend the action that was taken in the case, I am satisfied that neither the
recommendlttion nor the actual removal was made on account of the politics of
the clerk.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully,

J. G.

Hon.

JOIIN

R.

CARLISLE,

Secretary.

PROCTOR,

President U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

The papers were referred to Commissioner Roosevelt, who made the
following report, which was adopted, the Commissioner directing that
action be taken in accordance with his recomrnendations:
U.

S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.

Washington, D. C., January 24, 1894.
Srns: In accordance with your instructions I have carefully gone oYer the final
letter of the Secretary of the Treasnry and all the documents in the Gaddis case.
This :final letter was received by the Commission on January 22. It was on July
28 .last that the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Curtis, wrote the Commission requesting the return of Mr. Gaddis to the Treasury. Nearly six months have
thus been occupied in getting at the facts-a period during which a score of cases of
more clifficnlty and intricacy have been raised, investigated, and decided between the
Commission aud the Post-Office Department. One of the Comrni~sioners :first went personally to the Department about August 2. On August 7 the Commission wrote to
make inquiries concerning the dismissal of Mr. Gaddis. On August 9 an answer was
received. On August 10 the Commission wrote again. No answer was received to
this letter.
On August 16 the Commission wrote again. Again no answer was received. Additional evidence was then furnished the Commission by Gaddis, and on October
10 the Regii-ter of the Treasury was written to. The Secretary of the Treasury
then, on October 11, wrote the Commission, assuming the responsibility for the whole
matter . . On October 14 the Commission wrote the Secretary asking for any statement the Register might make. On November 8 the Register wrote to the Commission stating that he had filed his answer with the Secretary of the 'freasury
and that the Secretary, and not himself, was responsible for the removal. On
November 11 the Secretary of the Treasury wrote to the Commission stating that
even if the allegations made as to the removal of Gaddis were proved or admitted,
he did not see that the law had been violated by the discharge. Inasmuch as
the Commission's letter of October 10 alleged that the removal had been made
for political reasons, this amounted to a denial of the proposition that to remove
a man for political reasons was a violation of the civil-service law. There was
also an implied denial of the right of the Commission to investigate removals,
even where it was alleged that they were made for political reasons. On November
23 the Commission wrote the Secretary, pointing out why, in its opinion, the position
he had taken was untenable. No answer to this letter was received. On December
19 the Commission again wrote, asking for an answer. Again no answer was
received, and on January 6 the Commission wrote once more. Then the answer came,
on January 22, though it is dated January 17.
In view of the position taken by the Secretary in his last two letters it seems
useless further to discuss the matter with him. and I recommend that the case be
brought to the attention of the Presiclent. On,NovemlJer 11 the Secretary, in effect
takes the position that it is not a violation of the ci vil-serdee law to remove a mar{
for p_olitical r~asons. In his letter of January 17 he does not express himself so
defimtely, statmg that he would prefer to leave it for the decision of the courts.
In his letter of October 11 he states that even had Gaddis been discharged for refusing to contribute a political assessment the only remedy would have been to prosecute the case in the c~:mrts. This is practically the position taken by P9stmasterGeneral Wanamaker m reference to the persons in the Baltimore post-office who
were accused of violating the civil-service law. Secretary Carlisle moreover is as
far as the Commission now remembers, the first public officer wh~ has ever' taken
the position that it is no violation of the civil-service law to discharge a, man for
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political reasons. Under Pre ident Cleveland's first administration the Commission,
through it acting presitlent, Mr. Oberly, took the ground that it was a violation of
law to remove a man for hi political opinions or alliliations. The Commission has
acted upon this view ever since, both in making investigations and in preparing
rules.
In General Rule nr, section 7, it is provided that any nominating or appointing
officer who shall discrimimtte in favor of or against any ellgible because of his
political opinions or affiliations shall be dismissed from office. If the position taken
by the Secretary of the Treasury is correct, the law and rules prohibit an appointing officer from discriminating for political reasons against any man until he is
appointed, but allow discrimination a&'ainst the same man for the same reasons the
instant he is appointed. There is small need of comment on snch a construction of
the law. Moreover, tbe Commission emphatiQ.ally dissents from the view now advanced by Secretary Carlisle, as formerly by Postmaster-General Wanamaker, that
the remedy for violations of the faw lies only in a court of law, and not in the
action of the head of the Department. One of the conditions of good administration in every office is that the head of the office shall see that the law is observed,
and not wait to have the court force him into its observance. The decision of the
supreme court of the District of Columbia, in United States ex rel. George T. Pulaski,
is explicit. It declares that it is the duty of all officers of the United States in the
Departments and offices to which the rules relate to aid in carrying them into effect.
It ought not to be necessary to point out that cases may continually arise under the
civil-service law, as under all other laws, where a zealous and faithful officer must
proceed a 0 ·ainst his own subordinates on evidence which may not be sufficient to
justify a prosecution in a court of law.
The head of a Department who has every reason to believe that one of his subordinates has been evading or violating the civil-service law, even though there is no
ca-ae against him on which the Commission could go into court, must be held responsible for the wrongdoing. The Commission can not acquiesce in a view which · if
accepted would permit a head of a Department to lie supine and allow his subordinates to violate thl:l law at pleasure, provMed only they exercised enough caution to
keep clear of the courts. If the views advanced by the Secretary in his letter of
November 11 are ever acknowledged to be correct, an immense stride will have been
taken towards reducing the law to a mere nullity. The re1mlt of the adoption of
this position by the Secretary will naturally be its adoption by his subordinates
and by other public officials. Had this view been taken by Postmaster-General
Bissell it would be difficult to overestimate the extent to which it would have hampered the work of the Commission during the last ten months in dealing with the
classified post-offices generally, aud with the newly classified offices in particular,
while it would of course have put a premium upon making sweeping removals for
partisan reasons in those offices.
In regard to the removal of Mr. Gaddis, the Secretary forwards from Mr. Tillman
and from various clerks in the office statements reflecting upon Mr. Gaddis, and
gives it as his opinion tbat Gaddis was not removed for political reasons.
The 'ecretary states that when the original letters of the Uommission were written
no complaint had been made that the removal was for political reasons. If he had
turned to my letter of August 10 he would have seen that Mr. Gaddis had already
stated that there were no rea ons for his removal unless they were political. At
the time it seemed evident to me that the responsible authorities of the Treasury
Department must be ignorant of what had been done in removing Gau.dis, and that
on their attention being called to the matter they ·wonlcl be only too glad to rectify
their action. The letters I wrote were preci ely 1rnch as I would have written any
Department, proceeding upon tbe assumption that the head of the Department would
wish to know when an evident and flagrant inj 11 stice was being committed. I was
careful in these letters to state that the Commi sion had no power to demand information from the Department as to the treatment of Mr. Gaddis, but that it was
impos ible that there could be any good or sufficient reasons for refusing to state to
the Commission the cause of dismissal.
The asiest way of showin'.!,' thn.t a dismissal was not made for political reasons is
to show what the reasons actually were, and often if no imch reasons are forthcoming
the ommi sion will b ouliged to as ume that the real reasons were political. It has
been _my experience that in thP ~•reat majority of instances where the reasons were
genume and a_deq:uate t?,ere :vas no hesitation whatsoever in giving them, but ~bat
where the heR1tat1on exr ted 1t wa generally because they were felt to be insufficient
or were_ used merely a pr text , the real reason being one which the person implicated did not dare to avow. In thi particular instance it is difficult to believe that
the reasons now alleged a cause for tht> removal of Mr. Gaddis were thought of at
the.time the removal wa~ n:iad . The l ttc~· recaJl_ing Gaddis came on July 28. The
var10ns docum nts couta1u10g charg . agamst bun arc dated from August 29 to
Deeember 13. Moreover, the rea ons alleged for his removal have shifted from time
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to time. On July 28 his return was asked for b-ecause his services were needed in the
Department. Soon after it was alleged to the Commission that he was remoyed for
insubordination. This ground seems to have been abandoned, and the papers now
submitted charge various offenses against office discipline and morals. In.view of the
_position the case has now taken it is needless to discuss the truth or falsity of these
charges.
But one of them deserves notice for other reasons. This is the charge that Gaddis
was promoted for political or personal reasons under the last Republican administration. There is a certain unconscious humor in advancing this as a reason for
dismissing him, in view of the constant complaints that are now being brought
to the Commission about the promotion and reduction of men in the Treasury
Department, and particularly in the offices of the Second and Sixth Auditor, for,
as is alleged, political and personal considerations. The very day upon which
Assistant Secretary Hamlin wrote to the Commission stating that Gaddis had
been removed for satisfactory reasons, the same gentleman also furnished to the
Commission a list of promotions and reductions, notably in the Sixth and Second
Auditors' offices, concerning which it was charged to the Commission, with offer
of proof, that the great majority, if not all, were promotecl or reduced purely for
political or sectional rerusons. Complaints have constantly been made to the Commission concerning promotions and reductions for political reasons in the different Departments. In particular, such complaints were made very frequently concerning the actions of Commissioners Tanner and Raum in the Pension Bureau;
but never as frequently as they have been made concerning what is alleged to have
gone on in the Treasury Department during the last ten months.
The fact that these charges were never communicated to Mr. Gaddis at all, and
were only produced weeks or months after the removal had taken place, and that
Mr. Gaddis had no opportunity of answering them, although anxious to produce
counter testimony, is sufficient to show the harm resulting from removals made in
this way. It is very unfortunate that the Commission is not given full authorityto
investigate such removals. The testimony of Assistant Register Smith in his letter
of J amrnry 12 is very damaging to Register Tillman, tending to show that he recommended the removal of Gaddis merely for personal and political reasons.
To sum up, then, so far as this particular case is concerned it appears that (1) the
Secretary of the Treasury takes the position of declining to hold that it is a violation
of the civil-service law to remove a man for political reasons; (2) the Secretary
furth er takes the position that if there is such a violation of the law the head of
the Department will not provide any remedy, but will leave the matter to the
courts, and (3) the charges upon which it is now alleged that Gaddis was removed,
whether true or false, were advanced some weeks or months after the removal in
order to justify it.
In view of the attitude of the Secretary of the Treasury I recommend that the
Commission earnestly request the President to amend General Rule I to bring it into
accord with General Rule nr, section 7, making it provide for the dismissal from
office of any appointing or nominating officer who discriminates in favor of or
against any subordinate because of his political or religious opinions or affiliations.
In connection with what has been shown in this case as to the numerous promotions
and reductions in the Treasury Department, alleged with offers of proof to be for
political reasons, I further recommend that the President be asked to adopt a rule
authorizing the Commission to exercise supervision over promotions and reductions,
and at least to provide that no discrimination for political reasons enters into them.
In corroboration of the charges made to this Commission with reference to reductions for politicail reasons in the Treasury Department, the following :figures are of
interest: During the six months immediately succeeding the 4-th of March, 1889,
there were in the classified service of the 'freasury Department, in places covered
by competitive examilrnti01~, 6 reductions and 19 removals. During the correspondi1;1g six months succeeding the 4th of March, 1893, there were no less than 58 reduct10ns and 41 removals. The difference in the number of reductions is very striking.
That the persons redu ced were certainly in the great majority of cases, and probably in all the cases, Republicans is shown, among other things, by the fact that no
.l'ess than 50 of the 58 reJnctions were of people who had entered the service prior
to the classification in 1883.
It has furthermore been charged to the Commission, with offer of proof, that in the
Bureau of Engraving an<l. Printing under the Treasury Department there has been
and is now discrimination exercised both in appointments and removals upon the
ground of color. There is no provision of the law or rules allowing the Commission
to take cognizance of discrimination exercised for this reason. It may be well to
call the attention of the President to the matter to decide whether, un<l.er the law it
would ·be possible to promulgate a rule providing that the Commission should inveJtigate and report concerning such cases hereafter.
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As reO'ards these two points of reductions or promotions for political reasons, and
discrimination on the ground of color, the Commission has received many more complaints of the management of the Treasury Department in the last ten months than
e,er before; but tliere is another subject npon which quite as many complaints were
made to the Commi sion formerly as at prnsent. This concerns the appointments
and rnmovals in excepted places, notably the places of chiefs of division. The
majority of these places are changed with each administration primarily for political
rea ·ons and to the serious detriment of the service. The positions should by rights
in all c~ es be filled by promotion from within the ranks wholly without regard to
politir:11 consideratious. The Commission should, therefore, earnes_tly recommend
to the President that the great bulk of these excepted places be abohshed.
Fiually, in my opinion, the histor, of the Gadd~s case sho~s very clearly the need
of adopting a rule which shall provide for the filmg of detailed charges whenever a
clerk i removed, the clerk _to be allowed to see these chaTges and have them published if he so desires, while the Commission should be given ample authority to
investio-ate and rcpoTt, if in its opinion the removal is made for political reasons,
whethe~· or not it purports on its face to be for a different cause.
Yours, truly,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,

'l'he

COMMISSION.

PENDING INVESTIGATIONS.

The Commission has recently begun two investigations, which may
or may not come under the head of those em braced in the Senate resolution. One is in reference to 24: clerks in the Bureau of Pensions,
Interior Department, who, it is aJleged, were discharged for political
rea ons, all being Republicans, while at the same time, as is alleged,
about 200 reductions and promotions were made in this Bureau for
similar reasons. The alleged grounds for removal and red uetion are of
cour e not political; thus, one clerk who was discharged for" ineffiiency" has presented to the Commission his office record for last year,
which hows him graded in efficiency at an average of 97 for the working months. The other case is in reference to a circular making assessment for political purposes upon Democratic employrs in the Federal
service in Connecticut. This circular was issued on February 6, 1894,
by the finance committee of the Democratic State committee of Connecticut, signed by the secretary, Mr. F. J. Brown. One of the committee alleged to be implicated in making the assessment is a Federal
officeholder, the collector of customs at Brirlgeport, Conn. The gross
impropriety of the circular can not be questioned. The Commission
ha not a yet investigated the matter sufficiently to be able to state
whether there i , or i not, legal evidence of the violation of the civil
service act.
There have doubtless been other evasions and violations of the law
be ide those referred to in this report, but the very limited appropriation given to the Commi. sion renders it impossible to keep the close watch
over the local office which is desirable. The only fund allowed is that
which i neces ary for holding examinations of applicants for entrance
to th service; and to enable the Commission to inspect the local offices
at all, the greate 't care must be exercised in arranging these examinations so as to k ep the expense down to the minimum. The Commission i frequently obliged to refrain from holding examinations at times
and in section of the country where there is need of holding them,
be au e there i a greater need of inspecting certain offices where
flagrant irregularitie · are charged. Even while thus economizing in
th numb r and frequency of examinations the Commission has not
be n able to come anywhere near making its inspections as extensive
and thorough a they hould be. Until the Commission is given the
mean to allow of a close and fairly constant inspection of the different
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offices, and until it is given more power over removals, reductions, and
promotions the civil-service act will not produce the best results that
can be attained under it; although even as it is the law has worked a
very great improvement in the public service and a still greater
improvement in public life.
In conclusion, the Commission desires to state that while the above
is a substantially full record of the cases that have been investigated,
nevertheless there may be some omissions. If so, these omissions arise
from the fact that the Commission's force is inadequate to do the work
required. In order to keep abreast of its work the employes are often
so hurried and driven that it is impossibfo to properly index and file
the immense masses of papers which are constantly accumulating.
The Qommission continually finds itself facing the fact that it bas a
number of things that ought to be done, but only the force and the
money to enable it to do a few of them, and it then has to decide what
work can be omitted with least detriment to the public service.
We have the honor of being your obedient servants,
JOHN R. PROCTER,
CHAS. LYMAN,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,

Oommissioners.
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